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The Signalling and SwitchingAspects of the Trunk Transit Network
W. J. E. TOBIN,B.Sc.(Eng.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., F.I.E.E.T

U.D.C. 621,395.34: 621,395.38: 621.395.74

A number of changes have been made in the signalling and switching
methods that are to be used for the trunk transit network. The
techniques that will be applied are outlined, and the factors that led
to the changes are described. The impact of the latest transmission
and signalling techniques on future development is also touched on

briefly.

INTRODUCTION
N a previous article in this Journal,1 the outline plan

Iproposedfor the trunk transit network was described.
Since that time a number of changes to the signalling

and switching proposals have been made, although the
transmission features remain unaltered. The principles
of the signalling and switching techniques to be applied
are outlined in this article, which will be followed by
more detailed articles dealing with the technical features
of new equipment and changes to existing equipment to
enable full trunk‐transit facilities to be provided. The
first transit switching centres are expected to be opened
in 1968‐69.

The basic principles outlined previously remain un‑
changed. Local exchanges will be connected directly to
group switching centres (G.S.C.s). The majority of trunk
traflic will continue to be carried over direct circuits
between G.S.C.s and, for some time, will make full use of
existing switching and signalling equipment. New equip‑
ment and a separate network of trunk circuits will be
provided for the remainingcalls, to cater for the require‑
ments of reliable fast signalling and switching and to
ensure satisfactory transmission. The general principle
of a controlling register-translator at the originating
G.S.C., with an “own-exchange only” register-translator
at a transit switching centre (T.S.C.), and end-to-end
signalling between registers is also retained. Switching
at the G.S.C. will be 2-wire and at transit exchanges will
be4-wire, and facilities for automatic alternative routing
will be provided at each type of switching centre. At
present 37 T.S.C.s are planned, nine of which will be
fully interconnected. The fully interconnected T.S.C.s
will be known as main switching centres (M.S.C.s), and
the remainder as district switching centres (D.S.C.s).
The number of trunk transit links switched in tandem
will normally be limited to five.

The overall switching plan follows the normal hierar‑

TTelephone Exchange Systems Development Branch, Engineer‑
ing Department.

chical pattern applied in many parts of the world and is
outlined in Fig. l, which, for the sake of completeness,
also indicates the allocation of transmission losses.
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F I G . 1~TRUNK TRANSIT NETWORK PLAN
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Even when full subscriber-dialling facilities are avail‑
able there will still be a residual demand for operator
service in trunk switching, and, although general-purpose
auto-manual switchboards to handle all classes of traffic
calling for operator assistance may be used, it is probable
that an auto‐manual centre will not bejustified econom‑
ically at every G.S.C. Some auto-manual centres will
serve remote G.S.C.s, and, in order to conform to the
prescribed transmission limits, these centres will be
capable of 4-wire switching when required. The basic
routing is indicated in Fig. 2.

M.S .c. M.S.C.
- OdB 0d 8

0.5.0. D.S‘C.
( M B 0 d B

A.M.C./G.$.C. DISTANT
G.SiC.

2-\vire circuits.
D .S .C . ‐Dis t r i c t swi tch ing centre.
G . S . C . ‐ G r o u p s w i t c h i n g centre.

4-wire circuits.
M.S.C.-‐Main s w i t c h i n g centre.

A.M.C.‐‐Aulo-manual centre.
L . E . ‐L o c a l exchange.

F IG . 2 ‐S TA N D A R D T R A N S M I S S I O N LOSS \ V I T H 4-\VIRE SWITCHINGAT
A U T O - M A N U A L C E N T R E

SIGNALLING

Inter-Register Signalling
In the earlier article it was stated that a 2-out-of-5

multi-frequency signalling system would be used in the
forward direction for the transmission of digital infor‑
mation, and two frequencies difierent from those used in
the forward direction would be used for signals in the
backward direction. The signalling equipment was to be
associated directly With the registers.

The number of signals available with this scheme was
suflicient for the electromechanical system in use. The
equipment was designed in such a manner that it would
be easy to increase the number of frequencies to six in the
forward direction to permit additional signals to be
included asnew facilities were demanded.

Nevertheless, it became apparent, with the progress
that had been made with electronic exchanges and the
plans which had been formulated for signalling between
such exchanges, that it was desirable to change the
approach and provide an inter-register signalling system
capable of using 2-out-of-6 frequencies in each direction.
Initially, the equipment has beendesigned for six frequen‑
cies in the forward direction and five in the backward
direction, but accommodation is left for the addition of
equipment to deal with a sixth frequency in the back‑
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ward direction to provide additional facilities should
these be required at a later date.

Since signalling takes place over the 2-wire path in the
originating G.S.C., separate bands of frequencies are
allocated for each direction of transmission: 1,380‐1,980
Hz at 120 Hz spacing in the forward direction, and
6604,140 Hz at 120 Hz spacing in the backward direc‑
tion, with accommodation for equipment for an addi‑
tional frequency of 540 Hz should it be required. The
general philosophy of sending a combination of two of
the frequencies within the range allocated for a particular
direction of signalling to represent a particular function,
has been adopted. However, in order to give a high
degree of reliability to the signalling function which, at
various times, is taking place during the period that the
connexion is being set up, and during which there is a
liability for surges of interference to arise due to various
causes, one combination of two frequencies for each
direction is allocated as a prefix signal. A l l operative
signals in both directions are pulse‐type signals, each
preceded by a prefix signal applied either continuously or
asapulse. The change from prefix to an operative signal
is efiected without any gap in transmission. Between the
originating G.S.C. and a T.S.C., prefix signals are
exchanged on a semi-compelled basis. A similar signal‑
l ing sequence is employed for the transmission of signals
up to the first digital signal, in both directions between an
originating and a terminal G.S.C.; subsequently, 2‑
element pulse signals are employed, comprising the
prefix signal followed by the operative signal.

Initially the equipment will be capable of transmitting
the following signals:

Forward Signals: prefix, decimal digits, and three
classes of service (general, coin-box subscriber, and
operator).

Backward Signals: prefix, transit proceed-to-send,
terminal proceed-to-send, congestion, number received,
and spare code.

Later, as electronic-type register equipment is intro‑
duced, new equipment will be able to send additional
signals in both directions, e.g. send class-of‐service.

Line Signalling
Line signalling to provide the seizure, release and

supervisory functions will beon a link-by-link basis. The
majority of the circuits will employ 1v.f. in‐band signal‑
ling using a signalling frequency of 2,280 Hz, the system
being very similar in principle to the signalling system
S.S.A.C. No . 9.2 Exceptionally, an out‐of-speech-band
within-channel signalling system similar to S.S.A.C. N0.
83may be used on some of the carrier circuits, and a
4-wire d.c. signalling system may be employed on audio
circuits. These three new signalling systems have been
designated as follows.

(1') In-band system: S.S.A.C. No. 11.
(ii) Out-band system: S.S.A.C. N0. 12.

(iii) Audio system: S.S.D.C. No . 3.

TRANSIT SWITCHING CENTRES

The earlier article referred to the switching at transit
centres being based on single-link switching equipment
employing two motor uniselectors connected wiper to
wiper. The design of this system was satisfactorily



completed, and tests of the system over five links in
tandem with the various signalling systems referred to
above gave excellent results‐only one call in a thousand
was lost with the repeat-attempt facility rendered
inoperative.
However, two factors have arisen which have led to the

adoption of a different switching system. Firstly, the
single-link scheme assumed that the size of transit
exchanges would remain fairly constant, as with growth
of traffic more direct circuits would beprovided, and that
no transit exchange would need to have a capacity of
more than 1,000 incoming and 1,000 outgoing circuits.
Explosive growth in trunk traffic, coupled with a change
of policy relative to the possible extent of usage of the
transit network, upset these two assumptions. Never‑
theless, it would have been possible to re-design the
motor-uniselector link approach to introduce multi-link
switching, and in principle a suitable arrangement had
been planned. However, this would have called for
additional development that would have led to delay in
introducing the transit network‐a postponement which
could not be tolerated.
Secondly, the sudden growth of the telephone system

as a whole had led to excessive demands on the suppliers
of exchange equipment at a time when, due to the policy
of changing to electronic switching asrapidly aspossible,
it was advisable to limit the extent to which suppliers
were asked to involve themselves in appreciable expense
in increasing the output of existing standard systems.4
Accordingly a decision was taken similar to that taken
in the local-exchange field‐ that is, an existing crossbar
system available in this country was chosen to be used in
transit exchanges. For these exchanges, however, the
StandardTelephones and Cables, Ltd.,BXB 1121system
was chosen. This system has been developed by the
manufacturer from a basic crossbar system to provide
the facilities required by the Post Oifice. Details of the
system will be given in a later article, but the basic
trunking arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. Initially, at
least, the external circuit terminations will be sensibly
the same as those developed for the motor-uniselector
system, modified only as essential to work into the
crossbar equipment.

IST. SWITCHING
STAGE

ZHD.SWITCHING
STAGE

MULTl-FREQUENCY
RECEIVER

REGISTER

TRANSLATOR 1

CF:
INFORMATION

I IC ‐ Incoming

F IG . 3 ‐ B L O C K SCHEMATIC D I A G R AM OF BXB 1121 TRANSIT
SWITCHING CENTRE

0/G‐Outgoing

Fig. 3 shows how connexion between an incomingand

an outgoing circuit can be effected, in some cases via a
single stage of switching and in others via two switching
stages. In both instances the crossbar switches are
marked in accordance with information passed from the
translator to the appropriate switching stage. The mark‑
ing information is derived from the group code received
and stored in the register.

THE FUTURE
Transmission
Experiments are already being carried out to deter‑

mine the practicability of improving the balance return‑
loss at the 4-wire to 2-wire conversion point of existing
G.S.C.s to enable the transit network to be operated at a
nominal transmission loss of 3 dB (rather than 7 dB),
with a consequent improvement on calls routed over it.
The nominal maximum loss between local exchanges
over this routing is planned to be 16dB. Further, with
the introductionof electronic G.S.C.s, it is envisaged that
the trunk‐switching train will be switched on a 4-wire
basis, i.e. the 4-wire/2-wire termination will be on the
local side of the G.S.C., with individual balances per
junction and amplification in the 4-wire circuit within the
exchange, thus permitting an overall loss, from local
exchange to local exchange, of 6 dB when both incoming
and outgoing G.S.C.s are so equipped. Finally, of
course, there is the probability of using pulse-code‑
modulation (p.c.m.) transmission techniques over various
forms of transmission media, which may have a revolu‑
tionary efiect on transmission performance.

Signalling and Switching
There is a number of drawbacks to signalling over

speech paths, although it must be admitted that some
compensating advantages are apparent. However, on
balance it would appear that, for the future, greater
flexibility of operation of the system, leading to overall
economies and improvement in service, could result from
the adoption of anentirely separate channel for signalling
all forms of information relative to setting‐up and
clearing-down calls. The transfer of information would
be by means of high-speed serial data operating at, say,
2,400 bauds, thus enabling one signalling channel (with
a standby channel) to serve several hundreds of circuits.
In concept this approach is simple, and already, in the
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (C.C.I.T.T.), such a system is being studied
for international use. The major problem arises in
grafting such a system into an existing network, particu‑
larly so far as switching controls are concerned, and
there is no doubt that a switching system with a form
of control devised to work with such a method of
signalling would be the ideal for the full benefit from
separate-channel signalling to beachieved. Nevertheless,
preliminary thought is being given to the possibilities of
developing such a signalling system in such a way that it
may be used with existing exchanges without detriment
to its use with exchange controls designed to exploit its
full capabilities.
Against this, asstated above, p.c.m. transmission will

undoubtedly become a feature of transmission media,
and already a trial of integrated p.c.m. transmission and
switching for local junction networks is planned.5’6
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Should this prove successful and extend to the trunk
network, it may well have an effect on the foregoing,
although it is perhaps too early to express an opinion on
this aspect.
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Post Oflice Relay Type 2D
U.D.C. 621.318.562

A two change-over contact-unit version of the Carpenter-type
polarized relay has been developed for telegraph and telephone use.
Although more complex, and requiring more precise adjustment
than the single change-over contact‐unit relay, the new relay has

proved very satisfactory in service.

change-over contact-unit version of theearlier,single
change-over contact-unit polarized (Carpenter)

relay, known in the Post Oflice asthe Type 2B.*
The Type 2D relay has been in Post Office use in its

present basic form since 1959, initially as a telegraph
pulse-repetition relay and, more recently, for a similar
function in telephone equipment as well as in pulse‑
correcting elements.
The earliest use of the Type 2D relay was about

1950‐51 in “island radio-link” equipment, and at that
time they were made in limitednumbers in the Telephone
Manufacturing Company’s model shop. As can be seen

THE British Post Office Relay Type 2D is a two

*TURNER,H. A., and SCOTT,B. A PolarizedRelay of Improved
Performance. P.0.E.E.J., Vol. 43, p. 85, July 1950.

(a) Type 213 Relay
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from Fig. 1 (a) and (b), they were produced by modifying
the contact arrangement of the Type 2B relay, retaining
its contact-adjusting screws. Eachscrew‐adjusted contact
assembly contained two separate contact members, and,
in order to ensure correct mating with their respective
armature-mounted contacts, the plate onwhich they were
assembled was arranged so asto allow a small swivelling
motion, damped by an adjustable friction device.
Only a few of these relays were made; when they had

been correctly adjusted they worked well, but it required
considerable patience and skill to reach this state. Also,
at that time there was no immediate prospect of further
use, and the quantities involved made the design an
uneconomic proposition.
A few years later it became evident that an either-side

stable, two change‐over contact‐unit, polarized relay
would beusefulin bothtelegraphandtelephone signalling
and switching circuits. Accordingly the Telephone
ManufacturingCompany undertook a complete redesign,
which has resulted in the present relay Type 2D, with the
contacting arrangement illustrated in Fig. 2.
In the newdesignall thecomponent parts, i.e.armature,

contacts, magnets, etc., are mounted on a one-piece
Mycalon moulding; this arrangement minimizes varia‑
tions of relay performance with temperature and age.
The polarizingpermanent magnets are associatedwith

the electromagnets as indicated in the schematic diagram

(b) Modified Contact Arrangement

F IG. l ‐MOD IF ICAT ION OF TYPE 2B RELAY T0 PRODUCE OR IG INAL VERSION OF TYPE 2D



of the magnetic circuit shown in Fig. 3. Each polarizing
magnet is provided with a variable soft-iron shunt that is
positioned during manufacture to adjust and balance the
polarizing flux; the shunts are then looked, as any
subsequent movement will make the relay impossible to
adjust under normal maintenance conditions.
The four contact points whichmovewith the armature,

i.e. two per change-over contact-unit, are mounted on
compliant springs to minimize contact bounce, while the
armature cross-head can twist slightly to balance the
contact forces. In combination, if the initial setting-up of
the screw‐adjusted contact points is incorrect, these two
features can allow the armature to take up a position
along one or other diagonal of the configuration formed
by the four screw-adjusted contact points. To avoid this
condition it has been found necessary during adjustment
to use lamps to indicate which of the two contact circuits
is established at any time by either change-over contact‑
unit. Relayenergization is gradually reducedand,at each
lower energization, the contact openings and the relative

F IG ‘ 2 ‐ C O N TA C T ARRANGEMENT OF PRESENT TYPE 2D RELAY
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contact positions are adjusted until the armature changes
over correctly. This process is continued until the relay
switches correctly at an energization of l ampere-turn,
in which condition the contact opening is less than
0-0005 in. Experience shows that, provided this adjust‑
ment has beencarefully made,the screw-adjusted contact
bearers can each be withdrawn a specified distance for
the relay to meet its designed requirements.
Although this relay is a more complex device than its

predecessor, the Type 2B, and requires a more exact
adjustment technique, it has beenfound in service to have
a stable performance, and fully to have justified its
introduction.

B.H.E.R.

Book Review
“Electric Li f ts.” R. S. Phillips, M.I.E.E. Pitman and Sons,

Ltd. 485 pp . 339 il l. 84s.
This is the fif th edition of a work which has become the

standard textbook on the design, installation and main‑
tenance of electric lifts. The first edition was published in
1939 and the fourth in 1958.
The new edition follows the method established by its

predecessors; the principles involved are illustrated by
detailed descriptions of the best current practice in the
British l i f t industry. This is supplemented throughout by
sound practical advice. Comment has, therefore, been
restricted to the changes which are to be found in the new
edition. These, with a few exceptions, br ing up to date the
information given in the previous editions. Descriptions are
given of recent developments such as closed-loop control of
l i f t motors, signal-control systems for groups of high-speed
lifts, and controllers using static switching. Again, each of
these is illustrated by giving an account of a successful

current design. The section on solid‐state control of lifts is
confined to a detailed account of a logic system designed
around Norbits, and does not fu l ly explore the principles
and possibilities of what is likely to become standard
technique in the next decade. Useful additional information
has also been included on a variety of matters such asmulti‑
storey flat lifts, fire precautions, and costs.
One general criticism is that the 18 per cent increase in

the number of pages in the book and the 33per cent increase
in price has no t been accompanied by a corresponding
increase in useful information. Descriptions of obsolete
equipment and unhelpful illustrations have been retained,
and the space they take could have been used to better
advantage. Nevertheless, the book will remain an indispens‑
able reference for engineers, students, architects, and all
others engaged in or interested in l i f t work.

P.E.M.
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Conveyance 0f Ma i l by Electric Vehicles
D. H. SANDERT

U.D.C. 656.86 :629.113‐83

As part of the present program of postal mechanization, a range of
electric vehicles has been introduced to reduce the cost of operation,
and to speed the handling of mail between railway stations and
sorting oflices and the delivery of parcels in towns throughout the

country.

INTRODUCTION
ROPRIETARY electric vehicles of the driver‑Pridden platform and tractor type have been used for
railway‐station and postal use since 1902. A

description of the trucks used up to 1944 is given in an
earlier article in this Journal.*
By the end of the last war the total number of vehicles

had risen to 80, and experiments were carried out with
other types of proprietary electric vehicle with minor
alterations to suit Post Office requirements. The Brush
Pony driver-ridden, and the Harbilt and Electruk pedes‑
trian-controlled, types of platformtruck were supplied for
use on the public highway between railway stations and
sortingoflices. Thesevehicles,whichwere capable of carry‑
ing a load of 1 ton and of towing one trailer similarly
loaded, proved successful and are still in use today.
With the increase in road trafiic and its attendant

parking problems it became more difficult to maintain
a proper parcel‐delivery service in town centres using
motor vans, which tend to become costly in use due to
the number of short movements in low gear. Trials were
carried out with pedestrian-controlled trucks having
TPostal Engineering Branch, Engineering Department.
*PHILLIPS, R. S. Electric Battery Vehicles for Postal Work.

P.0.E.E.J., Vol. 37, p. 48, July 1944.

F I G . IHELECTR IC TRACTOR
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aluminium-faced Plymax bodies, with sliding doors on
both sides, which facilitated the “preparation” of
parcels before delivery. This type of vehicle has proved
so successful that there are now some 340 in use through‑
out the country, with no apparent slackening of demand
in the foreseeable future.
Although by 1964 the electric‐vehicle fleet on railway‑

station services had risen to 200, consisting mainly of
Greenbat platform trucks, Brush Pony platform trucks,
andB.E.V. andScott tractors, therewas a rapidincreasein
the demand for mechanical aids, much of which could
not be fulfilled by proprietary equipment, and it became
apparent that a comprehensive range of vehicles would
have to bedesigned to cater for the many mail-handling
problems that had arisen. The specifications produced,
whilst they are primarily based on Post Oflfice require‑
ments, are such that most manufacturers of this type of
equipment would be able to supply vehicles to comply
with them either by modification of their standard
product or by the production of a new model within the
scope of their experience.

TRACTORS
Steep gradients of up to 1-in-8 are common on railway

stations and, because the public usually has access to
them, they present special problems of traction and
braking, particularly where trailers are not equipped with
over-run brakes, which operate when the tension on the
tow bar is removed. Experiments have shown that for
the safe negotiationof slopes of this nature a tractor must
be heavy and have large pneumatic‐tyred wheels to

reduce the tendency to slew and cause
the trailers to “jack-knife” when stop‑
ping in an emergency.
Three-wheel, front-wheel drive trac‑

tors are generally unsuitable for work‑
ing on gradients, and it was, therefore,
decided that, as far as possible, the
standard requirement should bea four‑
wheel rear-wheel-drive tractor, with
either a heavy‐duty or light-duty body
to suit local conditions.
The illustration (Fig. 1) shows an

exampleofthecurrent light-dutytractor
which, with its short wheelbase, is as
manoeuvrable as its 3-whee1predeces‑
sors but possesses superior traction
and braking power. The wrap-round
body is made from 137; in. steel plate
(%in. on the heavy-duty body), and all
accessories, such as lamps, etc., are
recessed as a precaution against
damage. The horse-power 0f the
motor and the capacity of the battery
are determined to suit site conditions
such as distance to be covered, slopes
to benegotiated,numberof trailers,etc.
Because of the poor general lighting

whichmaybeencountered,all tractors,



in common with all other vehicles used on railway
stations, are nowpaintedgoldenyellow,withblackwheels
and chassis, to conform with the standard code of
practice for safety colours.
The tractor is the commonest form of mechanical

aid for station work, and current orders have risen to
50 per year.

STATION TRUCKS
Station trucks are of the driver‐seated platform type,

designed for use in the station area where relatively
small quantities of mail are required to be moved over
fairly long platform distances. A short Wheelbase gives
good manoeuvrability and, with their improved braking
efficiency, they will be used as a replacement for existing
types of platform truck.
It is not expected that the demand for this type of

truck will be great, but the facility of being able to drive
in and out of lifts without the need to hitch and unhitch
trailers has been found to be of considerable value on
certain stations where time is an important factor.
The trucks have sufficient capacity for approximately

14 parcel bags or 15 cwt, and are capable of pulling up
a 1‐in-12 gradient two similarly loaded trailers.

ROAD TRUCKS
Road trucks are designed for use with relatively light

loads between railway stations and sorting offices, where

battery are suflicient to drive the truck for a distance of
12 miles per day, over average road conditions, whilst
carrying a 1-ton load and towing a trailer similarly
loaded.
Road trucks suffer from the disadvantage that the

vehicle has to remain idlewhilst waiting to be loaded and
unloaded, and, at some stations, tractors have beenfound
to bemore suitable despite the legal limitation of towing
not more than one trailer on the public highway. The
present tendency is for a combination of road trucks and
tractors to be used for short road hauls.

PEDESTRIAN-OPERATED VEHICLES
Sration Truck
Where the distance between the railway station and

sorting office is very short, and if the quantity of mail is
fairly small, the most suitable type of vehicle has been
found to be a pedestrian-controlled platform truck,
fitted with end rails and side chains, which can carry a
load of 1 ton and tow a similar load.
Earlier types of pedestrian-controlled station truck had

proved so successful that only minor changes in design
were necessary to givemore protectionto lights and other
vulnerable equipment, such as switches, and to provide
cushion instead of pneumatic tyres.
Increasing use is now being made of the pedestrian‑

operated station truck (see Fig. 2) as a replacement for
the sack truck on station platforms where several

F IG . 2 ‐«PEDESTRIAN-OPERATED STAT ION TRUCK

short distances on the publichighwayhave to betraversed
and the use of a motor vehicle would be uneconomical.
Three-wheel trucks having single chain‐driven front

wheels cannot readily use a sprung suspension at the
front, and provide a very hard ride. The new types of
truck have sprung suspension on all wheels, and the
drive is on the rear wheels via a diflerential gear. Whilst
the platform dimensions and towing facilities have been
standardized, the manufacturer’s own standard moulded
fibre-glass weather‐proof cab is accepted provided that
it is within certain dimensional limitations. Wooden
drop‐sides with netting over the top are provided to
secure the load.
The power of the motor and the capacity of the

journeys would otherwise have to be made, and about
80 are in use at the present time.

Tug
The pedestrian-operated tug is a new designandwill be

used on similar duties to the pedestrian‐controlled station
truck. I ts great advantages are good manoeuvrability
and small size, which allow it to be used on narrow
station-platforms and in station lifts where there are
limitations on size. Whilst the tug will pull a number of
trailers it is not suitable where steep down‐gradients have
to be negotiated, due to its light weight and consequent
low braking power.
The tiller arm, drive motor, transmission, braking
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systemanddrivingwheel are combined
as a single unit within a turntable
mounted on the chassis, which carries
the batteryandcontrolgear (seeFig.3).
The two wheels at the rear of the
chassis are fitted with brakes for
parking purposes.
With the introduction of through‑

container working, using the railway
BRUTEtrailers (BritishRailUniversal
Trolley Equipment)andthePostOffice
Universal Trailer for loose parcels, it
is expected that there will be an
increasing demand for this type of
pedestrian‐operated tug for moving
containers within sorting offices.

Trolley
The pedestrian‐operated trolley is

anothernewdesign for use asareplace‑
ment for one or more sack trucks.
With a capacity of six parcel bags or
10 cwt, its principal use Will be on
narrow railway‐station platforms and
where small lifts have to be used, as
shown in Fig. 4. F I G . 3‐PEDESTRIAN-OPERATED T U G
The two centre wheels are driven,

and the load is balanced on one of the two end castor‐ Delivery Truck
wheels. Expanded-metal guards are fittEd at each end Of The pedestrian‐controlled delivery trucks have a capa‑
the platform to SVPPOI‘t the load. . _ city of 100ft3, and are usedin town centres for the delivery
The “011W,WhJCh can turn about HScentre, 15extreme- of parcels and telephone directories in loads weighing

1yeasy to manoeuvre and is expected to be of value w1th1n up to 1 ton.
sorting offices asW611 as for station 1156- The body and sliding doors are made from fibre-glass,

which presents a more pleasing appearance than the
earlier types, which had heavier aluminium-faced ply‑
wood bodies. The reduction in weight also allows
economies in battery capacity.

F IG . 4‐PEDESTRIAN‐OPERATED TROLLEY F IG . 5 ‐PEDESTRIAN-OPERATED DELIVERY TRUCK
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In recent years the trucks (see Fig. 5) have been fitted
with soft solid‐rubber tyres, which have double the life
of the equivalent pneumatic ones and require no main‑
tenance or source of compressed air.

METHODS OF CONTROL
Experience has shown that difliculties may arise if a

driver has to use trucks of different manufacture having
differing methods of control. The design of the tiller on
all pedestrian-controlled vehicles and the method of
control have been standardized, and the controls of
driver-ridden vehicles follow conventional motor-car
practice asfar as possible.

TOWING ARRANGEMENTS
A considerable variety of towing hooks is in use

throughout the Post Office and the railway system, and,
to cater for the majority of these variations, all tractors,
tugs and station trucks are provided with two types of
towing gear, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The V-shaped tow

F IG . G ‐ T OW I N G GEAR

bar is used for the railway BRUTE and the Post Office
Universal Trailer, and the safety tow-hook or draw
bracket with the tow-hook removed are used for other
types of trailer.

MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
The lack of space and facilities on railway stations

present a number of maintenance problems, and one of
the commonest difficulties is the maintenance of tyre
pressures, which are normally in the range 70-90 1b/in2.
The provision of solid tyres does not provide a simple
solution, due to their loss of traction and braking
eflficiency on gradients, and trials are being carried out
with other types of cushion tyre.

BATTERIES AND CHARGING EQUIPMENT
Alkaline cells were often used in the past where

engineering staff were not readily available for battery‑
charging, but the lower charge-discharge efliciency of
such cells, and their poor performance on gradients
towards the end of discharge, made them inferior to
the lead-acid counterparts.
The introduction of the automatic charger using a

charge‐timing relay made the correct care of the lead-acid
battery much less dependent on the attendance of
engineering staiT, and, in consequence, lead-acidbatteries
are now used for all vehicles except those maintained for
reserve purposes.
Single-rate chargers that complete the charge in 11

hours were formerly used, but, recently, to meet the
increased demands on existing tractors, their daily
availability was increased by the fitting of 2-stage
8-hour charging equipment. This equipment, which
charges at a high rate until a voltage of 2-5 volts per
cell is reached and then at approximately the 15-hour
rate for a preset period of up to 3%hours, is now supplied
with all vehicles with the exception of parcel-delivery
trucks, which only work an 8-hour day.

CONTROLLERS
Conventional controllers using series resistance in the

form of a carbon-pile or contactor-switched resistor are
wasteful of power, and in recent years considerable
advances have been made by manufacturers in the
production of efficient solid-state controllers that will
allow a vehicle to have a longer working day for a given
size of battery.
Trials are now being carried out with electric tractors

using cell-switching and thyristor pulse-type controllers,
to observe their reliability and maintenance costs com‑
pared to contactor controllers.
With the use of the cell‐switchingcontroller, the battery

is divided into a number of units which, joined in series
and parallel combinations, give the required gradation
in voltage steps for smoothacceleration. Contactors and
silicon‐diodes are used to switch the cells, and, in
practice, series resistance is usually inserted during the
early stages of acceleration.
The thyristor pulse-type controller consists of static

semiconductor switches operated by a transistor-type
pulse-generator. The switches are connected in the
battery circuit, which is turned on and off very rapidly.
The on time (pulse width), or the off time (pulse spacing),
or both, are varied smoothly by depressing the accele‑
rator pedal, thereby controlling the average power
transmitted to the motor. With these controllers the
acceleration is exceptionally smooth, and very low
constant speeds can be maintained. Between the pulses
of current in the discharge direction, short inductive
pulses of energy are injected into the battery in the
charge direction, and this may bedetrimental to battery
life. Unt i l further experience of battery life is obtained
the power magnitude of the charge pulse is being re‑
stricted to 5 per cent of the adjacent discharge pulse by
limiting diodes.
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Human Factors in Telephony
E. W. AYERS, B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E., and F. E. WILLIAMS,M.Sc.(Eng.),C.Eng.,F.1.E.E.T

U.D.C. 658.3.041:621.395

Human factors are becoming increasingly important as communi‑
cation systems become more complex, and the range of problems
that occur and the effort being devoted to their solution are briefly
reviewed. A typical prob lem ‐ tha t of telephone-dial des ign ‑

is discussed in more detail. '

INTRODUCTION
UMAN‐FACTORS problems are liable to ariseHwhenever there has to be an interchange of
information across the interface between a man

and a machine: for example, when a subscriber has to
operate a telephone dial to obtain a required connexion
on an automatic telephone system. The question then
arises whether the procedure he has to follow is assimple
as it is possible to make i t . For example: Could the
telephone dial be improved so that the public could dial
more quickly and make fewer errors? Could the dialling
of long sequences of digits be made easier by breaking
the number up into groups? Could anything be done to
make the various “tones” easier to recognize?,and so on.
The increasing awareness by telephone administrations
of the importance of the human factor ascommunication
systems becomemore complex is exemplified by the large
number of papers presented at the third International
Symposium on Human Factors in Telephony, held at
The Hague in June 1966. Specifically limited to tele‑
phony, the subjects discussed ranged from subscriber
dialling of international calls to the acceptability of long‑
delay transmission circuits via satellites.
In every new project involving mechanization or

automation, human factors are involved in both the
policy-making and the technical stages of the work, and
must be regarded as integral elements in any decision‑
taking process. The prime responsibility for taking due
note of the human‐factors aspects of any activity must
rest with that part of the administration concerned with
promoting the activity in question, but cases are bound
to occur where advice and assistance are needed from
specialists, or where existingknowledge is inadequate and
new research is necessary.

HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH COMMITTEE
To meet the needs of the Post Office, a central Human

Factors Research Committee has been set up, under the
Chairmanship of the Director of Research, with wide
representation drawn from administrative, operational
and engineering interests‐including the Inland Tele‑
communications Department, the External Telecom‑
munications Executive, the Postal Services Department,
the Buildings andWelfare Department, the Statistics and
Business Research Department, and the Engineering
Department.
The functions of the committee are to promote a

general awareness of the importance of human factors
throughout the system, to make specialist adviceavailable
where it is needed, to initiate basic studies in areas where
ignorance exists, and to co-ordinate activities to avoid

TPost Oflice Research Station.
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overlapping. The committee does not carry out research
work directly, and there is no central experimental unit
purely for human-factors research within the Post
Office. Studies related to specific applications are carried
out by teams already concerned with other aspects of the
activity or service involved. Help in the relevant
specialized fields of applied psychology, physiology and
ergonomics is available from the Applied Psychology
Research Unit of the Medical Research Council. The
Deputy Director of this unit, D r. R. Conrad, acts as
honorary consultant to the Post Office. Specialist advice
on other relevant topics, such as statistics, is already
available from within the resources of the Post Ofl‘ice.
Independent consultants and commercial firms may be
called upon as required: for example, in conducting
opinion-poll or market-research types of survey.
There are, of course, some arguments in favour of

having a central human-factors research body within an
establishment such as the Post Office, but, unless it can
be rather large, there are difficulties in staffing it so that
it includes the range of skills and experience required to
give due weight to applications aspects of its problems.
The type of organization described above has the
important advantage that the people involved are
experts on the service concerned, and also have a strong
vested interest in seeing that it operates asefficiently and
effectively as possible. They are in a good position to
resolve the conflicts that inevitably arise betweenhuman‑
factors and technical or economic considerations, and to
knowwhere adjustments or relaxations can best bemade.
On the other hand, there is undoubtedly a need for

some studies of basic human capabilities, and of
adaptation to particular environments, not tied to
specific services or applications. Here the need for skills
in applied psychology and in the techniques of human
experimentation are dominant. The Applied Psychology
Research Unit of the Medical Research Council is no t
only very well equipped but is also interested in this field,
and close co-operation is maintained between it and the
Post Ofiice.

Acceptance ofAdvice
It is a characteristic of human beings with a job to do,

usually with a date attached to it and with insufficient
money resources, that they often resent “interference.”
If an outside expert is to help or advise he must be
accepted by the people working on the problem and
have free access to all the information that might bear on
his judgment. Persuasion, not co-operation by decree,
is thus called for. Themostpowerfuladvocate is example,
and instances where timely consultation on human‑
factors aspects has brought manifest advantages are
helping to convince the sceptics. A small “rogues’
gallery” is being collected at the same time: it includes
such items as the streamlined telephone exchange
switchboard with a shiny convex top which, from every
possible position, presented the operator with a glaring
bright line image of a fluorescent light fitting.



The organization described above has been built up
over the years, but, since the formation of the Human
Factors Research Committee 3 years ago to provide a
focus, there has been evidence among engineers and
administrators of increasingconcern with, and awareness
of, human-factors problems, and the committee has
been successful in bringing interested parties together
with mutually beneficial results.

Ergonomics Problems
The design of equipment suchasswitchboardpositions,

control consoles, etc., at which people have to work,
constitutes a class of problem involving ergonomics
which recurs again and again. It appears in relation to
telephones, telegraphs, radio and postal work. It affects
not only the staff, but also, at times, members of the
public.
A valuable body of experience on design factors such

as working heights, comfortable reach, lighting and
display layouts is being accumulated, and can be made
available to new projects. This is afield in which success‑
ful ventures are already stimulating new requests for
advice.
Other ergonomic problems that have been dealt with

include the design of dials and push-button layouts for
subscribers’ instruments. Current studies of this kind
include the design of public call-oflices, and filing
systems to give operators at inquiry positions easy access
to very large blocks of information.

Psyclwmefry
Another common class of problems concerns the sub‑

jective reactions of the users of a communication service
to some defect or oddity in the sensory experience
provided. Examples are the effect of sidetone on the
level of telephone speech, and the effect on 2-way
conversation of longpropagation delays such asmight be
experienced over satellite communications links.* Ex‑
perimental work on the subjective efiects of noise and of
distortion of various types on communication systems is
in progress almost continuously. The somewhat unusual
distortions introduced by analysis-synthesis telephony
systems, and by the methods of transmission such as
pulse-code modulation that involve quantization of the
amplitudes of a signal, have beenunder study. Bordering
on the field of aesthetics is current work on the charac‑
teristics of tone-calling devices to replace the traditional
bell in the telephone set. An extension of this work into
the Visual field, with investigations of the acceptable
levels of impairments in black‐and-white and colour
television pictures, probably also has some elements in
this category.
Most of the work described above is still sufliciently

closely related to specific services or systems to be best
carried out by the teams responsible for them. In fact,
the greater part of the laboratory experimentation is
done at the Post Oflice Engineering Department’s
Research Station at Dollis Hill, but by the normal
engineering and scientific stafi and no t by specialist
applied pyschologists. The Research Station does,
however, have at its disposal experts in acoustics (includ‑
ing the characteristics of speech and hearing), in statistics
and in experimental design, with adequate supporting

. *HUTrER, J. Customer Response to Telephone Circuits Routed
V l a a Synchronous-Orbit Satellite. ( I n this issue ofthe P.0.E.E.J . )

laboratory facilities for subjective assessment studies,
and an organization for the supply of volunteer subjects.
The study of methods of rating communication systems,
and of assessingusers’ performanceover them, has indeed
been a speciality for some years.

FieldStudies
Many of the studies described above involve observa‑

tions in the field aswell as laboratory experiments, and
indeed there are many questions which can only be an‑
swered by seeing how the public at large reacts while
going about its everyday business. The design of an
apparently simple device, such as a telephone handset,
offers an example: shortening the handle by 0-5 cm may
bring the transmitter nearer to the lips and give a useful
increase in output, but shortening it by 1 cm may result
in the average user having to drop the mouthpiece below
his chin, with a consequent loss of perhaps 20 dB.
Valuable assistance in many fields is afforded by the

Regions. For example, in the development of the 700‑
type telephone for the 1,000-ohm line, the design team
needed to know the probable reaction of the user to the
increased loudness which this more sensitive set would
provide. With the co-operation of the then Home
Counties Region, all the telephone extensions in the
Telephone Managers’ Ofi‘ices at Canterbury and Ports‑
mouth were equipped With prototypes of the new tele‑
phone, and after a month’s trial all the users were asked
for their comments. Analysis of the responses showed
clearly that the reception on local calls was too loud, and
it was asthe result of this trial that the Engineer-in-Chief
made the decision that a regulator would be necessary to
reduce the sensitivity of the set on short lines.
Regional assistance is currently being given in other

fields, such as in a survey of the difliculties encountered
in call-oflices by infrequent users of the telephone.
Design of equipment such as the time assignment speech
interpolation (T.A.S.I.) system for use on transatlantic
cables also requires detailed knowledge of the telephone
conversation habits of the public. Changes in the trunk‑
call charging structure consequent on the introduction of
nation-wideand internationalsubscriber dialling react on
call‐holding times, and, hence, directly on the targets for
provision of equipment in exchanges. Information for
many purposes such as these has to be collected in the
field.

Man-Machine Inieraction
The increasing complexity of the communication

network raises problems, the solution of which demands
close co-operation between the communication experts
and the human‐factors specialists.
Press-buttons in place of the dial on the subscribers’

instrument appear to be attractive. With the spread of
more-modern switching systems they will permit faster
signalling. For the moment, however, the bulk of the
British automatic telephone network is tied to step‐by‑
step signalling. If press-button telephones are installed,
storage devices are necessary at the exchange to absorb
any speed difference. Laboratory studies on the speed of
operation have given essential information for the
economic design of such buffer stores, and will also be
relevant to the design of supersedinghigh-speedsignalling
equipment.
The introduction of all-figure-numbering schemes will
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bring a whole series of human-factors problems in its
wake. Laboratory studies are necessary at the basic level
to determinewhether peoplecanrememberthelongstrings
of digitsandsignal themwith anacceptably-lowfrequency
of errors, and, asa corollary, there is a need to find out
the best way of recording and presenting both the
numbers themselves and the rather complicated operating
instructions likely to be involved, especially during the
change-over period. Greater consideration may have to
begiven to mechanical aids such asrepertory diallers, or
to short‐code dialling facilities from exchanges. Special
engineering provision may have to be made to minimize
the complications arising from the co-existence of old and
new operating procedures for different destinations,
especially for exchanges on the fringe of an area under‑
going conversion.
Long‐Term Study
The examples in the preceding paragraph lead to

consideration of a long-term aim for human-factors
research in the Post Office. Taking telephone service
alone, the depth of penetration into households in the
United Kingdom amounts to some 22 per cent. The
demand is growing fast, but it is possible that there are
some aspects of the telephone “machine” which a sub‑
stantial fraction of the public finds difficulty in coming to
terms with. An early investigation seems desirable in
view of the difliculty and cost of makingany retrospective
changes in the telephone system.
A plan is, therefore, being formulated for an overall

look at the service from the point of View of its com‑
patibility with the basic capabilities of the ordinary
member of the public. In this connexion the fact that the
public includes non-users and infrequent users should no t
be forgotten: the majority of operational studies have
been of telephone usage, and most surveys have been of
subscribers.
The whole question of ease and convenience of opera‑

tion (including the problems mentioned previously of
length of digit trains and of non-uniformity of proce‑
dures), the distinguishability of tones, and the intelligi‑
bility of instructions, needs to be reconsidered. Side by
side with this there must be detailed surveys of telephone
attitudes andhabits, includingthose of the infrequentand
inexperienced user. Since an unsuccessful user may often
no t know where or how things went wrong, such an
opinion survey must bebackedup by detailed analyses of
service and traffic records to extract information about
the nature of misoperation, incidence of congestion,
misunderstanding of operating instructions and of tones,
and so on.
Even on a national scale, such a plan is likely to call

for a considerable effort on the part of specialized
laboratories for experimental studies, from operating
authorities for collecting and analysing service data, and
finally from the planning and engineering authorities in
devising ways of putting the findings into effect. It will
be apparent that such studies should no t stop at national
boundaries, and that at some point they are likely to
impinge on international planning and standardization
bodies. On the other hand, international traffic, though
growing fast, will always represent a small fraction of the
total.
Other Fields
Though strictly beyond the scope of this article, there

are many fields outside telephony in which the Human
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Factors Research Committee of the Post Office finds
itself involved. Many of these generate problems with a
familiar ring. Ergonomics are involved in the design of
machinery for automatic handling of mail, f rom convey‑
ors to coding desks. The postal side also poses questions
on the design of area and street codes to be used by the
public as well as by sorters. The Post Office banking
activities and its part in the national savings movements
are equally likely to raise human-factors problems, some
of which will have already been solved in the communi‑
cations field. The Human Factors Research Committee
organization is wide enough to include these diverse
activities, aswell asthose relating to telephony, and may
well stimulate cross-fertilization of ideas and help to
avoid duplication.

A TYPICAL EXPERIMENT‐FACTORS IN TELEPHONE-DIAL
DESIGN AFFECTING SUBSCRIBERS, D IALL ING ERRORS
A goodexample of a human-factors experimentcarried

out in the laboratory with a panel of volunteer “subjects”
is the recent study of the factors in the design of telephone
dials which affect subscribers’ dialling errors. This was
undertaken because service observations showed that
subscribers were, in general, makingmore dialling errors
on the 700-type telephone than on the older 300-type set.
There are several physical differences in the two dials,
the main difierences being as follows.

( i ) The dial was mounted at 40° to the horizontal in
the old set, and at 30° in the new.
( i i ) The dial finger-plate was made of thin stainless

steel in the old set, and of thick opaque coloured plastic
(and, at a later stage, of transparent colourless plastic) in
the new set.
( i i i ) In the old set, the letters and the numbers were

seen through the finger holes; in the new set, they were
displayed on a fixed outer number ring.
A series of laboratory experiments was conducted, in

each of which a sample of more than 100 telephone users
dialled sequences of London exchange numbers under
observed conditions.
The first series of tests, madein 1962‐3,confirmed that

the errors on the new telephone were just twice those on
the old set. Further tests in 1964‐5 then showed that
neither the altered slope of the dial mounting, nor the
thickness or material of the finger plate, played any
significant part in the results. The superiority of the old
dial appeared to be due entirely to the different way in
which the letters and numerals were displayed.
At this time there were other reasons for no t wishing

to abandon the outer number ring, and further experi‑
ments were made with modified arrangements of the
numerals and letters. It was observed that most of the
dialling errorsoccurred in the four numerals rather than
in the three initial letters of the exchange code, and it
was established that, provided the numerals were
displayed within the finger holes, it did not make very
much difference whether the letters were displayed also
within the finger holes, or separately on the outer ring.
Of course, with the introduction of all‐figure numbering,
the position of the letters now becomes only an academic
point.

The Dialling Tests
The objective in each test was to simulate normal

conditions of dialling, and to record the errors made by



the subjects using the various dials under comparison.
The immediate difficulty under laboratory conditions is
that, in a straightforward task of dialling given numbers
under observation, the subjects make extremely few
errors, and it immediately becomes evident that some
method of stressing or distracting the subject is required,
to prevent him giving his fu l l undivided attention to the
task of dialling. Normally, the subscriber has his mind
occupied with other matters‐perhaps remembering a
number which he hadjust been told, or deciding what he
is going to say when the respondent answers‐and
stressing the subject in the laboratory test therefore
serves the double aim of making the test more realistic
and of producing more errors.
The method adopted throughout these experiments

has been to make the subject remember the number
which he is about to dial. Initially, the 7-digit London
number (three letters, followed by four numerals) to be
dialled is displayed by projection on a small screen in
front of the subject. He is allowed to study this number
as long ashe wishes, but the instant he starts to dial, the
display is switched off. Obviously, some number
sequences are more easily remembered than others, but
in a fairly large‐scale experiment it can be arranged that
all the blocks of numbers to be dialled appear an equal
number of times with each of the dials used in the test,
and the overall results of the tests do indicate that the
errors made by the subjects are related to the difliculty
of using the dial.
Altogether, five large-scale experiments have been
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conducted, three at Shoreditch telephone exchange
using trainee telephone operators (mostly teenage girls,
straight from school), and two at Dollis H i l l using the
Research Station staff in general (of all ranks and ages,
but mostly male). Each experiment used between 120
and 140 subjects, and each subject dialled at each sitting
a total of 407-digit numbers, 10on each of four different
dials. These figures are mentioned to indicate the size
and cost of this type of human-factors experiment. In
these particular experiments the error rates showed large
variations, and it was only by including such a large
number of observations that it became possible to
obtain meaningful results.

Typical Dialling Experiment
A typical diallingexperiment (DollisHill,Test I I , 1964)

was one designed to evaluate the effect of the outer
number ring. Four different dials, types E, F, I and J
(Fig. 1), were compared; in all the tests the dials were
mounted on the standard black type-706 telephone. Dial
E will be recognized asthe present standard British Post
Office dial. On dial F the letters and numbers have
been placedwithin the finger holes, and the outer ringhas
been left blank. Dials I and I represent compromises
between these two extremes.
On entering the test cabinet, the subject was seated at

a table and handed a telephone, which he was told to
place anywhere he pleased on the table, except on top
of a blotting pad immediately in front of him. The first
7-digit number was then projected on the screen, and he

FIG . l ‐TYPES OF D I A L COMPARED IN D I A L L I NG TEST ( D O L L I S H I L L ,
TEST I I . 1954)
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commenced to dial. After dialling a block of 10London
numbers, he was given a second telephone, and asked to
dial a second block of 10 numbers. This procedure
continued with a third and fourth telephone, the whole
sitting taking about 20minutes and involving the dialling
of 280 digits. It was noted that, generally, the subject
made most of his errors in the first block (while the test
procedure was still strange to him), and in the last block
(when fatigue was setting in), The order in which the
four telephones were presented to the subjects was of
course rotated from sitting to sitting.

A total of 120 Post Office personnel participated in the
experiment. To even out the effect of small mechanical
dififerences in the dials, five samples of each dial type were
used; altogether, there were 20 telephones which will be
referred to asE l , E2, E3, E4, E5; F1, F2 . . . . and so on.
Of the 120 personnel 24 used telephones E1, F l , 11, J1,
another 24 used telephones E2, F2, 12, 12, and so on.
Twenty-four blocks of 10 7-digit London telephone
numbers were used, each block appearing an equal
number of times in each of the five groups of like‑
numbered telephones, thus improving the validity of
comparison between the five sections of the experiment
denoted by the sample numbers. Within each of five
sections, the experiment was balanced as regards blocks
of numbers and order in which the four telephone types
were offered to the subject, all possible permutations
occurring equally.

On the basis of total errors, telephones J and F
appeared to be the best, and telephones E and I the
worst, but the differences in error rates were no t signi‑
ficant statistically. The spread of the results is illustrated
even more clearly in Fig. 2 by considering the test as
composed of five sections, corresponding to the five
groups of telephone specimens: E l , F1, 11 and J1, to E5,
F5, IS and J5. Within each section, the experiment is
balanced, and, hence, it is possible to consider each
section separately. The variations between the five
sections are an indication of the statistical significance
obtained in relation to the size of the test.

I4
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In all these tests the dialling time, i.e. the total time
elapsing between the first movement of the dial and
the completion of the 7-digit sequence, was recorded,
and it is noteworthy that the dialling times throughout
showedmuchsmallervariations thantheerror counts. The
dialling time for type B (see Fig. 3) exceeds the overall
mean by an amount which is very highly significant (the
probability of this difference occurring by pure chance
being less than 0'1 per cent). The dialling time for type
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[ 2 6

E-IZ-29
MEAN .

DIALLING iT‐iE-ég
TIME '2'0 P M :

(SECONDS)

”-5

“-0

J l L

I z 3 4 s MEAN
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Te lephone wi th t y p e E dial
Te lephone with Wine F dial
Te l e p h o n e wi th t y p e J dial
Telephone wi th t y p e I d ia l

F I G . 3 ‐C O M PA R J S O N O F D I A L L I N G T I M E S F O R FIVE DIFFERENT
GROUPS OF SUBJECTS

F is less than the overall mean by an amount which is
highly significant (chance level less than 1 per cent).

Thus, if dialling time can be taken as the criterion
instead of error rate, it can be stated with confidence that
telephones I and J are inferior to telephone F but
superior to telephone E. The greater consistency of
dialling-time measurements is evident in Fig. 3.

However, although the assessment of dial performance
on the basis of dialling time would be much easier than
on the basis of error rate, there are obvious dangers in
this: it is conceivable that a dial might be designed which
gave rise to very few errors and yet was slow to use‐and
vice versa. It is probably only safe to rely on dialling
time alone as a measure of goodness when comparing
dials of similar type and performance.

Examples of Learning Eflect
During the course of these investigations, covering a

period of 3 years (1962‐1965), a gradual decrease in the
difference in error rate between the new and old tele‑
phone sets (retainedin successive experiments ascontrols)
was observed. A fresh batch of subjects had been used
for each experiment, and the only explanation for the
decline would seem to be the increasingfamiliarity of the
public with the new dial: whereas in 1962 many of the
subjects were meeting the new dial for the first time, by
1964‐5 it had become asfamiliar asthe old dial.

Because of the artificial nature of the environmental
conditions and stressing of the subjects, it is, of course,
not valid to make comparisons between the absolute



values of error rate from one experiment to another, and
it should not be concluded from the following table that
the overall error rate has necessarily worsened with
succeeding years. It is the ratio of the errors on the two
telephones within each experiment which is of interest.
It will be noted that the change in ratio of errors between
the two telephones has not been matched by a similar
change in ratio of dialling times.

tain its superiority over the experimental dial (Fig. 4).
Pitfalls in Analysing Results
This account would be incomplete without some

mention of the pitfalls encountered. In order to facilitate
processing of the results of the dialling experiments, the
numbers actually dialled by the subjects were recordedon
punched tape, and arrangements were made for the

Dialling Test Using 300-Type and 700-Type Telephones

Experiment Subjects

Mean Dialling
Time (Seconds)

Wrong Numbers
(Per Cent)

300-type l
Telephone

700-type
Telephone

300-type
Telephone

700-type
Telephone

Service Observations (1962) 2-2 5-7 ‑
140 trainee operators (young, 90 7.9 15.2Shoreditch Test I (1962) per cent female)

120 mixed Post Office staff 8-7 110
(average age 37, 85 per centDollis Hi l l Test I (1963)
male)

120 trainee operators (averageShoreditch Test 111(1964‐5) age 26, 90 per cent female)

The foregoing illustrates a major difficulty in con‑
ducting any human-factors experiment in which some‑
thing new and unfamiliar is to be compared with an
established and familiar item. Unless a protracted
period of “learning” is allowed on the new item, com‑
parisons can be misleading.
An example of an experiment designed to allow for a

learning effect is that carried out to assess the probable
performance of a dial having a novel type of finger plate
with open-ended spokes instead of finger holes. A small
group of subjects repeatedly performed a task of dialling
blocks of numbers alternatively on the standard and the
experimental dial, and after each day’s session the
average dialling times for the two dials were compared.
As the experiment proceeded, the times became progres‑
sively shorter, but the standard dial continued to main‑

Il-O

I0'5

MEA" ' 00
DIALLING
TIME

(seconos)
9-5

9-0

SITTING No.
‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ Exper imenta l spoke ‐ t ype dial

Standard Telephone No . 706 dial
F IG . 4 ‐EXAWLE OFLEARNING EFFECT. SHOWING THE TENDENCY

FOR D IA L L I NG T IME TO DECREASE WITH EXPERIENCE

subsequent analysis of errors to be done by computer.
However,when the first analysis showed an unexpectedly
high error rate, a more detailed scrutiny of the error
sheets revealed that many of the errors recordedwere not
legitimate dialling errors at all. For example, on more
than one occasion the wrong block of 10slides had been
inserted in the projector bymistake. This was not spotted
by the computer, which merely logged up 70 incorrect
digits. Again, a nervous subject sometimes started to
dial the first digit, realized that he or she was making an
error, and started again, this time dialling the seven
numberscorrectly. But themachinehadalready recorded
the first digit, and so a total of seven errors was clocked
up.
Analysis of the results of the second experiment showed

a large number of “minus-one” errors (in which the
subject appeared to have dialled, for example, six instead
of seven) and this remained a mystery until a further
analysis of the results showed that the likelihood of a
minus-one error occurring seemed to be directly related
to the numerical value of the digit dialled. This immedi‑
ately threw suspicion on to the electronic equipment
responsible for recording the dial pulses, and it was then
confirmed that, when the dial speed and the make-to‑
break ratio were within a critical range, an occasional
“dial pulse missed” was being recorded.
The conclusion was reached that it is unwise to rely

too much on mechanized recording and analysis, and
that there is no real substitute for a detailed and pains‑
taking scrutiny of the individual error sheets.
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Drying Out Joints in Paper-Core Cables
U.D.O 621.315.68:66.047

The difficulty of ensuring that the silica gel used for drying out
joints is thoroughly dry before being placed within the joint has
been overcome by the packaging of the silica gel in a new way.
The need for the use of heat is entirely avoided, saving time and

avoiding the risk of damage to polythene-sheathed cables.

instructions have stated that joints in paper-core
local cables should be dried out by means of silica

gelenclosedwithin thejoint sleeves,without the assistance
of any form of heating. The method, which is basically
sound, was introduced largely asaneconomy measure to
make unnecessary the unproductive hours spent on
drying out joints using the heat from blow lamps; it may
take aslong as2 hours to dry out a joint in a large cable.
It is known, however, that silica gel has not beenpopular
with jointers, many of whom, instead of using silica gel,
rely entirely upon heat for drying out their joints, whilst
others dry out with heat and then enclose silica gel within
the joints. This lack of faith in the efficacy of silica gel is
believed to stem from failures which have resulted from
the very real difficulty of ensuring that the silica gel, at
present inserted into cotton‐gauze pockets by the jointer
himself on site, is thoroughly dry when it is placed amidst
the jointed conductors prior to joint closure.

FOR many years British Post Office engineering

Laboratory trials on the restoration of high insulation
to really damp joints by means of silica gel, purchased in
thoroughly-dried form and packaged in an entirely new
manner, have shown that the insulation resistance of each
conductor rises to at least 500megohmswithin anhour of
closing thejoint, to some 10,000megohmswithin 8hours,
and to a much higher insulation figure after a week.
The silica gel is packed by the supplier in porous and
semi-transparent paper sachets, each of which he then
encloses within a moisture-proof envelope made of
polythene-backedaluminium-foil, heat sealed at its edges.
The jointer is simply required to tear open the specified
number of moisture-proofenvelopes, withdraw the paper
sachets, and enclose them within the joint sleeve im‑
mediately prior to commencement of the sleeve-to-cable‑
sheath closure operation, asshown in the illustration. It
has been found unnecessary to place the paper sachets in
the midst of the jointed conductors to restore insulation.
The avoidance of nakedflames for drying-out purposes

in the vicinity of polythene-sheathed cables is an added
advantage of the silica‐gel method,becausepolythene has
a low melting point and is easily damaged if a flame
inadvertently comes into contact with it.

C.P.S.

INSERTING SILICA-GEL SACHET I N TO SLEEVE 0F CABLE JOINT
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Customer Response to Telephone Circuits Routed via a
Synchronous-Orbit Satellite
J . HUTTER, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., F.s.s.T

U.D.C. 621.395.4 : 629.783 : 525 : 658.89

This article describes a series of tests carried out during a period of
22 weeks following the provision of public traffic circuits between
U.K.and U.S.A.by means of the synchronous-orbit satellite HS-303.
A quantitative assessment of the effect on customers of the greater

propagation time of these circuits is given.

INTRODUCTION
nternational telephone circuits can be provided by

Ivarious means, including submarine-cable schemes
and communication satellites at different altitudes.

The main difference between such circuits is in propa‑
gation time.

The effects of long propagation times are currently
being studied by telephone administrations of the
world under the auspices of the C.C.I.T.T.* Laboratory
tests completed in September 1963 had shown that mean
one-way propagation times in excess of 150 ms could
cause conversational difficulties, but further investigation
was necessary to assess the magnitude of the difficulties
likely to be encountered by actual customers.

Between June and November 1965 a series of tests was
carried out involving circuits between London and
New York routed over the synchronous-orbit communi‑
cations satellite HS-303 and having a mean one-way
propagation time of 270 ms. The test program was
designed to determine the answer to two main questions.

TPost Office Research Station.
*C.C.I.T.T.‐International Telegraph and Telephone Con‑

sultative Committee.
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(1') Are customers who frequently make calls over a
mixture of synchronous-orbit satellite and cable circuits
more likely to notice, and be aflected by, the greater
propagation time of the satellite circuits than customers
who make very few calls over such circuits?

(i i ) What is the magnitude of any further adverse
effects caused by including a synchronous‐orbit satellite
asone link of anextensiveworld-wide telephonenetwork?

Part A of the tests, intended to answer question (1'),
necessitated a complete record, obtained from call
tickets, of calls originated or received in the United
Kingdom, U.S.A. and Canada over a satellite circuit.

Part B investigated customer response to six typical
circuit conditions involving various combinations of
echo suppressors and 20 ms additional propagation time.

Parts C and D involved circuits having substantial
propagation time, representing a synchronous-orbit
satellite link extended by a long submarine-cable system.
Post Office personnel took part in the Part C tests,
permitting the observation of the type and occurrence of
difficulties attributable to imperfect transmission.

DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUITS USED IN THE TESTS
The submarine cables linking this country with the

U.S.A. have a velocity of propagation of about 120,000
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American satellite earth station ( A n d o v e r, M a i n e ) l inked to E u r o p e a n earth stations
(Goonh i l l y. R a i s t i n g and Pleumeur B o d o u ) via HS-303 satelhte.

F IG. l ‐ C A B L E ROUTES A N D S AT E L L I T E E A R T H STATIONS USED I N
HS‐303 S AT E L L I T E TESTS
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TABLE 1
Routing and Propagation Times of Circuits used in Tests

Mean One‑
A p p m x i - Ve l o c i t y o f W a y P r o p a ‑
mate P r o p a g a - g a t i o n T i m e ,
Distance l i o n (miles/ I n c l u d i n g
(mi les) s e c o n d ) L a n d Lines

( m s )

‘ TAT- l . ‘
TAT-3. or 4,000 35
C A N TAT

Exper imen t Terminals R o u t i n g

London ‑
New Yo r k

270
( w i t h addi‑
tional 150 ms
d e l a y  i n
Par t D tests
: 470 m s )

London ‐ Satellite
N e w Yo r k HS-303 186,000

Satellite
HS-303.
microwave C o m p o s i t e
l i n k across satellite
Canada, and cable
and route
C O M PA C
cable

London ‑
Auckland
( N e w Z e a l a n d )

miles per second, and the mean one‐way propagation
time encountered on a typical cable connexion, for
example between London and New York, is about 35 ms.
The corresponding propagation time for a similar call
routed over a synchronous-orbit satellite link is about
270 ms: for such a link, although the velocity of propa‑
gation is approximately 186,000 miles per second, the
total distance between ground stations, Via the satellite,
is about 47,000 miles.

Fig. 1and Table 1show the submarine-cable routes and
associated national extensions used in the tests, and the
location of the four satellite earth stations, i.e. Andover
(Maine,U.S.A.), Goonhilly (UnitedKingdom),Pleumeur
Bodou (France) and Raisting (West Germany). A l l the
European stations were used in rotation for routing
satellite calls between the United Kingdom and U.S.A.

OBSERVATION METHODS
Information on the performance of telephone connex‑

ions was obtained by a number of methods, described
below.

Customer Interview
In those parts of the tests involving public traffic it

LOCAL NATIONAL
CIRCUIT LINES TRANSMIT

PEN
RECORDER

was not possible to monitor or record conversations, and
so the required information on circuit performance was
obtained by interview. Shortly after the conclusion of a
call, the customer was rung by an interviewer who
possessed details of the call but no t of the circuit over
which it had been routed. Questions posed to the
customer by the interviewer included the following.

“D id you, or the person who spoke to you, have any
difficulty in talking over that connexion?” (Yes or No).

“Which of the following words comes closest to
describing the quality of that connexion: excellent, good,
fair or poor?”

Other slightly less important questions related to the
quality of the customer’s usual calls to the U.S.A. ( i f
applicable), the number of calls made per month, and a
request for comments about the overseas telephone
service.

“Percentage difliculty” is defined as the percentage of
calls after which the customer or subject indicated that he
had experienced difficulty.

Numerical scores of 4, 3, 2 and 1, respectively, were
allocated to the four categories used in replying to the
second question. Averaging over all the results for a
particular test condition gives the mean opinion score.
“Percentage poor or fair” indicates the percentage of
calls after which the customer expressed either of these
opinions in reply to the second question.

Monitoring
Direct monitoring of the line conversations is no t very

satisfactory even when considerations of privacy permit.
For this reason recordings were made in the part of the
tests that did no t involve public traffic, to facilitate
examination of conversations. The recordings were
replayed to several trained monitoring observers who
noted the incidence of difliculties, double-talks and
confused situations.

Speeclz-Volume M easurements
On some connexions the volume of both incoming and

outgoing speech was measured using 21Speech Voltmeter
Type 5B1connected to a 4-wire point in the circuit, with
suitable adjustment made to refer the results to the zero‑

7 V
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VOLTMETER

TYPE 58 TAKE-OFF
FOR TAPE
RECORDER

(PART c ONLY)

Note: High-input-impedance ampl ifier-anenuators to minimize tapping loss and
adjus t a l l pen- recorder track i n p u t s lo same level.

F I G . 2 ‐C O N N E X I O N S O F TA P E R E C O R D E R , SPEECH VOLTMETER A N D
P E N RECORDER
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F I G . 3 ‐D E T E R M I N AT I O N O F E X P O S U R E ( P A R T A T E S T S )

level points. In one instance the observations enabled a
circuit, which had been lined up incorrectly, to be
identified and the corresponding results discarded.

Pen Recordings
The presence of echo due to poor return loss, and

double-talks in conversation, was shown by the traces
produced by pen recorders associated with several of the
circuits used in the tests. Four of the five recorder inputs
were connected to the four ports of the echo suppressor,
giving traces which indicated roughly the speech envelope
existing at these points; the fifth indicated the particular
state assumed by the echo suppressor at each instant.

The points in the connexion to which the tape recorder,
speech voltmeter and pen recorder were attached are
shown in Fig. 2.

DESCRIPTION OF TESTS
The four parts into which the tests were divided were

as follows:
Part A ‐cal ls between the London Director Area and

New York (NPA212*) involving the satellite link, and
also, during the latter half of the experiment, a small
number of circuits not routed Via T.A.S.I.2 equipment
(non-T.A.S.I. circuits).

Part B‐cal ls between United Kingdom provincial
customers and U.S.A. customers in 21 NPAs excluding
New York.

Part C ‐ t e s t calls between London and New Zealand,
Via the satellite link, Montreal, Vancouver and the
COMPAC cable.

Part D ‐ca l l s between the London Director Area and
New York City Via the satellite and with added artificial
delay of 150 ms.

Part A
Part A of the tests was primarily directed at deter‑

mining the effects of “exposure”T of a customer. This

*NPA ‐Number ing plan area. In Part B , 21 numbering plan
areas were involved (excluding New York City) within a 500-mile
radius of New York.

TExposure in this context is defined as the number of times that
the customer had participated in a telephone call over a satellite
circuit (including the present call, if it involved a satellite
connexion).

entailed keeping a complete record, from call tickets, of
all customers in the United Kingdom, U.S.A. and
Canada who made or received calls over a satellite
circuit. The information was treated as shown in the
flow diagram, Fig. 3. Call tickets, prepared by the
international‐exchange operator, were intercepted and
photocopied before their normal dispatch to the accoun‑
ting section. The call particulars, including names and
telephone numbers of both parties, date, time and
duration of call, were extracted from the photocopy and
transferred to I B M punched cards. A similar operation
was carried out in the U.S.A. and Canada, and sets of
punched cards were exchanged between these countries.
In all, some 30,000 punched cards were involved over the
22-week period, and from their processing it was possible
to ascertain how many calls, over a satellite circuit, any
particular customer had made.

The customer’s opinion of the circuit, obtained sub‑
sequently by interview, was also transferred to punched
cards. Interviewing was, however, deferred until week
9 in order to allow customer exposure to accrue and to
avoid premature interviews of potential high-exposure
customers. During weeks 9 to 12 as many as possible
of the customers who hadmade over seven calls, together
with low-exposure customers (one to three calls), were
interviewed. From week 13 the medium-exposure
category (four to seven calls) was included.

MEAN
OPINION
SCOREy Z

l - 0 5 6 - 0 ' 0 0 0 8 x ‑

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 | 0 | 1 1 2 12+
EXPOSUREx.

Notes: 1. Numbers against each p o i n t g ive the number of interviews on which the
p o i n t is based.

2. The mean o p i n i o n scores fo r more than 12 exposures have n o t been used.
in fi t t i n g the regression line.

F I G . 4 ‐R E S U LT S O F INTERVIEW A F T E R C A L L O N SATELLITE CIRCUIT
( U N I T E D K I N G D O M T O U.S.A. )
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From association of the information on the cards, it
was possible to classify groups of customers into exposure
categories, together with their mean opinion scores. The
resulting regression line, shown in Fig. 4 for the results of
interview after a call on a satellite circuit, indicates that
increased exposure to calls over satellite circuits does no t
affect to any appreciable extent the opinions which
customers express on being interviewed after a satellite
call.

Similar information was produced in respect of calls
made over the non-T.A.S.I. cable circuits, and, asshown
in Fig. 5, the results of interview after a call on a cable
circuit produce opinions which are substantially
unaffected by previous exposure to the satellite.
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scone y

y=5~336-0-00F7 3:
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Notes: 1. Numbers against each p o i n t g i ve the number of interviews on which the
p o i n t is based.

2. The mean o p i n i o n scores fo r more than 12 exposures have n o t been used
in fi l l i n g the regression line.

F I G . S ‐R E S U LT S O F I N T E RV I E W A F T E R C A L L O N N O -T.A.S.I. C A B L E
CIRCUIT ( U N I T E D K I N G D O M T0 U . S . A . )

The results of Part A tests are given in Table 2.
Statistical analysis shows that by all criteria the satellite‑
circuit performance is significantly worse than that of
non-T.A.S.I. cable circuits. Results have also been
plotted, with those from other parts of the tests, on Fig.
6, 7 and 8.

TABLE 2
Results of Part A Tests

Customer Mean
Opinions from Ncczllgf Opinion
Interviews after Score

Satellite call 218 3-07 33-0 19-7

Percentage Percentage
Difficulty PoororFair

(Cnilhlgcills 1) 609 3-32 16-6 10-1

Part A Supplementary Tests. During a period of nine
weeks, about 350 low-exposure customers in the London
director area were interviewed after completing a call to
New York City (NPA 212) over a cable circuit involving
T.A.S.I. Asmostcablecallsbetween the UnitedKingdom
and U S A . are passed Via T.A.S.I. equipment, the
conditions are representative of the normal trans‑
Atlantic service prior to the introduction of satellite
working. The results of interviews with these customers
were compared with those obtained in the main part of
the test for non-T.A.S.I. cable calls made under the same
conditions to determine any possible degradation
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introduced by the T.A.S.I. equipment. Statistical
analysis indicates that diiTerences between these results
are small and are not statistically significant.

Part B
The primary object of the Part B tests was to determine

the elTects of different types of echo suppressor and of
moderate-length 4-wire extensions of the satellite circuit.
Six circuit conditions were set up, and these, together
with the resulting mean opinion scores, percentage
difficulty and percentage fair or poor opinion are shown
in Table 3.

There are slight differences in the results for the six
circuit conditions, but analysis has shown them to be not
statistically significant. Although the population of
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TABLE
Results of Part B Tests

Echo-Suppressor Type (See Note) Mean Percentage PercentageCondition
White Plains

Opinion . .
London ‘ Score Difficulty Falr or Poor

2A 2A 309 31-2 19-4

2A 3-01 35-0 23-2

RC4 3-16 28-2 16-4

2A with experimental fu l l
echo suppressor (zero
delay) extension.

2A 2-94 36-5 29-2

2A RC4 with full 6A (zero- _ . .
delay) extension. 3 02 31 2 26 2

RCA with ful l 6A echo
suppressor extension
including 20 ms delay
each way and injected
circuit noise (‐50dB‑
mOp).

Note: American 2A and British RC4 are new types of echo suppressor specifically designed for long‐propagation-time circuits.
British 6A is an existing type of echo suppressor currently in use on cable circuits.

customers was different and they were geographically
distinct from those used in Part A, the mean results for
Part B were very similar, if the comparison is restricted to
circuits involving the same type of echo suppressor
(see Table 3). Because of these differences, the results
have not been included in Fig. 6, 7 and 8:.
Part C

A single circuit, comprising the satellite link extended
Via Montreal to Vancouver and thence over the
COMPAC cable to Auckland (New Zealand), was used
for the Part C tests. The circuit was equipped with echo
suppressors Type 2A at each end, with facilities to
introduce similar echo suppressors at Montreal, thus
giving two circuit conditions, i.e. with and without
intermediate echo suppressors. Calls were arranged
between Post Office service personnel in the United
Kingdom and New Zealand, and each participant was
asked to complete a questionnaire giving a statement on
difficulty, and his opinion on the same 4-point scale as
that used for customer interview.

As this part of the series of tests did no t involve public
traffic, magnetiC-tape recordings were made in London,
from a point in the circuit on the line side (send and
receive) of the echo suppressor associated with the inter‑
national circuit, asshown in Fig. 2. These were replayed
to independent observers to enable reports on the
occurrence of events indicative of imperfect transmission
to be assembled. The additional data obtained in this
manner have been analysed,3 and useful information,
such as the statistics of the distribution of occurrence of
events during a conversation, and coefficients of
associationbetweenvarious attributes,has been extracted.

iResults for the satellite circuit (270 ms mean one-way propa‑
gation time) are based u p o n data from 218 calls. Although
considerably more observations were made, it was found, during
the conduct of the Part A tests, that one circuit had been incor‑
rectly lined up, and all data relating to calls for which the circuit
used could no t be positively identified have been excluded from
the analysis.

Although the number of observations made was small,
the results indicated that there was little difference be‑
tween the two circuit conditions, i.e. with and without
intermediate echo suppressors. The total mean one-way
propagation time of the circuit was 350 ms, and the
results are plotted in Fig. 6, 7 and 8 (results for both
circuit conditions are shown pooled). It will be noticed
that these results are consistent with those from the
public-traffic parts of the test in spite of the difierences in
subjects and observation technique.

Part D
A direct satellite connexion was compared with a

similar connexion extended Via a circuit comprising an
additional 150 ms delay introduced by a delay machine,
this extension being equipped with its own echo sup‑
pressors Type 2A. Customers in the London director
area and New York City were used, although the
circuits involved were the same as those for Part B.

The results for the two circuits differed to a highly
significant extent. The increasedpropagation timeyielded
much lower mean opinion scores and markedly increased
the percentage of customers expressing difiiculty. The
total mean one-way propagation time of the circuit, with
extension, was 420 ms, and the results are plotted in
Fig. 6, 7 and 8.

CONCLUSIONS
The variations with propagation time of percentage

difiiculty, mean opinion score and percentage poor or
fair opinions are shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8 respectively.
From Fig. 6 it will be noted that, even with only 35 ms
mean one-way propagation time, 16per cent of customers
reported having some difliculty. This figure was approx‑
imately doubled (33 per cent) with 270 ms delay, the
curve rising steeply to about 60 per cent at 400 ms.

The percentage poor or fair opinions (Fig. 8) also
show a doubling between 35 and 270 ms delay, roughly
doubling again from 270 to 400 ms.
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From the complete series of experiments, the following
conclusions were drawn.
(a) There is no evidence that increased exposure to

calls over satellite circuits aflects the opinions that
customers express on being interviewed after a satellite
or cable call.
(b) Results from interviews after customers have used

a cable circuit with T.A.S.I. differ very little (actually to a
statistically insignificant extent) from those for cable
circuits without T.A.S.I.
(c) The results for the synchronous-orbit satellite

(270msmean one-way propagation time) are significantly
worse than those for the cable circuits by each criterion.
(d) From that part of the tests in which modest 4-wire

extensions were made to the satellite circuits, it may be
concluded that the effects of the following are small or
negligible.
(1') The inclusion of short tandem connexions with or

without additionalmean one-way propagationtime
up to about at least 20 ms.

(ii) The introduction of intermediate echo suppressors
in such connexions, provided that the echo sup‑
pressors are of compatible* types.

(iii) The use of different echo suppressors at either end
of a satellite link, provided they are both designed
for use on circuits having long propagation times.

(e) There is no significant difference in the results when
any one of the three European earth stations is used.
(f ) When a telephone connexion carried by a satellite is

extended over a further 4-wire circuit contributing an
additional 150 ms mean one-way propagation time, the
subjective performance is further degraded by a subs‑
tantial amount.
The results, taken as a whole, indicate that circuits

provided by means of a synchronous-orbit satellite will
give a service generally acceptable to the public provided:
(a) n o t more than one satellite link (270 msmean one‑

way propagation time) is included in any connexion, and

*Compatibility, as applied to echo suppressors, may be defined
as follows: Given (a) that a particular type of echo suppressor
(say Type A) has been designed so that satisfactory performance
is achieved when any practical single-link or multi-link connexion
is equipped throughout with one or more pairs of half echo
suppressors of identical type and (b) that another particular type
of echo suppressor (say Type B) has likewise been designed, then
Type B is said to be compatible with Type A if it is possible to
replace any one (or more) of the half echo suppressors at any
point in the connexion by that ( o r those) of the other type without
appreciably degrading the performance of the connexion.

(b) additional terrestrial links are limited, as far as
possible, to those that increase the total propagation
time only slightly.
In any case total mean one-way propagation times

above 400 ms should be avoided unless no satisfactory
alternative is possible.
Detailed results from complementary observations in

respect of Parts A and B, appertaining to U S A . custo‑
mers, have already been published by the Bell Telephone
Laboratories.“1
The problem of defining conditions under which satel‑

lite circuits should be used is being studied by the
C.C.I.T.T. in the light of these results and similar results
from observations conducted by other telephone admini‑
strations. A draft recommendation was prepared by
C.C.I.T.T. Study Group X I I at its meeting in Geneva
during May 1966, and this will be submitted for approval
by the Plenary Assembly in 1968.

FURTHER WORK
This article details the more important results obtained

from the tests. The large amount of data collected,
however, has not yet been fully analysed, and it is
expected that several interesting features will be revealed.
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Book Review
“Transistor Bias Tables.” E. Wolfendale, B.Sc.(Eng.),

M.I.E.E. Il i ffe Books,Ltd. 71pp . 3111. 215.
Here is a very useful book for circuit designers and staff

in electronic laboratories who may be concerned with the
design of transistor amplifiers. A conventional transistor
amplifier stage, with common-emitter configuration, uses
two resistors for the potentiometer bias chain on the base
input and a third resistor in the emitter. The valves of these
three resistors can be read directly from the tables given, for
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various values of collector voltages, collector current,
transistor gain and leakage currents. The collector voltages
covered by the tables are 3, 6, 9, 12 and 24 volts, collector
currents in 11 steps from 0 - ] mA to 10 amps and gains
from 20 to 200. The tables can also be used to give a clear
picture of the effect of changes in various parameters. This
book is for germanium transistors only. A second volume
for silicon transistors will be published in the near future.

W.T.L.



An Automatic Error-Correcting Radio-Telegraph
Multiplex System
D. A. CHESTERMANT

U.D.C. 621.394.1473:621.394.44:621.371

The Van Duuren automatic error-correcting (ARQ) system was
introduced by the Post Office on a London‐New York radio‑
telegraph circuit in Apri l 1954. The system was designed to
protect long-distance radio-telegraph circuits from errors due to
variations in radio-propagation conditions. This article describes
the operation of this type of ARQ system, with particular reference

to modern transistor-type equipments.

INTRODUCTION
HE principles of automatic error-correction
(ARQ) have already been described elsewhere in
this Journal" 2with references to improvements to

the system.3 The basic principle of current equipment
was produced in about 1950 by Dr. Van Duuren of the
Netherlands Post and Telegraph Department, and was
put into commercial use in 1953. Whereas the first
ARQ equipments were electromechanical, modern
equipments are transistor type, and there have been
intermediate stages using hot-cathode and cold-cathode
valves.
A l l radio-telex and many international leased and

public circuits originating in the United Kingdom are
protected, i.e. the radio or cable links operate via ARQ
equipment located in the overseas telegraph terminals in
Electra House or Fleet Building in London. The annual
growth of overseas telex traflic is about 20 per cent, and
the demand for ARQ equipment is further stimulated
by the necessity to replace obsolescent electromechanical
equipment in the near future. It is estimated that there
are at least 1,000 equipments in service throughout the
world, and, of these, 175 are now installed in or on order
for London to give a total of 554 full-character-rate
channels.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ARQ WORKING
It is useful to refer again to some of the principles

involved in ARQ working, before considering the system
in detail. For simplicity, a leased, or private, point-to‑
point circuit is considered: the customer’s equipment is
assumed to comprise a teleprinter to receive traffic, a
means ofpunchingpaper tape, e.g. akeyboardperforator,
and a pulse-controlled automatic transmitter to send the
traffic prepared on the perforator, To transmit a message
the punched tape isplacedundertheheadof the automatic
transmitter, and traflic is sent forward, character by
character, ascontrolled by release pulses from the ARQ
terminal. Should the path between the ARQ terminals
fail in either direction then these release pulses stop, thus
arresting the progress of the tape until the path is
restored; the transmission of release pulses from the
ARQ terminal to the customer then recommences.
The system requires two terminals, one termed the

master and the other the slave. Each terminal can
multiplex together two or four channels by time division,
i.e. it can combine them in a predetermined cyclic order
for transmission over a common path. By translating
TTelegraph andData Systems Branch,EngineeringDepartment.

each teleprinter character into a 7-unit code having a
constant element, or bit, polarity ratio of 3:4, any re‑
ceived signals that do not comply with this criterion are
detected as errors. For example, assuming that positive
polarity is represented by A and negative by Z, then
character N would be translated from AAZZA in 5-unit
form to ZAZAZAA. Should this be received as, say,
ZAAAZAA then, asthis fails to conform to the criterion
for acceptable characters of a 3:4 ratio of Z to A polarity
signal elements, it is identified as a detectable error.
On the detection of an error the transmission of

character-release pulses to the local customer’s automatic
transmitter is stopped and the receive wire is held
permanently to stop polarity. Hence, all traffic to and
from the customer and the ARQ terminal ceases. The
ARQ terminal sends a demand-for-repetition (RQ)
signal over the radio path, followed by the last three
characters that were transmitted prior to the receipt of
the error. The RQ signal plus the repeated characters
are knowncollectively asa repetition cycle. Upon receipt
of this RQ signal at the distant terminal all local traflic
is ceased and a repetition cycle is transmitted back to the
terminal that originally received the error. The trans‑
mission of these repetition cycles continues in both
directions until one complete cycle is received correctly
at the terminal that received the error; transmission of
character-release pulses is then resumed and traffic
recommences to and from the local customer. This
terminal ceases to transmit repetition cycles, and the
distant terminal will resume traffic when the RQ signals
cease on the incoming path.
Synchronous Working
In common with other communication systems, the

provision of additional telegraph circuits is often
restricted by the non-availability of bandwidth. The
conventional 50-baud 7%‐unit start-stop teleprinter
signal consists of one start element, five information
elements and one and a half stop elements; hence, one
third of the signal is utilized to start and stop the receiving
teleprinter andonly two thirdscontains traffic information.
On circuits where bandwidth is restricted, start-stop
working is thus very ineflicient. By eliminating the
machine start and stop elements from the signal it is
possible to pass only information between two terminals,
providing that this is transmitted and received continu‑
ously. The information signals then represent either an
idle condition or traflic.
In a start-stop system each transmitted character is

timed from the start element; synchronization between
transmit and receive machines is maintained by inde‑
pendently‐controlled motors. It could thus be said that,
with start-stop working, the receiving teleprinter operates
synchronously over each character.
For continuous synchronous working it is no t possible

to rely entirely on governed motors or even on oven‑
controlled crystal oscillators to maintain synchronism;
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drift will occur eventually unless some corrective action
is taken at the receiver. In practice, the receiver corrects
the speed of the local oscillator, or “clock,” to that of
the transmitter by a comparison of locally-generated
element-rate pulses with the transitions of the incoming
signal. By the use of “early” gates and “late” gates and a
suitable integrator to prevent jitter, corrections of the
local clock are made in such a way as to ensure that the
sampling of the incoming signal is always within 1 per
cent of the centre point of each element (Fig. l ) .
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In addition to making better use of available band‑
width, synchronous operation confers the advantage that
signals can be accepted with twice the distortion that
would be acceptable for start-stop working.

Multiplex Working
Current ARQ equipment can operate as a 2‐channel,

i.e. diplex, or as a 4-channel system. The information
elements are transmitted from each channel in turn on a
single, or aggregate, path. Aggregation is performed
systematically by a distributor at the transmitter, and a
similar distributor at the receiver separates the aggregate
into the constituent channels.
The use of the C.C.I.T.T.* 7-unit code will give, for

2-channel working, an aggregate element length of
145g/7 X 2 ms, i.e. approximately 10-4 ms, and the
aggregate modulation rate will be 2 X 7 X 1000 X 6/
[(145 X 6) ‐+‐ 5] bauds, i.e. 96 bauds.
The character length is 145%ms, and the character rate

is 411% characters/minute, both beingC.C.I.T.T. Recom‑
mendations. This character rate is slightly faster than
the teleprinter speed of 400 characters/minute; hence, on
telex working, where traflic is originated by an uncontrol‑
led or random transmitter, there is an adequate margin
of speed to prevent the originating machine from over‑
taking the synchronous equipment.
In any multiplex system it is essential to ensure that

channels cannot become crossed, i.e. the traflfic on
channel A must no t be received on channel B or vice
versa. In a frequency-division system, such as a multi‑
circuit voice-frequency telegraph system, this is prevented
by band-pass filters on each channel. With time division
*C.C.I.T.T.~International Telegraph and Telephone Con~

sultative Committee.
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it is necessary to mark one channel in such a way that
it can be distinguished from another; a simple way of
accomplishing this is to invert the polarity of its signals
at each terminal.
In ARQ working the channel inversions are asfollows.

Two-C/mnnel Working
Channel A: Erect
Channel B: Inverted

Four-Channel Working
Channel A: Erect
Channel B: Inverted
Channel C: Inverted
Channel D: Erect

Evenwith this precaution it ispossible to cross channels
in 2-channel working if the aggregate is inadvertently
inverted. This is safeguarded by the marked character
cycle in which, in addition to the normal channel‑
inversion pattern, one character in every repetition-cycle
period, i.e. one per four or eight characters, on each
channel is inverted.
Multiplexing on ARQ equipment is achieved by

character interleaving for 2-channel working and by a
combination of character and element interleaving for
4-channel operation. Hence, the aggregate signals will
be of the following forms where, for example, A ] ,
represents element 7 of character 1 on channel A, and
C21 represents element 1 of character 2 on channel C.
Two‐Channel Working: A11, A12....Al7, B11,B12....Bl7,

A21, et seq.
Four-Channel Working: A11, C11, A12, C12....A17, C17,

B11, D11....Bl-,, D17, A21, C21, et seq.

Internal Clock
To keep an ARQ receiver in synchronism with the

distant ARQ transmitter it is necessary to correct the
local timing automatically to keep it in step with the
transitions of the incoming signal. Should the trans‑
mission path fail, e.g. due to a radio fade or a land-line
failure, then the receiver cannot be corrected and it
becomes free-running. It is very desirable that, on the
restoration of the transmission path, the receiver should
not have drifted so far as to be out of phase with the
transmitter, and providing that the drift is within one
halfof an element then phasewill not be lost. By ensuring
that the local oscillators at both terminals are accurate
and stable to one part in a million, breaks of up to 40
minutes can be tolerated on a 2-channel system, or up
to 20 minutes on a 4-channel system. Such a stability is
now recommended by the C.C.I.T.T., and a modern
crystal oscillator enclosed in a thermostatically-controlled
oven can readily achieve i t . The crystal frequency
specified by the British Post Oflice is 96 kHz, this being
the lowest frequency to ensure that 1 per cent corrective
steps can be taken on 4-channel working, i.e. with step
timing changes of 52us.
It is possible for random signals, due to noise, to drive

a receiver out of a true synchronous position and hence
cause it to lose phase. Such noise would result in the
channels cycling due to the receipt of errors, so as a
precaution, when all channels on a system are cycling to
errors, correction is inhibited automatically.
Masler‐Slave Working
In an ARQ system one terminal, termed the master,

is used to control the timing of both the master and the
distant slave terminals. The timing of the transmitter at
the master is controlled by its own clock, whereas at the
slave both receiver and transmitter are controlled by the



slave clock ascorrected by the incoming transitions. The
master receiver also is controlled by its own clock as
corrected by the incoming transitions; hence the clock at
the master controls the whole system (Fig. 2). It might
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be thought that once the system is set up further correc‑
tions at each receiver would be unnecessary, but due to
the variations in radio-propagation time such corrections
must continue to be made to ensure correct synchroniza‑
tion at all times.

TRANSMITTER
The ARQ transmitter calls in traflic, character by

character, from each channel in turn, encodes all traflic
and idle conditions, and transmits a multiplexed, or
aggregate, signal towards the distant terminal. A 3‑
character or 7-character store is provided to permit
repetition of traffic when so required by the receiver.

Control of Customers’ Equipment
In general, a synchronous system cannot accept

random‐arrival traffic, e.g. traffic transmitted by a tele‑
printer as controlled by its keyboard. This is because
characters are sent forward from the ARQ equipment to
the radio link in predetermined time slots, and it is
improbable that these would coincide with a random
input. Therefore, the ARQ terminal demands traffic
from the localincomingchannelby sending out character‑
release, or demand, pulses. As already described, for
protected leased circuits, a pulse-controlled automatic
transmitter is used to generate 7-unit start-stop signals
from pre-punched tape. In addition to timing the char‑
acter input to the ARQ, it will be seen later that the
character-release pulses have an important function
during the error-correction procedure. It is essential that
the cycle time of the remotely-controlled local transmitter
should be shorter than that of the ARQ equipment, and,
to ensure this, the start-stop signal from the pulsed
automatic transmitter is 7-unit, whereas the ARQ
character rate is equivalent to a 7-28-unit signal at 50
bauds.

International telex trafiic originates from standard
telex installations which do not include pulse-controlled
automatic transmitters, consequently special equipment

is required at the ARQ terminal. This aspect will be
dealt with in a later paragraph.

Srart-Stop-Signal t0 Coincident-Signal Converter
The local-channel input to an ARQ equipment is

coincident, or parallel, 5-wire. To convert the incoming
start-stop signal to a coincident 5-wire condition
necessitates the use of a converter which staticizes each
character and presents a 5-wire output to the ARQ
equipment. These converters are used on leased and
public circuits, and are accommodated on an auxiliary
rack adjacent to the ARQ equipment.

Trafifc and Supervisory Conditions
As already explained, a synchronous system must

always bepassing signals between terminals. A sixthwire
from the start-stop converter indicates to the ARQ
transmitter whether there is traific to be sent; if there is
no trafiic present then the condition on the sixth wire
changes to indicate that an idle signal is to betransmitted.
A seventh wire is required to signal which of the two idle
conditions, idle alpha or idle beta, is to be transmitted
(Fig. 3). For telex traffic, idle alpha corresponds to

S-WIRE SIGNAL‑‑START-STOP SIGNAL‐ >  ‐ =
TRAFFIC/IDLE

CHARACTER-RELEASE PULSE ALPHA/BE”

RELEASE PULSE

CHANNEL INPUT
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continuous start polarity on the channel input, and this
indicates a clearing, or free, condition. Idle beta cor‑
responds to continuous stop polarity, indicatinga calling,
or held but idle, condition on the telex channel. Leased
traflic generally requires only one idle condition, and this
is usually idle beta.

A traffic character is now considered to have been
staticized in the start‐stop converter and a tralfic con‑
dition signalled to the ARQ equipment. Before trans‑
mission by radio the character has to be converted to the
7-unit error‐detecting code. The 5-wire coincident input
is a convenient form for such conversion, which can be
effected in a number of ways. One method employs
ferrite cores so arranged in a pattern that when a read
pulse is applied to encode a character, only three out of
seven of the output wires will be activated, according to
the particular code required. Another system uses a
diode matrix, and a typical translation is shown in Fig. 4.
Each combination of the S‐unit code is connected to one
of 32 vertical wires by diodes D1. When one of these
wires is biassed by its input combination then a cor‑
responding7-unit coincident signal appears on the output
wires Via the diodes D2. In the example shown, character
A is converted from ZZAAA to AAZZAZA. The
supervisory signals alpha and beta, as well as the RQ
signal, are outside the 32 combinations of the keyboard
alphabet, and additional input wires to the matrix are
necessary to produce the 7‐unit codes corresponding to
these signals. The output of the coder will set up the code
on an output register, which holds the character until it
is transmitted sequentially by the transmit distributor.
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Transmir Distributor and Aggregate Keyer
The speed of operation of the code converter is such

that it can be used for both channels of a diplex; hence,
the output register presents information from channels
A and B alternately. This register is read in elemental
order by a distributor that steps at the aggregate element‑
rate, i.e. approximately every 10-4 ms, for 2-channel
working. The channel and marked character cycle
inversions are applied by the aggregate keyer, which
presents a polar signal to line. Where the multi-Circuit
voice-frequency telegraph equipment linking the ARQ
equipment to the radio stations is situated adjacent to
the ARQ terminal, the signallingvoltage may be i6 volts,
otherwise it is : 8 0 volts. With the introduction of
electronic relays the high maintenance liability of electro‑
mechanical 80-volt polar relays is eliminated.

Repetition Store
The receipt of an RQ signal or a detectable error by the

receiver will cause the transmitter to send a repetition
cycle, i.e. an RQ signal followed by the repetition of a
predetermined number of characters that were trans‑
mitted immediately prior to the receipt of the RQ signal
or detectable error. The number of repeated characters
is usually three, but for circuits with an abnormally long
propagation time the repetition cycle is increased from a
total of four characters to a cycle of eight, i.e. RQ +seven
characters repeated from the store. Hence, it is necessary
at all times to have this information stored in readiness
for re-transmission. The store is generally at the 7-unit
stage, i.e. after code conversion, and consists of a 3-posi‑
tion or 7-position, 7‐1ine shift-register, each element being
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stored on a 2-state logic device. This device is generally
a transistor-type trigger, but a ferrite core is used in some
equipment.

When a repetition is required the store output, which
is disconnected in normal traflic, is connected to the
aggregate keyer in place of the output from the code
converter, and the stored informationalso circulates back
into the store. An RQ signal generator is called in to
transmit an RQ signal prior to every repetition from
the store; the RQ signal is not stored.

RECEIVER
The function of the receiver is to convert the aggregate

signal into start-stop traffic appropriate to the individual
channels. It must also detect errors and RQ signals, and
initiate repetition cycles asrequired.

Receive Distributor
The aggregate signal is re-inverted under the control of

the channel and marked character cycle inverters, and
then staticized as a 7-wire presentation on a register via
the receive distributor. On receipt of the seventh element
the signal is offered to the code converter.

Code Converter
The 7-wi1‘e signal is decoded by a matrix similar to the

5-wire-to-7‐wire converter, and if the signal is acceptable
it presents a 5-wire output to the A‐channel register. The
code converter is then available to accept a further 7-wire
input from the receive distributor for presentation to
the B-channel register. Receipt of an RQ signal, or an
error, will initiate a repetition cycle, asalready described
in the paragraph headed Repetition Store. While a
channel is cycling, whether due to the receipt of errors
or to the receipt of RQ signals, the character-release
pulses are not sent to that channel end. Hence no traffic
is called in, and it follows that, when traffic is resumed,
no traflic will have been lost.

Error Detection
There are two principal methods of detecting un ‑

acceptable, i.e. n o n 3:4 ratio, combinations. One is to
use an A, or a Z, element counter and to check that each

T0 CHANNELFROM RECEIVEcoo: CONVERTER nggigrugn
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7-wire presentationconforms to the 3:4criterion. Another
method is to connect together Via an ORgate the 5-wire
outputs of the code converter, the RQ and the idle-signal
outputs, and the output for character 32 (all-start
combination) in such a way that the absence of an output
from the gate indicates that the 7-wire signal is a com‑
bination other than one of the acceptable 35and is, there‑
fore, an error (Fig. 5).

Channel Output
Acceptable characters are presented to each channel

register in turn and transmitted to the local line as
7-28-unit, 50-baud, start-stop signals by a start-stop
distributor. During periods of no traffic the channel
output wire is held to constant polarity, according to
the prevailing idle signal, alpha or beta.

Automatic Phasing
The corrective action of the terminal receiver ensures

that every received element is sampled at the optimum,
i.e. mid, point. However, a receiving distributor could
be out of step with the transmitting distributor. For
example, at a given instant channel A, character 2,
element 6 at the receiver might be offered Channel B,
character 4, element 1, by the aggregate distributor and,
due to the corrective action of the receiver, this situation
would persist indefinitely, causing all channels to cycle
to the receipt of errors. These errors can be used as a
criterion to indicate an out‐of‐phase condition. In the
equipment described, whenever all channels cycle con‑
tinuously to the receipt of errors for a period of about
5 minutes then the receiver is considered to be out of
phase. Automatic phasing is then switched on and the
receive distributor is retarded by one element for every
error received until acceptable repetition cycles are
detected on all channels; the receiver is then considered
to bein phase and the automatic phasing is automatically
switched ofl. Phasing is an important feature in ARQ
working, and the following facilities can be selected by
a switch:

( i) phasing off,
(ii) manual phasing in element steps,
(iii) automatic phasing, manually initiated, and
(iv) automatic phasing, automatically initiated.

Facility (iv) is generally used for normal traffic operations.

TELEX WORKING
About 45 per cent of all ARQ circuits are utilized for

telex and this percentage is increasing. The subject of
international automatic telex switching4 is outside the
scope of this article, but certain aspects are n o w con‑
sidered insofar as they concern the ARQ equipment.

Bufler Sforage
The telex customer’s machine is a random transmission

device, as it is n o t controlled by any external pulses. To
efiect such control would involve prohibitive complexity
of the national telex network, and it is therefore necessary
to provide a buffer between the random‐arrival traffic
from the customer and the ARQ terminal. This buffer
has a further function: to provide storage during periods
of cycling. The original type of store was a fully auto‑
matic reperforator transmitter distributor (FRXD) which
employed perforated paper tape for storage. The F R X D
is electromechanical and, with the necessity to change the

tape every 100,000 characters, considerable servicing
attention is required.

A later device in use by the British Post Oflice is
electronic, using a magnetic drumfi asa storage medium,
with a minimum capacity of 4,000 characters per telex
circuit. Whenever a character is read out to the ARQ
equipment, that “position” in the store is available for
reading-in. Hence, the capacity of 4,000 represents a
back-log of 10 minutes’ traffic arising from periods of
cycling, and,in practice,it isnotexpectedthat thiscapacity
will be taken up except under abnormal radio conditions
or in the event of an equipment breakdown. Another
type of equipment with similar facilities and employing
a magnetic-tape loop with a small electronic bridging
store has n o w been introduced into service.

These storage devices all perform four principal
functions.

(1') To act asa buffer between random or uncontrolled
arrival traffic and the controlled demands for traific by
the ARQ terminal.

(i i) To store traffic during periods of cycling on the
ARQ system.

(iii) To present traffic to the ARQ in 5-wire staticized
form.

(iv) To signal to the ARQ terminal via the telex panel
whether traflic is present in the store or not.

Telex Panel
The telex line, and the ARQ and buffer-store equip‑

ments are interconnected and controlled by the telex
panel (Fig. 6), which performs the following principal
functions.

TELEX CUSTOMER‘S TELEX PANEL CHANNEL INPUT
TELEPRINTER 0F ARQ

START-STOP OUTPUTFROM EXCHANGE CHANNEL OUTPUT
RELEASE PULSES

sTAnT-s ' rop INPUT TRAFFlC/SUPERVISORY
T0 EXCHANGE ALPHA/BETA

CHANNEL INPUT
RELEASE PULSES GATEO BY
TRAFFIC IN STORE CONDITION
STORE FULL 0R FAULTY/STORE
OPERATIONAL
TRAFF 10 IN STORE/SUPERVISORY
CONDITION

S-WIRE INPUT
T0 ARQ

STORAGE DEVICE
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ARQ INPUT

(a) It differentiates between traffic and idle conditions
on the local incoming wire.

([7) It indicates “traffic/no traffic in store” to the ARQ
equipment.

(c) It repeats the ARQ character‐release pulses to the
store, and controls the first and last characters in a block
of traffic.

(d) It repeats the character-release pulses to the telex
exchange for metering pulses.

(6) It indicates “tape low” (on FRXD only) to the
telex exchange to prevent a subsequent call maturing.

(f ) It initiates a forward clear when the “store out of
order” condition is received from storage.
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(g) It clears the store on receipt of a clear from the
radio terminal.

(h) It presents and accepts the appropriate signalling
levels at the telex exchange, storage, monitor and ARQ
interfaces.

(1') It provides for the transmission and detection of a
predetermined count of successive alpha or beta periods
asrequired for signalling purposes by C.C.I.T.T. Recom‑
mendation U20. The simplified supervisory signalling
requirements are as follows:

Transmit Detect at Receiver
Calling 4 betas 2 betas
Clearing 7‐11 alphas 2 alphas

Al l the above signalling groups must be consecutive.

OTHER FAClLITIES
Sub-Division

A useful facility of ARQ, resulting from the synchron‑
ous mode of operation, is that of sub-division, whereby
anumber of customers share afull-character-rate channel.
Such circuits are attractive for lessors who may have, say,
only 4 hours traflic to clear every 24 hours, but require
to have a circuit available on a 24‐hour basis. These
subdivided channels are usually referred to as part‑
character-rate channels. The division rate must bear a
simple relation to the duration of the repetition cycle,
hence i is the basis for sub-division. A quarter-character‑
rate customer will clear one character every 580 ms
approximately, the three “blank” character periods being
filled by traffic from other part-character-rate customers.
During periods of no traffic the output of that sub‑
channel isheldto stoppolarity.The possiblecombinations
of subdivided working are 4 X fir, 2 X 4%, 2 X i + 1 X lg
and 1 Xi + 1 X 3:, this latter being used only exception‑
ally, e.g. where a public circuit is reduced to 2%rate to
accommodate a requirement for i‐rate leased circuit.

In the same way that it is necessary to ensure against
main, or full-character-rate, channels beinginadvertently
crossed in traffic, so it is equally important to protect
sub-channels. This is readily achieved by inverting one
character in four; the sub-channels are numbered 1‐4,
and the first sub-channel of any main channel is inverted.
In early subdividers this inversion, or marking, pattern
was derived from a distributor on the subdivider itself,
independent of the main equipment. An inversion pulse
was transmitted to the aggregate keyer every fourth
character per subdivided main channel. I f , contrary to
normal practice, two channels of a multiplex were
subdivided, a careful and laborious procedure had to be
followed at both receivers in setting up because there was
no fixed relationship between the main-channel inversion
patterns required for sub-division. A modern subdivider
is a relatively simple switching and gating device accom‑
modated 01-1 the main equipment, the necessary distribu‑
tion pulses being derived from the marked-cycle distribu‑
tor, or equivalent, within the ARQ equipment itself.

M arked‐Character Cycle
By the use of a circuit timing diagram, it can be shown

readily that, during rephasing, two terminals can drift
out of relative system-phase relationship, i.e. an A1
character could be received otherwise, as, say, A3. This
would result in the duplication of two characters at one
terminal and the omission of two characters at the other
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terminal. One, two or three characters can beduplicated
or omitted at each terminal, according to the degree and
directionof drift: there is,in fact,only aone-in-four chance
of finding correct system phase after a rephasing process.
To overcome this defect the marked-character cycle has
been introducedandis nowaC.C.l.T.T. recommendation.

The marked-character cycle requires the inversion of
one character in every repetition-cycle period per main
channel, regardless of the application of sub-division. A
predetermined and fixed relationship between these
channel-marking patterns ensures correct system phase
under all circumstances. The marked or inverted
character is the first of every four (for a 4-character
repetition cycle) and the following shows the actual
marking and character-interleaving patterns (the bar
indicating an inverted character).

Two-channel working:
A1 B4 A2T31 A3 B2 A4 BaA1 B4, et seq.

Four-channel working:
X1 13; A2 ‘Bl A3 B2 A4 Ba K1 3;

El 131 C2 D2 C3 D3 C. D G, et seq.
Channels A and C, and B and D are element-interleaved
in this pattern.

The pattern shown above at once ensures correct cycle
phase and provides the marking necessary for sub‑
division. Hence, for sub-division, no separate marking
is required; it is necessary only to connect the traffic and
character-release pulses to the appropriate circuits via
the subdivider.

Error Indication
On circuits using ARQ equipment but which have no

return path, a system called E.I. (Error Indication) is
used. As the name implies, each received error is printed
on a modified teleprinter receiver asa “crab” symbol.The
RQ combination is not used, and automatic-phasing
is not possible as the in‐phase criteria cannot be met.

Phasing is achieved manually, and synchronization
maintains phase except during receipt of errors. This
system has little application, and no such circuits work
to or from London at present.

PHYSICAL DESIGN
The early electromechanical ARQ equipments (Fig. 7)

are still in service at ElectraHouse,London,and amodern
transistor counterpart is shown in Fig. 8. With this latter
equipment there is a fourfold saving in space, and in‑
service faults are reduced by about two orders.

In the transistor equipment the logic elements are
mounted on a printed-wiring “father” board, which is
accommodated in a “book” that slides into the cabinet
and effects connexion with other books by a gold-plated
printed-wiring edge-connector or multi-pin plug. Al l
current ARQ equipments are mains operated, and are
generally cooled by an extractor fan.

An important feature of the cabinet is the control panel
(Fig. 9), where a number of channel and common
controls are conveniently situated. To reduce cabling
and floor-space requirements, interconnexions between
mainand auxiliary ARQ cabinets or racks are effected on
a patching-jack field which enables channels and aux‑
iliary units to be changed rapidly whenever required.
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POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENTS
The original system has been made more efficient in a

number of respects; there now appears to be only a
limited scope for further improvements, but three are
considered.

Speed of Automatic Phasing
The speed of automatic phasing is governed by a

number of factors, but those principally concerned are as
follows.
((1) Whether the mode of working is 2-channel or 4‑

channel.
(b) Whether marked-character cycle (or sub-division)

is in operation.
(c) The system for determining when the in-phase

criteria are met.
In current systems, a one-element phase step is taken

for every error received (with certain qualifications), and
it may be necessary for phase-stepping to continue for

F I G . 8‐TRANSISTOR-TYI’E ARQ EQUIPMENT

the duration of some 40 repetition cycles before correct
phase is found. By using a large shift-register and
elaborate gating it is possible to re-phase within one
repetition cycle, with a consequent increase in available
traffic time, albeit very small.

Reduction in Undetected‐Error Rate
The undetected-error rate could be further reduced by

introducing a single-character store on each receive
channel, every received character being held in this store
untilthefollowingcharacterhasbeenreceivedandchecked
as acceptable. If this second character is a detectable
error then the first character is rejected. The logic of this
arrangement is that, if line-propagation conditions are
such asto cause detectable errors, then it is probable that
adjacent characters may be undetectable errors. An
undetectable error is a received character mutilated in
such a way that it has lost its original identity but still
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conforms to the 3:4 criterion; this could be caused by
the transposition of two unlike elements.
Both of the foregoing improvements would require

considerable modification of the equipment and it is
improbable that they would justify the financial outlay.

Computer ARQ
The requirements of character storage for repetition

and for telex‐predictable programs and comparatively
low operating speeds‐suggest the use of a computer in
place of perhaps 12 conventional ARQ equipments
together with all their associated auxiliaries. This shouldrefult1na considerable savingin capital cost, and areduc‑
tion in floor space and in power consumption. A further
advantage is that, should any additional facility be
required or should anexisting facility require to bemodi‑
fied, e.g. if the telex clearing signalwas changedfrom two
alphas to three, then it would be necessary to change
only the computer program for that particular feature.

CONCLUSION
For radio and long transoceanic cable circuits the

introduction of multiplex ARQ equipment can double

the number of full-character-rate channels, provide sub‑
divided channels and give a valuable improvement in the
detectable error-rate. The number of equipments in
service in the British Post Office has expanded rapidly
since their introduction in 1954,and there isno indication
that this trend will diminish for a number of years.
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Book Review
“Operational Methods in Nonlinear Systems.” Louis A.

Pipes. Constable and Co., Ltd. 99 pp. 640111. 12s.
This is a valuable little book. The field covered is an

important one in view of its many technical applications but
is no t as understood as it should be, possibly because the
existing literature is somewhat scattered.
The preface describes the object of the book as being to

describe the various methods which are available for the
solution of non-linear diflerential equations of the non ‑
autonomous type; that is,equations in which the independent
variable appears explicitly. It is precisely this type of
equation which is most scantily dealt with in existing
literature and which is of most interest to engineers.
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The presentation adopted is suitable to an engineer or
physicist in that the various methods described are amply
illustrated by examples of practical physical problems. The
mathematics used is business‐like and clear, and does no t
suffer from the looseness which so oftencharacterises mathe‑
matical books written for non‐mathematicians. The
operational methods used are not, in general, essential to the
developments but lead to considerable simplification both in
the presentationand in the algebraicmanipulations required.
The technical problems dealt with include the analysis of

a number of non-linear circuits and a discussion of the
phenomenon of sub-harmonic resonance.

T.B.M.N.



Transatlantic Telephone Cable TAT ‐ l Plus Ten Years
J. F. BOAG,c.Eng., M.I.E.E., and L. HEPPLESTONET

U.D.C. 621.315.28 (261)

The first 10 years of service of the first transatlantic telephone cable,
TAT- l , are reviewed both as regards the performance of the TAT- l
system itself and the rapid growth of the oceanic telephone-cable
network. The changes in permissible circuit parameters, and in
maintenance arrangements, necessitated by very long inter‑

continental telephone circuits, are also described.

INTRODUCTION
HE first transatlantic telephone cable1 (TAT ‐ l )

I opened for service on 25 September 1956. This
article is a review of the first 10years: how TAT- l

itself has performed, and how that first system has led to
many more submarine telephone-cable systems to meet
the ever-increasing demand for world-wide communica‑
tions. The large increase in traffic between Britain and
U.S.A. and Canada is illustrated by the figures given in
the following table.

Weekly Average Calls Before TAT- l and 10 Years Later
Before Opening 10 Years

_ of Cable Later

U.S.A. Canada U.S.A. Canada

Outgoing full-rate calls 720 120 7,500 1,320
Outgoing cheap-rate calls 550 110 3,300 930

Total outgoing 1,270 230 10,800 2,250
Total incoming 1,050 300 9,850 3,920

Total calls 2,320 530 20,650 6,170

Average duration in paid 6'75 625 8-9 7,7
minutes of outgoing calls

The total telephone-circuit capacity across the North
Atlantic provided by submarine cables is now 281 circuits
in cables landing in the United Kingdomand 176 circuits
in cables from France. A further 108circuits are obtained
using T.A.S.I.2 equipment.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
In engineeringtheTAT ‐ l system, reliability of perform‑

ance was of paramount importance because the repair of
any faults in the system would bevery expensive. Hence,
the engineering anddesign technique usedwere of proven
integrity,3 and meticulous care was taken during the
manufacturingand inspection stages to provide extremely
reliable equipment. How successful the designers of the
system have been in their objectives can be gauged from
the history of the first 10years of the TAT- l system.
It will be recalled that the TAT- l system consists of

two cable systems. The system between Oban (Scotland)
and Clarenville (Newfoundland) is a two-cable system
designed by the Bell System. Eachcable is 1,940nautical
miles long, with 51 repeaters inserted at approximately
37-nautical-mile intervals. Each repeater contains 66
components, including three thermionic valves. The
system betweenNewfoundland and Sydney Mines (Nova
TMain Lines Development and MaintenanceBranch, Engineer‑

ing Department. At present, M r. Boag is on loan to COMSAT,
Washington, U.S.A.

Scotia) is a one-cable system designed by the British Post
Office. The cable is 326 nautical miles long, with 16
repeaters inserted at approximately 20-nautical-mile
intervals. Each repeater contains approximately 300
components, including six thermionic valves. Thus, the
total amount of submergedplant consists of 4,200nautical
miles of cables and 118 repeaters containing approxi‑
mately 11,500 components. The fault history during the
past 10 years for this amount of equipment amounts to
19 cable faults, all due to trawler activity, and one
repeater flash‐over. The repeater flash-over occurred
during the fourth year, when the protective gas-discharge
tube of the first repeater at the Clarenville end of the cable
to Oban flashed. The reason for the protective gas‑
discharge tube flashing is no t known, but it can be
assumed to have been due to a possible voltage wave‑
front travelling along the cable. Power was removed
from the system to extinguish the discharge tube, and the
system re-powered. The trouble has no t recurred.

Cable Performance
The out-of-service time has resulted almost entirely

from cable faults. Of the 19cable faults reported above,
16have occurred off Newfoundland and three ofl" Scot‑
land. The total out-of-service time due to faults or
incidents in the submerged plant during 10 years of
operation is approximately 74 days: ignoring trawler
damage, the out-of‐service time is reduced to 4%hours.
It can thus be truly said that, so far, the objectives of the
designers have been fulfilled. Credit is also due to the
hundreds of peoplewho were engaged in the manufacture
of the cable and repeaters to the very exacting standards
necessary to achieve such high reliability.
Trawler damage has been the main cause of faults in

other telephone-cable systems. Considering all the tele‑
phone cables that have been laid between Europe and
North America there has been a total of 56 cable faults
in the North Atlantic, 81per cent of which have been in
the vicinity of Newfoundland,where there are, of course,
good fishing grounds. Because of the high fault‐rate in
this area, it is now the practice to maintain a cable ship
on patrol. The ship keeps watch on the cable routes and
attempts to keep trawlers away, thus preventing damage.
Should a fault occur, however, the ship is equipped and
ready to deal with any fault on any of the systems. The
patrol is shared by cable ships of the United Kingdom,
U.S.A., Canada and France.
One of the serious technical diflficulties which emerged

in the TAT- l system was the unexpected change in cable
attenuationwhich occurred during laying, over andabove
that expected due to temperature and pressure changes.
This effect continued to operate for several years, thus
affecting the electrical alignment of the system. On the
ClarenvilIe‐Sydney Mines section, this aging effect has
resulted in a decrease of 4 dB in the overall loss, and in
the Clarenville‐Oban section a decrease of 15 dB has
occurred. These changes have had to be compensated
for at the terminal stations and have resulted in an
increase in noise in some channels. Where the channel
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noisehas increasedbeyondthe objective of ‐ 4 6 dBmOp,*
compandors have been inserted. At present three
channels are equipped with compandors in the Oban‑
Sydney Mines direction and eight channels in the other
direction.

The decrease in cable attenuation with time has been
termed the “aging effect.” It is believed that the efiect is
due to the presence of the short-lay copper binding tape
lapped over the return-conductor tapes.4
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FI G . l ‐ A G I N G OF CLARENVILLE‐OBAN CABLE

Fig. 1 shows the change of attenuation due to aging
eflect with time. It can be seen that the change has now
become almost negligible. New cable designs, in partic‑
ular the British Post Office 1in. Lightweight cable,5 have
almost completely eliminated changes of cable attenu‑
ation due to aging.

Power-Feeding Equipment
The design of the power-feeding equipment has proved

satisfactory and shown itself capable of maintaining con‑
stant current to line during magnetic storms, when the
difference in earth potentials between the two terminals
can reach high values. On the Clarenville‐Sydney Mines
section, 1,400volts has been attributed to magnetic-storm
effects.

Circuit Performance
The TAT- l system was designed to provide three

60‐108 kHz groups, and initially was equipped with
4 kHz-spaced channel equipment. Later, 3 kHz-spaced
channel equipment6 was provided at Oban and Sydney
Mines, giving a total of 48 channels in each direction of
transmission. Three additional channels were obtained
outside the planned transmission band, sothe system n o w
provides 51 channels in each direction of transmission.
Normal4 kHz-spaced channels are usedbetween London
and Oban, and from Sydney Mines to New York and
Montreal.

Time assignment speech interpolation (T.A.S.I.) equip‑
ment2 has been provided at London and New York,
making it possible to increase the capacity of the system
by a further 36circuits.

At the time of the early discussions on the design of
the system, the only international noise standard was the
C.C.I.T.TT recommendation which, based on a hypo‑
thetical circuit 2,500 km long, allowed 7,500 pW (i.e.
3 pW/krn) for the line plus a 2,500 pW allowance for the
terminal equipment (equivalent to 1 pW/km), i.e. a total
of4pW/km. For the London‐New York/Montreal link
of about 6,400 km the application of this recommendation
pro rata led to a total channel noise of 25,000 pW ( ‐ 4 6
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dBmOp) being set as an objective. Recent tests of
London‐White Plains circuits (including compandors,
where fitted) gave an average circuit noise of 4 51 dBmOp,
with 95 per cent of the circuits better than the original
target of ‐ 4 6 dBmOp.

Routine measurements are made of channel levels.
Recent tests of London‐White Plains circuits (6,561 km
long) gave the following results: mean departure from
nominal ‐ 0 0 5 dB, standard deviation about mean 149
dB. These figures indicate the high stability of submarine
telephone-cable systems.

GROWTH OF OCEAN TELEPHONE-CABLE NETWORK
Since the TAT- l cable system opened for service in

1956, the ocean submarine-cable network has grown by
54,000 miles (see Fig. 2). A system similar to the TAT- l
system was opened for service in 1959 between the U.S.A.
and France (TAT-2). A British‐designed single-cable
system providing 80 3 kHz-spaced circuits was used for
CANTAT (Scotland‐Canada), which was completed in
1961, and for COMPAC (Canada‐Hawaii‐Fiji‐New
Zealand‐Australia), which was completed in 1963. A
new 4,000 mile trans-Canada microwave link provided a
link to complete the connexion between London and
Sydney. In the Atlantic, an American SD system has
been laid from the U.S.A. to England (TAT-3) and from
the U.S.A. to France (TAT-4). There are n o w two
T.A.S.I. equipments in London and one in Paris,used on
circuits to New York. A third T.A.S.I. equipment is to
be installed in London for use on circuits to Montreal.

In the Pacific, SEACOMhas interconnectedSingapore,
Jesselton, Hong Kong and Guam, using 80‐circuit
systems, and Australia to New Guinea and Guam via a
new 160 3 kHz-spaced-channel system. SEACOM links
up at Guam with the American network from San
Francisco to Hawaii, Midway,Wake, Guam, Manila and
Japan. Thus, to-day, high-quality circuits are available
between London and many points in the Far East.

INTERCONTINENTAL CIRCUIT PARAMETERS
The ever increasing growth of submarine telephone

cables has led to the provision of circuits having lengths
some 10times longer than originally envisaged in studies
to determine circuit performance. Hence, it has been
necessary to take a new look at many of the circuit
parameters which were fixed with much shorter circuit
lengths in mind. Studies were made to determine new
values for noise, attenuation/frequency response, cross‑
talk and other circuit parameters. These studies have
continued within the C.C.I.T.T. and have resulted in
many new recommendations for circuit standards. The
standards which have been adopted for the Common‑
wealth cables are as follows.

(0) Noise. 1 pW/km has been adopted as the target
objective for noise. Recent measurements on London‑
Sydney circuits, 25,800 km in length, show an average
noise performance of ‐ 4 7 dBmOp, i.e. 0-8 pW/km.

(b) Circuit Stability. On transmission paths routed
over submarine sections alone, the variation of loss about
the nominal value should have a r.m.s. value not
exceeding VO-SN, where N is the number of pairs of

*dBmOp ‐ t he ratio, expressed in decibels, o f the noise power,
measured psophometrically, at a point in a transmission path, to
the test level at that point.

TC.C.I.T.T.‐International Telegraph and Telephone Consult‑
ative Committee.
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channel-translating equipments. This figure takes into
account the inherently stable nature of submarine
telephone-cable systems and assumes that very stable
channel translating-equipment is used throughout.

(c) Loss/Frequency Response. For 3 kHz-spaced
channels the following figures apply.

300‐2,700 Hz: +0-75 to ‐‐0-5 dB.
250‐300 Hz: +2-25 to ‐ 0 - 5 dB.

2,700‐3,000 Hz: +2-25 to ‐0 - 5 dB.
For 4 kHz-spaced channels the following figures apply.

300‐3,000 Hz: +0-75 to ‐0 - 5 dB.
200‐300 Hz: +1-25 to ‐0 - 5 dB.

3,000‐3,400 Hz: +1-25 to ‐ 0 - 5 dB.
((1) Crosstalk. Crosstalk attenuation between go and

return channels should not be less than 43 dB. On very
long-distance circuits, e.g. London‐Sydney and satellite
circuits, the go-to‐return crosstalk attenuation must not
be less than 55 dB, to avoid the effect of echo.

(e) Frequency Error. The frequency error depends on
the number of interconnected sections, but should not be
more than 2 Hz for a 25,000 km circuit.

( f ) Spuriaus Frequencies. The objective is to ensure
that the levelof spurious frequencies on any channel band
is not higher than ‐ 6 0 dBmO.

The problem of channel loading has also been the
subject of review. The C.C.I.T.T. recommendation is
based on a long-term mean-power per channel of ‐ 1 5
dBmO, and one multi-circuit voice-frequency telegraph
(m.c.v.f.t.) system is allowed in a supergroup. On the
short-distance systems to Europe this has proved to be a
satisfactory basis. On ocean systems, however,additional
factors need to be considered.

The installation of T.A.S.I. equipment increases the
activity factor of channels from the normally accepted
figure of 0-25 to a figure of 0-75. A larger proportion of

the circuits is allocated for data transmission as well as
m.c.v.f.t. bearer circuits; one reason for this is the
increased time difference, e.g. Sydney is 10hours ahead
of London, resulting in virtually no overlap at all of
normal office hours in the two cities, sotelegraph services
have a big advantage. The demand for non-speech
circuits is increasing and could, in the future, require
between one third and one half of the total bandwidth.
Typical mean powers applied to channels carrying
T.A.S.I., telegraph and data signals is ‐ 10dBmO, which
suggests that the mean channel-power loading used as a
design basis for long submarine-cable systems should be
higher than the ‐ 1 5 dBmO used in C.C.I.T.T. recom‑
mendations.

MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATION
The length and complexity of modern very long

distance circuits on cable and on land lines has posed
new maintenance problems, particularly in respect of the
maintenance organization needed to enable such circuits
tolbejset up andmaintainedto standards better than those
that hadapplied to internationalcircuits within the Euro‑
pean continent. In addition, semi-automatic and full‑
automatic working was introduced on international
circuits. This developmenthas also increasedthe problem
of maintenance control. As an aid to the solving of these
problems the concept of an international network
maintenance centre (I.M.C.) was introduced. Each
country which terminated international circuits would
have one or more maintenance centres. Faults affecting
international circuits would be reported to the appro‑
priate centre. The staff at the I.M.C. would then locate
the cause of the trouble and take the necessary steps to
get the trouble cleared, co-ordinating, where necessary,
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the efforts of the many maintenance forces at each end of
the circuit and spread out at various maintenance points
along the length of the transmission path. Hitherto, the
maintenance of international circuits had been primarily
the responsibility of repeater-stationmaintenance forces.
The European I.M.C., known as I.M.C./C.7 (C for

Continental), was introduced by the British Post Oflice
in 1956 for its Europeanserviceswhen anumber of routes
were beingtransferred to semi-automaticworking. It was
established using the principles given in C.C.I.T.T.
RecommendationM71. The British organization set up
to co-ordinate the maintenance of the first transatlantic
circuits was known asTAT Test. With the provision of
additional Atlantic systems, a larger maintenance
organizationwas required,and I.M.C./A.(A for Atlantic)
was established. The I.M.C. concept was accepted by all
the Commonwealth Partners, and, to‐day, I.M.C.s are
established where all international circuits terminate.
Within the Commonwealth and North Atlantic cable
networks an extensive network of service circuits inter‑
connect the I.M.C.s so that the maintenance forces of
the I.M.C.s can contact each other quickly, and thus help
to reduce the amount of out-of-service time of circuits
due to faults.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
What of the future?
In existing ocean telephone‐cable systems, there are

two supervisory systems8 for checking the performance
of the submerged repeaters. The pulse method relies on
non-linearity near the overload point of the amplifier in
the submerged repeater to produce the returnpulses,with
identification of individual repeaters on the basis of
transmission time. The advantage of this method is that
no additional circuits are neccessary in the repeaters for
supervisory purposes, but the disadvantage is that
measurement of some repeatersmay be very restricted, or
even impossible, because of misalignment of the system.
The continuous-tone supervisory systemhas required a

different unit in each submerged repeater. The dis‑
advantage of this arrangement is that all spare units have
also to be different. Hence, if there are a number of
systems of the same type, the number of spares becomes
unnecessarily large. The advantage, however, is that the
return signal is produced in a supervisory modulator and
does not rely on driving the repeater amplifier near to the
overload point. Hence, a reasonable level of return
signal is produced even if there is misalignment of the
system.
For systems now in production, an improved type of

supervisory system is planned incorporating the ad‑
vantages of boththe continuous-tone andpulsedrepeater‑
monitoring systems as used at present, and overcoming
the disadvantages mentioned previously. Each repeater
will contain a “loop‐back” modulator actuated by a
pulsed carrier tone sent over the system. The measuring
tone will be continuous, and the return pulses will
be identified with individual repeaters on the basis of
transmission time. Al l repeaters will thus be identical.
A system having a highest line frequency of about

3 MHz, a capacity of 360 3 kHz-spaced channels, and
using valve amplifiers in the submerged repeaters has
been developed, and the SouthAtlantic Cable Company
are using such a system for a link between Portugal and
South Africa.
Evenif it were possible to produce avalve whichwould
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be satisfactory for use in a transoceanic repeater of wider
bandwidth than a 3 MHz system, the length of such a
systemwould be limited by voltage considerations. This
arises from the fact that, as the bandwidth increases, the
repeater spacing would become closer, increasing the
number of repeaters and, hence, the applied voltage for
a given distance. Increasing the voltage causes problems
with insulation and the life of high-Voltage capacitors
over a long period of time. However, it is possible to
produce a transistor suitable for use in a transoceanic
repeater; furthermore, the lower power requirement of
the transistor repeater could mean a reduction in the
overall power-feeding voltage, and this aspect may not,
therefore, become a limiting factor.
The study and development of long-life transistors

suitable for application to submerged-repeaters has been
in progress for some time at the British Post Office
ResearchStation. A productionunit commenced opera‑
tion in 1965, and has produced transistors for use in
submerged repeaters to be laid in European waters in
1967‐68. Emphasis is at present being given to silicon
planar transistors9 as life tests conducted to date have
shown these to have reliability of the order required.
A feature of the valve repeater is the need for twin

amplifier paths. There is no practicable circuit arrange‑
ment for parallelling two transistor amplifiers, but the
long‐termreliability of transistors makes this unnecessary.
The transistor is more prone to damage by voltage surges
than the valve. Voltage surges are set up following an
interruption (short‐circuit, or disconnexion, or one
followed by the other) to the power-feeding circuit in the
event of acable fault. The reducedpower‐feedingvoltage
due to the relatively smallvoltage drop across atransistor‑
type repeater is helpful in this respect, but is partly olTset
by the greater number of repeaters required at the wider
bandwidth. Damage can occur in a microsecond or so,
and, thus, protective circuits which are extremely fast in
action have been designed.
Systems with a highest line frequency of about 5 MHz

are now in production, giving either 480 4 kHz-spaced or
640 3kHz‐spacedchannels. One such system is to belaid
between the UnitedKingdomandPortugal, and will link
with the Portugal‐SouthAfrica systemmentionedearlier.
Looking further ahead, systems having greater band‑

width areunder consideration; the next stepwill probably
be a 12 MHz system10 capable of operating over
distances up to 4,000 nautical miles and providing 1,080
4 kHz-spaced channels or 1,440 3 kHz-spaced channels.
Such systems should be ready forlaying by the early
19705.
For years engineers had dreamt of crossing the

Atlantic Ocean with a telephone cable, and in 1956 this
dream came true when the opening of the TAT- l cable
provided communication between Britain and North
Americawith the same highquality asobtained on a local
call. During the years of patient waiting, engineers
perfected their designs to meet the exacting requirements
of reliability necessary for the economic operation of
oceanic cables. How well they have fulfilled their task
can be gauged from the history of performance of the
TAT- l system. The TAT- l cable has also demonstrated
that, if good communication channels are available,
peoplewill use them. This fact has encouraged the rapid
increase in internationalcommunications, so that to-day,
little over 10 years from the opening of the first trans‑
atlantic telephone cable, people can speak to each other



over cable circuits from places asfar apart asLondonand
Sydney, London and Hong Kong, or London and Tokyo
with the same ease as if speaking to each other in
adjacent offices.
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A Television‐Network Switching Equipment to 625-Line Colour
Standards

H. F. LLOYD, B.Sc., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., and J. SIXSMITHT
U.D.C. 621.397.74.06

New television-network switching units are being provided by the
Post Oflice in London, Birmingham, Manchester and Carlisle for
the Independent Television Authority. The new units are suitable
for 625-line colour signals, and a brief description is given of their

main features.

INTRODUCTION
0 meet the television-routing requirements1of the
Independent Television Authority (I.T.A.) the
interconnexions between the sources and destina‑

tions of vision and sound programs have to be changed
about 50 times per day at the Londonnetwork switching
centre. Similar changes, although fewer in number, are
required at provincial centres. This network switching is
carried out for the I.T.A. by the Post Office; the B.B.C.
do their own network switching.

A television-network switchingequipment2was installed
in the London Network Switching Centre in 1958, and it
is still in use and providing good service. The equipment
makes interconnexions at preset times between a number
of vision andsound sources and anumber of destinations,
to meet I.T.A.’sroutingrequirements. The switchingunit
was designed for 405-line monochrome signals; its initial
capacity was 15 sources and 10 destinations, but it was
later extended to cater for 16sources and 15destinations.
The I.T.A. have now asked the Post Office to provide a
new switchingunit in London suitable for 625-1ine colour
signals and catering for 30 sources and 40 destinations,
with an ultimate capacity of 40 sources and 80 destina‑
tions. Switching units of smaller capacity are also
required at Birmingham, Manchester and Carlisle. A
contractor is designing and installing these units to meet
a Post Ofiice performance specification, and this article
gives a brief description of them.

TMain Lines Development and Maintenance Branch, Engineer‑
ing Department.

The original switching equipment is virtually two
separate units: a sound unit and a vision unit, with
separate control panels. Experience has shown that
sound and vision are never required separately, so that
duplication of controls is not necessary and will not be
provided on the new equipment.

A feature of the original switching unit is that, when
changes to connexions are to be made, it is necessary to
make an entry* of each unchanged connexion, resulting
in the entry of much redundant information, e.g. if only
one destination-to-source connexion has to be changed
then anentry repeatingall existingconnexions is required,
thus increasing the probability of human error. On the
newswitchingunitonlychanges to connexionsareentered.

GENERAL FACILITIES
The switchingunit has to provide distribution aswell as

switching facilities, i.e. it may be required to connect one
source to all destinations, or each destination may be
connected to a different source. It must be impossible,
of course, to connect more than one source to a destina‑
tion at the same time.

At any time there will be an existing source-to-destina‑
tion pattern of connexions known asONAIR. Two stores
known as NEXT EVENT and STORE hold, respectively,
informationdefining the time of the nextandnext-but-one
change of pattern, and details of the changes required at
those times. Information is at present fed into the stores
manually by the operation of push-buttons, one for each
source and one for eachdestination, butprovisionismade
for the addition of an automation module which will
control the switching unit by using programs on
punched tape or cards. A change of switching pattern

*The operation of programming the equipment to perform a
predetermined c o n n e X i o n at a pre‐set time is referred to as
“making an entry.”
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occurs when next‐event time coincides with the actual
time taken from the Post Oflice speaking clock. Use of
the speaking clock as a standard ensures that all studios
and switching centres operate to a common time.

Coincidence of next‐event time with the actual time
causes the changes in the NEXT EVENT store to be trans‑
ferred to the ONAIR pattern of connexions, and changes
in the STORE store with their preset times are transferred
to the NEXT EVENT store. A program of further changes
may now be entered into the STORE store.

Visual displays of ON AIR, NEXT EVENT and STORE
information are required, and revertive signalling is used,
i.e. the display informationcomes from the storage device
and not from the manual control.

The followingfacilities, referredto by their push-button
designations, are available for correcting or making late
changes to the pre-arranged program.

TAKE ALL: operation of this facility simulates next‐event
time-coincidence and causes switching to occur im‑
mediately.

TAKE ONE is used to connect a destination to the source
entered in the NEXT EVENT store in advance of the pre-set
time.

HOLD ALL enables switching on time-coincidence to be
inhibited. Its use is followed either by operation of the
TAKE ALL facility or the entry of a new time for the next
switch.

HOLD ONE enables one of the ONAIR connexions to be
maintained longer than was planned.

CORRECT NEXT EVENT permits changes to be made to
entries of connexions or time in the NEXT EVENT store.

In addition to the other monitors in the control room
two picture monitors are provided, one for sources and
one for destinations. The same controls are used for
selecting sources and destinations for monitoring as are
used for entering connexions into the store. A master
switch is therefore providedwhich, asa safeguard against
inadvertent misoperation of controls, is normally in the
MONITOR position when all facilities except that of being
able to select sources and destinations for monitoring are
inoperative. When new switching information is to be
programmed the master switch is put into the OPERATE
position. Very clear visual indication of the mode of the
switching unit is given.

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
A block schematic diagram of the switching unit is

shown in Fig. 1, while Fig. 2 shows the clock system in
similar form.

VlSlON/SOUND
swncusn

MONITORING NEXT EVENT I
UNITS I STORE I

CONTROL CLOCK AND
STORE TIME STOREP A N E L

FIG. l ‐ B L O C K S C H E M AT I C D I A G R A M 0 F SWITCHING U N I T

DISPLAY PANEL

CLOCK CONTROL
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CLOCK CONTROL
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CONTROE PANEL

NEXT EVENT
STORE
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CLOCK

F I G . 2 ‐B L O C K SCHEMATIC D I A G R A M OF CLOCK SYSTEM

Operating Console
The operating console contains the push-button

controls. It has sets of SOURCE and DESTINATION push‑
buttons, and a number of push-buttons and lamps
associated with alarm conditions and other facilities. It
also contains the source anddestination picturemonitors,
each with lamp indicators and an associated loudspeaker
for sound monitoring. Sound and vision monitoring are
married,but either the source or destination is chosen for
sound monitoring by operation of a 2-position key.

Display Suite
The display suite stands a few feet in front of the

operating console, and it displays ONAIR connexions and
programmed changes to connexions, together with the
pre-set switching times. Three sets of lamp indicators are
provided for each destination. The first set identifies the
ONAIR source connected to that destination. The second
and third sets show changes ( i fany) to source connexions
in the two stores. Two-digit numbers are displayed
corresponding to the numbering of the source buttons,
each of which is labelled with the complete circuit
designation. The display for no connexion is 00 in the
ONAIR display, and the store indicators show a blank for
no change. Preset switching times for the two stores and
the actual time are also displayed.

Vision Matrix
Vision‐switching matrices are made up from low‑

capacitance relays, and each matrix is of 40 sources by 10
destinations. The unit block of the matrix is one output
from a 4-outlet source distribution-amplifier feeding a bus
bar crossed by 10destination circuits. The contacts of 10
relays are arranged so that connexions can be made at
cross-over points, and 40 such units form a 40-source by
10-destination matrix. Remaining outlets from each
source distribution-amplifier serve three other matrices
giving access from each source to 40 destinations. A
second set of source distribution-amplifiers serving 40
more destinations can be driven by bridging the inputs to
the first set of distribution amplifiers, thus achieving the
ultimate size of the London switching unit (40 sources
by 80 destinations).



Program Matrix and Logic Circuits
The circuits for holding stored information employ

motor uniselectors, and one uniselector serves each
destination in each store. Multipled bank contacts
correspond to sources, and a wiper position marks a
future connexion between a source and a destination. A
third set of uniselectors controls ON AIR connexions.
Sound-circuit connexions are made by uniselector
contacts, but Vision circuits are switched indirectly by
operating relays in the vision matrix. When time
coincidence occurs between preset next‐event time and
the actual time the ONAIR uniselectors drive to contacts
marked by NEXT EVENT uniselectors, the latter, in turn,
driving to contacts marked by STORE uniselectors. STORE
uniselectors do not drive until a new entry is made, but
the associated display lamps are extinguished.

Power Supplies
To ensure uninterrupted operation the equipment is

battery driven. Certain amplifiers require an as. supply,
and this is derived from the battery via a static inverter.
A l l stores are non-volatile, i.e. in the unlikely event of a
power-supply failure stored information is maintained,
ensuring that the switching unit is in the original state
when power is restored.

Peiformance
As four switching units can be included in one long‑

distance television circuit it was decided that each unit
should have a Video performance no worse than that of
a singleminor locallink.3'4 This means that the distortion
through a switching unit can be equivalent to about that
produced by a 6-mile circuit.
There are two problemswhich are, perhaps,peculiar to

switching devices. The first of these is the possible level
variation at any one destination asother destinations are
switched to the same source; the resultant variation is
requiredto benomore than that allowedon aminor local
link. The secondproblemis that of crosstalk,particularly
at the colour sub-carrier frequency, 443 MHz. A l l
switching devices, when open, give rise to crosstalk whose
level rises with frequency. The number of crosstalk
paths in parallel in a distribution unit depends on the
pattern of connexions at any given time, and the efi‘ect of
the crosstalk depends on how the crosstalk‐signal
amplitudes add and whether the various paths have the
same interfering signal or different signals.

It can be shown that the worst condition is wnen a l l
destinations take a signal from one source and one
different signal is present on all the remaining sources
which are no t connected to any destinations. This is
unlikely to occur in practice. The crosstalk paths in
parallel across open connexions are then the product of
the number of sources minus one and the number of
destinations. As all signals are the same and in phase
they add directly, and one open connexion must have a
crosstalk performance 20 log [39 X 10] or 52 dB better
than the allowance on a 40-source by lO-destination
matrix. The permissible interference at colour sub-carrier
frequency is the limiting factor, and this is no t known
with precision but is about 60 dB. This would require a
crosstalk attenuationof 111dB acrossanopen connexion.
Assuming no isolation between matrices this would be
increased by 12 dB for four matrices‐a very difficult
figure to achieve. A more likely condition is with all
destinations takingsignalfromone sourceandthe remain‑
ing sources each carrying a different signal. Assuming
that the different signals add on a power basis the cross‑
talk level in one matrix is 2010g 10+ 1010g 39= 36dB
worse than that from one open connexion, resulting in a
requirement of 36 + 60 dB, i.e. 96 dB, per cross-point
and, assuming no isolation between four matrices, a
requirement of 96 + 12dB, i.e. 108 dB, per cross-point.
The switching unit has been specified on this basis. The
small relaxations to be obtained from considerations of
traffic loading are regarded as a necessary margin against
deterioration with time.
The switching units are in course of installation and it

is expected that they will be in service in 1967, allowing
some time for operating and maintenance staff to
familiarize themselves with the new device.
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Book Review
“Mathematics for Electrical Circuit Analysis.” D. P.

Howson, M.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.E.R.E. Pergamon
Press, Ltd. x+170 pp. 72i11. 17s. 6d.

This book is intended to cover “most of the needs of
second and third year undergraduates taking a light-current
electrical-engineering course.” The range which it attempts
to cover is indicatedby the chapter headings‐Determinants,
Circuits Differential Equations, Matrix Analysis, Properties
of Linear Networks, Fourier Methods for Harmonic
Analysis and The Laplace Transform‐Transient Analysis.
This wide range is dealt with in a little over 100 pages of
actual text, a large proportion of the pages being devoted to
exercises at the end of each chapter.

Since minimal knowledge is assumed on the par t of the
reader it is no t surprising that the treatment is somewhat
superficial. However, in spite of a certain prolixity in
expression it is thought that there are a number of places
where the text would no t be understood by the readers for
whom it is intended, while in other places it is at least mis‑
leading if no t actually erroneous. Fo r example, in view of
the efforts made in Chapter 3 to distinguishbetween amatrix
and a determinant, it is surprising to find the statement on
page 2: “Le t us now introduce the determinant ,which is a
squarearray of numbers.”
There are a large number of books presenting simplified

versions of technical mathematics. A very small percentage
of such books is useful: this volume does n o t appear to be
one of these exceptions.

T.B.M.N.
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Call-Failure Detection Equipment:
Interim Equipment for Director and Non-Director Exchanges

J.’D. PYRAHT
U.D.C. 621.395.63:658.562

In order to improve the quality of telephone service oflered to
subscribers emphasis has been directed on reducing the “no-tone”
failure rate within the local automatic telephone network. A scheme
has been devised in which live traffic is continuously sampled and
observed, to detect and locate, as speedily as possible, those calls
which fail. Unti l such time as standard comprehensive call-failure
detection equipments become available, interim equipment with
limited facilities has been provided. This article describes the
interimarrangements provided in director and non-director exchanges.

INTRODUCTION
HE quality of serviceoiTeredto telephonesubscribers
is always asubject for concernby boththepublicand
the Post Office, and criticism has, in recent times,

been levelled at the number of telephone calls that fail to
mature for one reason or another. Because “no-tones”
are the cause of a largeproportion of complaints, empha‑
sis has been directed on reducing this type of failure in an
effort to improve the quality of service. Initiative has
been shown by maintenance staff within various Regions
in the development and production of devices designed
to observe telephone traflic with the primary object of
detecting those calls which fail to receive a tone on
completion of dialling. A team from the Engineering
Department maintenance branch examined the facilities
and utility oiTered by these Regional devices, and from
the information gleaned, planned the development of a
standard comprehensive item.
However, as the development of such an item takes

time, interim designs based upon Regional devices have
been developed and arrangements made to supply them
in sufficient quantity to meet maintenance requirements;
both these and the standard items will be known as
call-failure detection equipments.
To obtain the maximumbenefit from such equipment,

the selection of an observation point within an exchange
trunking scheme and the rate of sampling the trafiic
offered at that point are of great importance. Early‑
choice subscribers’ 1st selectors have been chosen as the
observation point in non-director exchanges, enabling
originated calls, irrespective of their routing, to be
observed.
For the non‐director interim call-failure detection

equipment use has been made of the existing centralized
service observation (C.S.O.) sampling equipment, which
already has access circuits connected to the required
selectors together with the appropriate control circuits
for sampling calls at a high rate. For director exchanges,
the director has been chosen as the observation point
for the interim call-failure detection equipment, enabling
a large number of originating calls to be observed. The
equipment is associated with a director serving a particu‑
lar A~digit selector level and, during the initial stages,
is periodically moved from one A‐digit selector level to
another so that complete coverage is given on all origin‑
ated t rafi jc .

TTelephone Exchange Standards and Maintenance Branch,
EngineeringDepartment.
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NON‐DIRECTOR EXCHANGES
The C.S.O. equipmentl:2 is a means of sampling

telephone traflic for the purpose of measuring the
quality of the service. For each exchange observed,
access and selector-tapping equipments are provided
which are connected to a central observation position,
via a junction if necessary. The call-failure detection
equipment for non‐director exchanges is connected to the
C.S.O. selector-tapping and outgoing-signalling circuit,
the associated access equipment being switched to the
subscribers’ lst selectors so that observations may be
made at this point.
The prime functions of the call-failure detection

equipment are:
(a) to observe on calls to the home or adjacent ex‑

changes for the purpose of detecting those calls which
fail to receive a tone on completion of dialling,
(b) to provide a means of holding a failed call so that

the cause of the failure may be ascertained,
(c) to provide a “service-measurement” facility in

which call failures are registered but the switching equip‑
ment is not held, enabling a measure of the exchange
no-tone performance to be produced, and
(d) to observe calls at the same time as, or separately

from, the C.S.O. operator.
To select calls routed to the required exchanges, digit

discrimination isprovided; calls not selected are excluded
from further observations, e.g. calls to the subscriber
trunk dialling (S.T.D.) network and to the emergency
services. Adjustment of the selection may be made by
alteration to wire strappings.
On receipt of the last digit, a tone receiver is connected

to detect the presence of a tone. If busy, ringing or
number-unobtainable (N.U.) tone is detected the call is
regarded as successful and registered on a meter, the
observation equipment releasing to await a further call.
Calls failing to receive a tone within a pre-determined
time may beheld for the switching equipment used to be
traced and for fault‐clearance purposes. In this event,
the calling-subscriber’s line equipment, the observed
selector, andother forward-routed selectors are prevented
from releasing and the exchange prompt alarm is given.
Because the calling‐subscriber’s line equipment is held
by the call-failure detection equipment the calling
subscriber loses control of the call and is temporarily
unable to make further calls. However, the maintenance
engineer dealing with the fault enters the circuit and in‑
forms the caller that a fault has been detected on the
switching equipment and requests his co-operation
pendingremovalof the holdingcondition from the caller’s
line. The call is back-traced to release the subscriber’s
line equipment and then forward-traced to locate the
cause of failure. To facilitate forward-tracing, a digit
display can be connected to provide an immediate visual
indication of the number dialled. Should the held call
not receive attention within a predetermined time, hold



conditions are removed from the observed selector,
returning control of the call to the subscriber.

A printer3 associated with a line-signal monitoring
unit‘ may be connected to the call‐failure detection
equipment for recording the digits dialled by the sub‑
scriber; for an unsuccessful call, a distinctive symbol
is also printed. These recordings provide the essential
information needed for future reference and analysis
under the service-measurement facility.

DIRECTOR EXCHANGES
The call-failure detection equipment for director

exchanges is connected to a suitably modified director.
For each call that is received by the director, outgoing‑
line continuity and polarity tests are applied by the
equipment during the interdigital pauses following
transmission of each routing and numerical digit. When
digit transmission is completed, a tone receiver is con‑
nected to the line, and the director is held pending the
detection of tone. If a tone (busy, ringing or N.U.) is
detected, the call is regarded as successful and registered
on a meter; the director is then allowed to release.

However, under the “hold” facility, if a line fault or a
no-tonecondition is detected,forward‐holding conditions
are applied to the line and the director is prevented from
releasing. The fault is registered on a meter and exchange
alarms are given, together with a lamp display indicating
the nature of the fault.

To assist in forward call‐tracing and fault clearance,
the number dialled can be obtained by reference to the
director code and numeral storage switches, while the
exact switching stage at which the call failed can be
ascertained from the position of the director send-control
switch wipers.

Because the calI‐failure detection equipment is holding
the director, the associated lst code selector and calling‑
subscriber’s line equipment are also held and the calling
subscriber temporarily loses control of the call. The call
is traced, held at an alternative switching stage and the
calling subscriber informed by the maintenance engineer
that a fault has beendetected on the switching equipment.
The caller is asked to co-operate pending removal of the
holding condition from his line. Control is then restored
to the caller by back‐tracing to, and manually releasing,
the line equipment.

If this tracing is not completed within a reasonable
time, forcible-release conditions are established in the
director. This results in the release of the director, A‐digit
selector and other forward-routed selectors, while
returning control of the 1st code selector and line
equipment to the caller.

Because non-standard line conditions are encountered
during the establishment of calls to such services as
WEAther, ASK and 246, and to prevent holding call
failures routing to emergency services (code 999),
discrimination has been provide.1to prevent testing on
these calls. On code-only calls, other than 999 (e.g.
TIM), line-polarity and continuity tests are applied, but,
because ringing tone may no t be encountered on such
calls, the test for tone reception is prevented. A service‑
measurement facility is provided whereby the holding of
call failures is prevented following meter registration
and the director is released.

As for the non‐director exchange equipment, a printer,
associated with a line-signal monitoring unit, may be
connected to the director outgoing‐line wires to record
the digits transmitted by the director. Provision has
been made to indicate on the printer tape those calls for
Which testing was unsuccessful. If a fault (line or tone)
hadbeen detected, a distinctive symbol is printed adjacent
to the last recorded digit, thus indicating the switching
stage at which the fault occurred.
I The printedinformationprovides ameans for analysing

the results obtained under the service-measurement
facility.

CONCLUSIONS
Continual observations of live telephone traffic makes

it possible to detect and locate those plant faults that are
directly affecting the service, allowing maintenance staff
to clear faults sooner than is possible by the present
routine methods. The time a fault remains in the system
is, therefore, reduced, and, consequently, the service is
greatly improved.

In addition, up-to-date statistics of the quality of
service given to subscribers for calls within the local
telephone network can be produced. Call-failure
detection equipments, both of the type described and the
forthcoming more complex equipment having improved
facilities, are expected to prove an efi‘ective maintenance
aid in both of these roles.
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Book Review
“Space Communications Techniques.” R. P. Filipowsky

and E. I. Muehldorf. Prentice Ha l l Technology Series.
xi+333 pp . 55i11. 1048.

This volume, by the same authors as “Space Communica‑
tions Systems,” provides a largely descriptive presentation of
components for spacecraft communications and of space‑
communications sub-systems. A considerable par t is

devoted to particular spacecraft with photographs and
schematic illustrations, and, while valuable, is bound to
become dated in a short time. Very extensive amplified
bibliographies are appended to the two main chapters and,
in fact, these occupy 142 pages of the text.

The book forms a useful supplement to the larger volume
on systems and should be of particular interest for reference
purposes by circuit, component and sub‐system designers.

J .K.S.J .
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The PVR 800 High-Frequency (3‐30 MHz) Radio Receiver
K. G. PERKINS,B.Sc.(Eng.)., C.Eng., M.I.E.E., andW. M. DAVIES, C.Eng., M.I.E.E.T

U.D.C. 621.396.62.029

The transistor-type receiver described is of the quadruple-super‑
heterodyne type and employs digital techniques to synthesize the
conversion-oscillator frequencies and switched band-pass filters to
obtain radio-frequency selectivity. It is primarily intended for the
long‐distance point-to-point h.f. radio services and gives a choice of
any six pre-set frequencies in the 3‐275 MHz band. Provision is
made for extended or remote control, and the modular construction
aims at easing maintenance and facilitating the manufacture of
different versions of the receiver for the reception of independent‑
sideband or frequency-shift signals, with or without spaced-aerial

diversity.

INTRODUCTION
IFFICULT reception conditions exist, due toDcongestion, inthe 3‐30 MHz fixed-service bands,
and, in spite of the amount of traffic being trans‑

ferred to submarine-cable and satellite circuits, there
seems little likelihoodof any easing of the situation in the
forseeable future. Apart from the need to contend with
the vagaries of the ionosphere, difficulties also arise from
the operation of a large number of high-power trans‑
mitters with small frequency separation. The reception
of wanted low‐Ievel signals in the presence of a number
of adjacent high-level signals necessitates a high degree
of linearity in the receiver, with good selectivity and with
a noise level that is low compared with route noise from
the aerial. In addition, any variations in the frequency of
the transmission must be closely followed by the receiver
without its tuning being affected by noise and inter‑
ference.
Against this background there is the need to reduce

operating and maintenance costs to a minimum, and,
hence, the equipment must be designed for reliable
fault-free service and simplicity of operation, with the
smallest practicable need for human intervention.
In the Plessey PVR 800 series of receivers the exclusive

use of semiconductors in place of thermionic valves, and
the use of low operating voltages, printed circuits, and
good quality components, with vigilant inspection and
testing, all tend to produce the high standard of relia‑
bility required. Simplicity of operation is facilitated by
the provision of synthesized conversion-oscillator fre‑
quencies, pre-set frequency selection, automatic search
for the wanted signals, and the virtual absence of
manually‐operated controls.
A great advantage of the modular method of con‑

struction employed in these receivers is the ease with
which the make-up of receivers can be varied to suit a
variety of needs. However, this article is, in the main,
concerned with the independent-sideband receivers
produced for the British Post Oifice h.f. point-to-point
services, the main requirements of which are as follows.
(a) Frequency range: 3‐27-5 MHz.
(b) Type of reception: independent sideband (A3B),

with alternative versions of the receiver for double
sideband (A3) and telegraphy (F1, F6).
(c) Remote selection of any six pre-set frequencies.
TMr. Perkins is with The Plessey Company, Ltd., and M r .

Davies is in the Overseas Radio Planning and Provision Branch,
Engineering Department.
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(d) Automatic search for the wanted carrier within
i 300 Hz of the selected pre-set frequency.
(e) Automatic frequency control to within :t 3 Hz.
( f ) Synthesis of conversion-oscillator frequencies from

a stable frequency source.
(g) Noise figure: 8‐10 dB.
(I1) Flat automatic‐gain-control characteristic.
( i ) High signal-handling capacity and selectivity.
( j )Suitability for single-aerial or spaced-aerial diversity

reception.
(k) Operation from 21‐28-volt d.c. supply.
(I) Use of semiconductors.
No restrictions were placed on the types of circuits to

be employed, but 51‐type panel construction in con‑
junction with an Apparatus Rack No. 52 was required.

OUTLINE DESCRIPTION
A simplified block schematic diagram of the indepen‑

dent‐sideband non-diversity version of the receiver is
shown in Fig. 1.
It will benoted that the basic design philosophy differs

in a number of respects from that used in conventional
receivers. The input circuit is unusual in that the
3‐27-5 MHZ range is split into six bands by means of
fixed band‐pass filters, no variable tuning elements being
employed. Alternative first intermediate frequencies of
39-3 or 34-3 MHz are selected, depending on the required
input signal-frequency. The use of such “above-band”
first intermediate frequencies gives good image rejection,
an unrestricted lower limit to the signal-frequency range,
and allows the first conversion-oscillator frequency to be
always above the highest signal-frequency. Subsequent
intermediate frequencies are at 10-7 MHz, 2-6 MHz and
100 kHz, sideband selection being effected at the latter
frequency. Conventional automatic gain control (a.g.c.)
operates only on the 26 MHz intermediate frequency
(i.f.) amplifier, but, to avoid overloading of the preceding
fixed‐gain stages by high-level signals falling within the
selected band, attenuation is automatically inserted as
required at the receiver input.
On selection of a new frequency the receiver will search

over a :t 300 Hz range until a carrier having an accept‑
able signal‐to-noise ratio is encountered. Search then
ceases and the automatic-frequency-control (a.f.c.)
system takes over. A.F.C. action is inhibited while the
carrier‐to-noise ratio is too low, and this is effective in
preventing false huntingwhen radio conditions are poor.
The a.f.c. system itself is novel in that it compares the
time occupied by a fixed number of cycles derived from
the incoming signal with that occupied by the same
number of cycles derived from the reference frequency.
The resulting information is used to control a motor‑
driven capacitor, and, thus, to adjust the frequency of the
27 MHz conversion oscillator in the required sense to
reduce the tuning error to less than 3 Hz.
Frequency synthesis of the first conversion-oscillator

frequency, which is in the range of 42-3 to 66-8 MHz
(in 125 Hz steps), is effected in two stages. Firstly, a
frequency in the range 2-3 to 33 MHz is synthesized
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from the 100 kHz standard, using “add and divide” prin‑
ciples. Frequencies in 1 MHZ and 5 M H z steps, in the
ranges 14-9 to 18-9 M H z and 55-9 to 809 MHZ,
respectively, are then added. Free-running crystal‑
controlled oscillators are used for these steps, and the
frequency errors introduced are cancelled out by adding
the same errors to the second conversion frequency
(45 or 50 MHZ). This arrangement for the derivation of
the first and second conversion‐frequencies produces the
same result in terms of frequency accuracy, at the output
of the second mixer, as if each frequency had been
directly derived from the 100 kHz standard.

The receiver uses modular construction,1 and of
particular interest is the large-scale use of a standard
low-noise wide‐bandwidth directly-coupled 20 dB ampli‑
fier, in conjunction with frequency-determining networks
where gain and selectivity are required, or alone when
gain only is required.

Mechanically, the receiver conforms in general to
British Post Oflice Sl‐type practice with the panels
mounted in an Apparatus Rack No. 52. Overall dimen‑
sions are 7 ft 3 in. high, 1 ft 9%in. wide and 2 ft 1%in.
deep. Connexions from 51-type panel units to the rack
wiring are made by means of standard bridging links
incorporating coaxial plugs and sockets where required.
One panel unit normally houses a number of printed‑
circuit modules, each contained in its separate extruded
aluminium screening box. Module‐to‐panel connexions
are by printed-circuit connectors, and all high-frequency
inter-panel connexions are made at 75 ohms nominal
impedance, with large‐scale use of miniature coaxial
plugs and sockets.

Provision is made in the PVR 800 receiving system for
mains-driven power supply units, but, for the receivers

for Post Ofl‘ice use, power is supplied by external
secondary batteries, continuously float‐charged by
voltage-controlled mains‐driven rectifier units. The main
receiver supply is at 21‐28 volts d.c. with an auxiliary
supply at 50 volts for the operation of relays and similar
items. Voltage regulation is provided in the receiver in
two stages: a pre‐regulator and module stabilizers.

No manually-operated tuning devices are employed in
the receiver other than the six sets of digit roller switches
in the synthesizer memory unit. These switches allow the
pre-setting of six radio frequencies anywhere in the band
3‐27-5 MHz, activation of the required pre-set frequency
normally being effected at a central control position.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The various functional parts of the receiver shown in

block form in Fig. 1 are described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.

Signal Path
The input signals from the aerial pass through one of

the six band-pass filters, covering 3‐27-5 M H z in the
sub-octave bands 3‐4, 4‐6, 6‐9, 9‐13, 13‐19 and 19‐27-5
MHz, the required filter being selected by reed relays
operated from the synthesizer and frequency-translator
logic unit, which at the same time selects the appropriate
first i.f. filter (34-3 or 39-3 MHz) and the consequent
second conversion frequency (50 or 45 MHZ).

The aggregate signal level at the output of the selected
band-pass filter is monitored, and, if a predetermined
level is exceeded, up to 40 dB of attenuation is introduced
in 10 dB steps; to maintain the noise factor the initial
10 dB of such attenuation is inserted after the first
amplifier, the remaining 10dB steps being inserted prior
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to the amplifier. The overall dynamic range thus
obtained extends from noise level to + 115 dB relative
to 1,uV, allowing the eflicient handling both of low-level
signals, which require the best noise figure, and high‑
level signals, Where linearity is more important. These
techniques enable fixed-band radio-frequency selectivity
to be used.

The signals, after passing through the selected band‑
pass filters, are amplified and applied, via 30 M H z low‑
pass and i f . rejection filters, to the first frequency
changer. The first conversion-frequency, in the range
42-3 to 66-8 MHZ (in 125 Hz steps), is derived from the
synthesizer and frequency-translator unit and is amplified
before being mixed with the incoming signals to produce
a first intermediate frequency of either 39-3 or 34-3
MHz. The use of alternative i.f.s has been adopted so as
to avoid certain troublesome intermodulation compon‑
ents produced in the mixers. The signal is then filtered,
amplified, and passed through a 43 MHz low‐pass filter,
to reject the upper-sideband products of the frequency‑
changing process. The choice of the i f . is automatically
made in the logic circuits associated with the six sets of
frequency selectors located in the memory unit.

The i.f. signal is mixed with the 45 or 50 MHZ con‑
version frequency to produce the 10-7 M H z second
intermediate frequency. After filtering in a band‐pass
filter centred on 10-7 MHz to select the 12 kHz band‑
width required for independent-sideband operation, the
107 MHZ second i.f. signal is mixed with a 13-3 M H z
conversion frequency synthesized from the 100 kHz
standard, a 4 M H z low-pass filter removing the un ‑
wanted upper-sideband product of the mixing process.
The resulting 2-6 MHZ third intermediate frequency
signal is amplified before connexion to the main2-6 M H z
amplifier unit.

The signal input, at 2-6 MHz, passes through a band‑
pass filter and two amplifier modules to the frequency
changer. The associated 2-7 M H z conversion-frequency
oscillator incorporated in the unit is servo‐controlled
over a maximum range of :: 450 Hz by control signals
received from the automatic-frequency-control (a.f.c.)
and signal‐search modules mounted in other units.

The signal output (at 100 kHz) then passes to the 100
kHz amplifier units, and to the appropriate crystal filters
for splitting the signal into the upper-sideband (100‐106
kHz), lower-sideband (94‐100 kHz) and pilot carrier
(100 kHz) components.

The separate upper-sideband and lower‐sideband
signals are demodulated against 100 kHz, directly
derived from the 100kHz reference frequency. Auxiliary
outlets are provided at this point for feeding a telegraph
demodulator and its associated a.f.c. system.

Automatic Gain Control
To provide the a.g.c. information the 100 kHz pilot

carrier is filtered, amplified and rectified in a detector
whose d.c. output is linearly proportional to the level of
the r.f. signal. The 2-6 M H z amplifier, to which a.g.c. is
applied, has a logarithmic control-voltage/attenuation
characteristic, and to compensate for this the controlling
d.c. is passed through a logarithmic shaping network
using transistors as non‐linear series elements. The
resulting overall a.g.c. reduces a change of 80 dB in r.f.
input level to less than 5 dB at the audio‐frequency
output.
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Automatic Frequency Control
Three separate functions are performed in the a.f.c.

unit: firstly, the normal one of ensuring that the audio
output of the receiver is within the required 3t 3 Hz of
its correct frequency; secondly, automatic search; and,
thirdly, the recognition of carriers having an acceptable
signal-to-noise ratio. As a corollary, it also inhibits the
a.f.c. function when the signal-to-noise ratio of a
captured carrier falls too low for effective control and
discriminates between carriers and modulated signals.

The a.f.c. functions on the basis of comparing a signal,
obtained from the 100 kHz reference frequency, with a
signal derived from the received carrier (at nominally
100 kHz), and establishing the sign and magnitude of the
difference frequency, i.e. the error. The appropriate
change is then automatically made to the frequency of the
2-7 M H z conversion frequency oscillator to reduce the
frequency error to within 3; 3 Hz. To prevent unnecess‑
ary rapid hunting of the system, correction is effected at
a rate no t exceeding 1 Hz/second. A simplified block
schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 2.

The nominally 100 kHz carrier signal and the 100 kHz
reference frequency are both converted to 10 kHz using
a common 110 kHz conversion-frequency oscillator, and
are connected to a gate which is switched at 50 Hz. The
resulting output signal from the gate thus consists of
alternate 10ms elements of reference and carrier signals.
Commencing approximately 2-5 1115 after the start of each
element, a fixed capacitor is allowed to charge from a
constant‐voltage source during the time occupied by
4 Hz of the signal (reference or carrier). The resulting
voltage is then transferred to, and stored on, a second
capacitor, the first being discharged ready for the next
element (carrier or reference). The voltage across this
second capacitor will always be of the same value for the
4-cycle periods of reference, but for the 4-cycle periods of
carrier frequency it will be larger, equal to, or smaller,
depending on whether the carrier frequency is lower,
equal to, or higher than its correct frequency.2 By means
of pulse‐stretching, amplification and d.c. restoration
techniques the stored information is converted into a
train of 10ms pulses, which represent, by their amplitude
and polarity, the magnitude and direction of the fre‑
quency error.

After integration the pulse train is used to control,
by means of a ring modulator, the amplitude and phase
(0° or 180°) of a 400 Hz signal connected to a motor
driving the tuning capacitor in the 2-7 MHZ conversion‑
frequency oscillator. Velocity feedback is employed to
prevent excessively high rates of error correction.

The carrier-to-noise ratio is continuously monitored
in a circuit of novel concept, utilizing double rectification
of the 100 kHz carrier signal. The first rectification
produces a d.c. output corresponding to the mean signal
level, and, the second, a d.c. output corresponding to the
fluctuation due to noise or modulation on the signal.
These two outputs are applied to a comparator circuit,
which controls a trigger-operated gate to inhibit the
a.f.c. action when the signal‐to-noise ratio falls below a
selected value (typically 7‐8 dB).

When a change is made from one pre-set frequency to
another it is undesirable that manualassistance should be
needed to enable the a.f.c. to lock-on to the new signal,
which either may no t be present at the time the change is
made, or may not be precisely on its assigned frequency.
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To cater for these contingencies the receivers are equipped
with automatic-search and carrier-recognition facilities.
Thus, when a change of pre-set frequency is made it
initiates automatic search over a range adjustable up to
a maximum of :1: 450 Hz (:1: 300 Hz for British Post
Oflice use). The search continues at a rate of one sweep
per minute until a steady signal, having a signal-to-noise
ratio better than the a.f.c.-inhibit value, is encountered
(e.g. 7 dB).

Synthesizer andFrequency-Translator Unit
With the exception of the 2-7 MHz oscillator, which is

under the control of the a.f.c. and signal-search facilities,
and the 110kHz oscillator used in the a.f.c., the frequency
of all the conversion oscillators is effectively controlled
by the 100 kHz reference signal.

To produce the first intermediate frequency of 39-3 or
34-3 MHz a conversion frequency in the range 42-3 to
66-8 M H z is required. This frequency is produced by
combining the output of the synthesizer,3 which generates
the frequencies in steps of 125 Hz over the range 2-3 to
3-3 MHz, with frequencies at 1 MHz steps in the range
40 to 64 MHz.

A simplified block schematic of the synthesizer is
shown in Fig. 3. Fifteen separate crystal resonators
(1-6 to 30 MHz in 100 kHz steps) are energized by the
100 kHz reference frequency, and operation of the C, D,
E and F frequency-selector switches (marked in “signal”
frequency) causes the switching matrix to select the four
frequencies which, by successive processes of division
and additionproduce the required frequency in the range
2-3 to 3-3 MHZ.

The frequency translator in which frequencies at 1
MHz steps are produced and combined with the syn‑
thesizer output (see Fig. 4) employs six crystal-controlled
oscillators at 5 MHz intervals in the range 55-9 to 809
MHz, and five crystal‐controlled oscillators at 1 M H z
intervals in the range 14-9 to 18-9 MHz. The required
first conversion frequency (01) is produced as follows:

01=x2‐ x1+170 +Af2‐Af1
where x2 = 55-9, 60-9, 65-9, 70-9, 75-9 or 80-9 MHz,

x1 = 14-9, 15-9, 16-9, 17-9 or 189 MHz,
F0 = 2-3‐3-3 MHz in 125 Hz steps,
Af2 is frequency error of x2, and
.df1 is frequency error of x1.
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It will be apparent that the output frequency contains
the frequency errors of the crystal oscillators used, but
these errors are cancelled out by employing the same
oscillators in the derivation of the second conversion
frequency (45 or 50 MHz). This is shown in the lower
part of Fig. 4.

A serious problem in synthesizer generation of frequen‑
cies is the elimination of the unwanted products of the
synthesizer processes, which may produce undesirable
responses in the receiver. In the PVR 800 receiver the
unwantedproducts are, in general, adequately suppressed
by the use of narrow-band crystal filters backed up by
active filters using the “phase-locked loop” principle.
There are, however, a few specific frequency components
which have required the insertion of individual simple
LC circuits to achieve acceptable suppression.

TYPES OF SIGNAL DEMODULATION
A number of different configurations of receiver are

available, depending on the type of emission to be
received. In the main, differences are in the 100 kHz and
subsequent sections of the receiver.

Independent-SidebandEmissions
The separation of the upper and lower sidebands by

means of crystal filters has been mentioned earlier.
After amplification, the output from the sideband-path
filter is mixed with the local 100 kHz reference frequency
in a demodulator which employs balanced circuit ar‑
rangements for both reference-frequency and sideband
inputs. This results in almost complete suppression of the
demodulation carrier and the 94‐99-8 kHz or 100-2‑
106 kHz sideband components, the demodulator output
nominally consisting of audio frequencies in the range
200‐6,000 Hz.

The audio-output amplifier includes a filter to remove
any residualhighfrequencies, followed by a conventional
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3-stage directly-coupled amplifier providing a 600-ohm
output impedance. The amplifier has a maximum output
of + 14 dBm before overloading occurs, providing an
8 dB overload margin. A headphone monitoring facility
is provided at this point.

The circuits arrangements as regards demodulators
and output amplifiers are identical for the upper and
lower sidebands.

Frequenc 2‐S/11'ft Telegraplzy Reception
There are several different systems of frequency-shift

telegraphy in current use on radio circuits. Multi‑
channel systems providing up to 12 or 15 100-baud
telegraph channels are normally aggregated as single
sideband emissions, separation and demodulation of the
individual channels being effected in equipment external
to the receiver itself. Diversity reception is invariably
used for telegraphy, but apart from this, as far as the
receiver is concerned, these emissions are treated no
differently from telephone emissions.

Single-channel or diplex (4-tone) frequency-shift sys‑
tems are catered for by fitting an additional unit (tele‑
graph demodulator) to the receiver. In the single-channel
system (F1) one radio frequency indicates one telegraph
condition, the frequency being changed by 100, 200 or
400 Hz to indicate the other condition. The same unit
caters for the diplex (F6) system, Which employs three
stages of shift (200, 400, 600 Hz or 400, 800, 1,200 Hz)
to indicate the four possible conditions of the two
telegraph channels, in conformity with the recommended
code.

In the telegraphy versions of the PVR 800 receiver,
all the signal-carrying modules from the h.f. amplifier to
the 100 kHz amplifier are duplicated. The conversion‑
frequency oscillators, a.f.c., etc., are common to both
diversity paths. Each telegraph demodulator provides
separate filtering for two tones; thus, for single-channel



frequency shift (F l ) dual‐diversity reception, two
demodulators are fitted. Diplex (F6) dual-diversity
receptionrequires four demodulators. Eachdemodulator
accepts a 100 kHz signal output and converts this to 10
kHz plus (or minus) half the frequency shift. Narrow‑
band filters, having a choice of bandwidths suitable for
lOO-baud, 200-baud or 300-baud working, select the tone
frequencies. The outputs from the two diversity paths
are combined and rectified in an assessor circuit. 4'5-6
The d.c. output, which is in polar form, is further ampli‑
fied to produce i 6-volt signals. An additional 10kHz
output, derived from the “mark” or “space” filter, is
usedfor a.f.c.

OPERATING FEATURES
It will be apparent from the foregoing description that

the design of the PVR 800 receiver is primarily aimed at
minimizing the manpower required for day-to-day
operation. The only external controls on the receiver
itself are the six banks of frequency-selection switches
(plus one bank for local operation), and the variable
attenuators for controlling the level of the sideband
output signals sent to line.

CONCLUSIONS
Considerations of space have allowed only brief

descriptions of some of the many interesting features of

the PVR 800 series of receivers, but some indication has
been given of the ways in which the design differs from
that of older receivers. It will be apparent that the num‑
ber of components involved in the receiver is much
greater than in the earlier manually-operated types, but,
with semiconductor techniques and conservative rating
of components, the overall reliability should, neverthe‑
less, be appreciably better than has been achieved in the
past.
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Book Reviews
“Short‐Wave Listening.” J. Vastenhoud. Ilifl‘e Books, Ltd.

107 pp . 33 il l . 12s. 6d.
This is another book in the Phillips Paperbacks series

which the publishers have prepared for interested lay‐men
and keen amateurs on the various branches of radio and
electronics. This particular book, of just over 100 pages,
reviews at popular‐science level the development of short‑
wave broadcasting and the various techniques involved. It
is intended principally for those people, known as DX-ers,
who make the reception of short-wave broadcasts and other
radio transmissions their hobby. It would no t appear to
have much appeal to anyone outside this specialist field.

The first four chapters deal with the propogation of short‑
wave signals and the methods of predicting frequencies fo r
any particular path.

The next three chapters deal successively with source of
interference, aerials and receivers.

Chapter V I I I is a brief historical review of the develop‑
ment of the high-frequency spectrum at successive Inter‑
national Radio Conferences since 1927.

The last three chapters deal with DX ‐ ing, the hobby
of a class of short-wave enthusiasts who are distinct from
radio amateurs in that they do n o t transmit. These three
chapters provide useful information for a potential DX-er
with references to the SINPO Code, the more common Q‑
Codes and other abbreviations usedprincipally by amateurs,
and the use of tape-recorders and frequency meters for
extending interest in DX-ing.

The book is completed by three tables, a list of commonly
used DX terms (the language of the DX-ers) in English,
French and Spanish, a list of world-wide stations which
transmit standard frequencies, and a list of the more
important short-wave DX Clubs through the world.
Unfortunately, the list of standard frequencies are quoted
incorrectly in kc/s instead of Mc/s.

The book has been well translated from Dutch.
P.N.P.

“Basic Matrix Analysis and Synthesis.” G. Zelinger.
M.I.E.R.E., Sen. Mem. I.E.E.E. Pergamon Press, Ltd,
xv+228 pp . 54il l . 455.

This book deals exclusively with twoports and hence
almost exclusively with 2 X 2 matrices; indeed, the reader of
the first chapter, which describes basic matrix operations,
might be excused for believing that this was the only type
of matrix.

Subsequent chapters of Part I deal with the properties of
twoports and their description by means of different types
of matrix parameters; a noticeable omission is the scattering
matrix. Part 11deals with impedance matching, and Part I I I ,
which is probably the most valuable par t of the book, deals
with the analysis of typical circuits, particularly transistor
feedback amplifiers. Results for typical configurations are
summarized in some useful tables.

The concentration upon twoports causes approximately
equal weight to be accorded to the various types of matrix,
and the special power of the admittanceparameters, whereby
any complex interconnexion may immediately berepresented
as an n><n matrix and subsequently reduced by routine
methods, is n o t indicated. The important concept of the
indefinite, or floating, matrix seems to receive insufficient
emphasis.

A n y book which aims at presenting the elements of a
subject in a simple form suitable for a novice in the field
should take pains to ensure that its statements are correct.
F o r example, the sentence “ B y definition, the cofactor, or
signed ‘minor ’ of the determinant is the element, or group
of elements whichremainafter the indicatedr o w and column
are deleted,” could well cause confusion, even i f , ashere, it
is followed by correct formulae which contradict the state‑
ment.

Any good book on the matrix analysis of circuits ( i t is
difficult to see, n o r does this book indicate, how one can
synthesize by matrix methods) would form a valuable
addition to the literature. This book is not without some
value but does no t seem to have ful ly exploited the oppor‑
tunities open to an author in this field.

T.B.M.N.
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Switching and Signalling Techniques for the Intercontinental
Automatic Telex Service

Part l ‐Type C Signalling

E. E. DANIELS and W. A. ELLIS, C.Eng., M.1.E.E.T
U.D.C. 621.394.342621.394.63

Considerable progress has been made towards the establishment of
an intercontinental telex transit-switching network based upon the
standards adopted at the 1964 Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.T.T.
Part 1 of this article describes the new signalling system to be used
for the network; Part 2 will describe the intercontinental switching
equipment being provided in London, which will not only form part
of this transit network but will also permit the extension of a fully‑

automatic telex service to al l parts of the world.

INTRODUCTION

UR ING the last C.C.I.T.T.* study period con‑Dsiderable attention was given to the problems
relating to a fully-automatic intercontinental telex

service, and, in particular, to the standards to beadopted
in establishing an intercontinental transit-switching
network. Substantial progress was achieved in this con‑
nexion by the adoption, at the 1964 Plenary Assembly,
of a number of features applying to such a transit net‑
work. These included the principles to be followed in
the routing, including alternative routing, of transit calls,
the charging arrangements for them, the method of
access to the transit network, the grade of service at
which circuits will be provided, a standardized range of
destination codes, and also a new signalling system
designated Type C signalling.
The Type C signalling system and some of the reasons

leadingto its adoption form the subject of this part of the
article. The second part will describe the equipment,
using techniques suited to the new signalling system, now
being provided in London for automatically switching
intercontinental telex traffic.
ADVANTAGES OF A STANDARDIZED SIGNALLING SYSTEM

In order to obtain the maximum benefit from any
standardized system, it is necessary to rigidly specify
the characteristics, not only of the method of signalling,
but to some extent of switching also. The advantages
arising from the adoption of a suitable standard can be
summarized as follows.
(i) The service offered to subscribers can be improved,

and the ineffective time of expensive intercontinental
trunk circuits on both transit and terminal calls can be
reduced, by the adoption of faster call setting‐up times.
(ii) Improved utilization of the intercontinental net‑

work is possible due to transit switching, andto automatic
alternative‐routing facilities if these are made available.
For example, the introduction of time-division‐multiplex
equipment or satellite operation tends to make trunk‑
circuit capacity become available in large increments
between certain points, and the availability of an attrac‑
tive automatic transit system will enable maximum use
to be made of this capacity and, at the same time, will
avoid the uneconomic provision of numerous small direct
routings.
TTelegtaph and Data Systems Branch, Engineering Department.
*C.C.I.T.T.‐‐International Telegraph and Telephone Consulta‑

tive Committee.
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(iii) The range of equipment to be supplied by each
Administration will be simplified, and there will be no
need to exchange technical information with other
Administrations to permit inter-working. If and when
equipment changes are made in a network, the re‑
percussions on other networks will be considerably
reduced.
(iv) The signalling demands on transmission systems

will be a minimum, and, therefore, difliculties will be less
likely to arise with any new transmission systems which
are developed. The cost of providing special signalling
equipment on such systems Will be avoided.
(v) Flexibility in the use of switching equipment to

meet unexpected development of particular routes, or
in the event of re-routings due to circuit breakdown, will
be enhanced because of the ability to signal over all types
of circuits.
(vi) The signalling system can be designed to provide

a more reliable service by giving protection against such
defects asfaulty transmission and dual seizure of circuits.
Design points of this nature, which are embodied in the
Type C system, are discussed in more detail in later
sections.

LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING SIGNALLING SYSTEMS

The C.C.I.T.T. recommendations for the earlier telex
signalling standards on cable circuits, Type A and Type B
signalling},2 had been drawn up primarily to meet the
conditions arising in the European network, where suit‑
able direct circuits are relatively cheap and there is little
need for transit working. These signalling standards
have been largely derived from existing domestic systems,
and this has given rise to a number of variants for each
type according to the form of selection signals employed,
whether dial or keyboard, and the signals returned to
the caller on inefibctive calls to indicate the reason for
failure.
The existing systems, the signalling principles of which

are illustrated in Fig. 1, are subject to the following
limitations concerning intercontinentalworking.
(1') Both types include pulse signals which do not

correspond to combinations of the InternationalAlphabet
No. 2, and, in consequence, cannot be transmitted over
all types of transmission system unless these have special
facilities incorporated into their design.
(ii) If successive links of a tandem connexion use

difi'erent types of signalling it is necessary to provide
comparatively complex equipment at each transit point
to discriminate between the signals returned over the
backward signalling path for eflective and ineffective
calls, and to convert these to the alternative form of
signalling without losing the intelligence contained in
the original signals. In any event, such conversions
introduce delay in setting‐up calls and are, therefore,
undesirable for a long‐distance transit network. If
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F IG . I ‐«PRINCIPLES OF C.C.I.T.T. TYPE A AND TYPE B INTERNAT IONAL TELEX TRUNK SIGNALLING

successive links of atandemconnexionuse different forms
of selection, the storage and conversion required prior
to re-transmission also involve undesirable delays.
(iii) Both existing systems, when incorporating regis‑

ters, use sequential‐signalling arrangements in which a
calling signal is transmitted, is acknowledged by the
return of a proceed‐to-select signalwhen a distant register
is available, andthe selection signals are then transmitted.
Either system, therefore, tends to slow down the speed at
which calls canbe set up, especially over circuits incurring
the long propagation delays met on many of the types of
transmission system used on intercontinental routes.
(iv)Because of the non-coincidental peak traffic periods

in the two directions encountered in intercontinental
relations, bothway working is required in order to ensure
that the circuits are used efliciently. Type A signalling is
not well suited to bothway working, because, with identi‑
cal call and call-confirmation signals, there is a liability
to “lock-out” due to spurious calling signals arising from
line interruptions.

(v) Type B signalling does no t permit the return of
teleprinter signals to the calling system while the con‑
nexion is being set up.

TYPE 0 SIGNALLING BETWEEN TRANSIT CENTRES
Type C is a fast‐signalling system based entirely on the

exchange of teleprinter signals, the timing of which
permits the best features of the two existing systems to be
retained.
The calling and selection signals are transmitted as a

single group of characters to each transit exchange in the
connexion in turn, with their extension to each succeeding
exchange occurring as soon as possible until the last
transit exchange is reached. These signals and their
associated backward‐path signals are shown in Fig. 2,
the individual signalling conditions being described in
the following paragraphs. The additional signals
appropriate to the last transit centre are described later.
In the descriptions which follow, the conventions

detailed below are used.
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F I G . 2 ‐ T Y P E C SIGNALS V I A A TRANSIT CENTRE D U R I N G SELECTION STAGE

The two signalling polarities used are “start” polarity
(A), corresponding to the condition applying during the
start element of the teleprinter character, and “stop”
polarity (Z), corresponding to that applying during the
stop element. Supervisory conditions corresponding to
continuous start or stop polarities are transmitted over
synchronous multiplex systems as successions of ator fl
characters, respectively.

The “forward‐signalling” path is that carrying signals
transmitted by the originating system, andthe “backward‑
signalling” path is that carrying signals transmitted by
the called system when the connexion is established.
Signals may, of course, be transmitted from intermediate
points while the connexion is being set up.

Teleprintei characters are shown by their combination
numbei of the International Alphabet N o . 2 to avoid
confusion between the two cases for letters and figures.
Where they have any significance, the printed characters
are also shown in brackets.

It is necessary for translation purposes to provide at all
transit centres equipment capable of reading the forward‑
path signals as 5-unit code combinations, but this com‑
plication has been avoided on the backward‐signalling
path by choosing, for a number of signalling functions,
combinations corresponding to single pulses of start
polarity, Which permit discrimination by simple timing
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elements. The pulse durations of these signals have been
shown in brackets following the combination numbers.

The signals shown are in the form transmitted from,
or receivedby, the switching equipment at transit centres.
Over the interconnecting trunk circuits they may be
converted to other forms appropriate to the transmission
media.

Free‐Line Signal
The free-line condition is start polarity on both

forward-signalling and backward‐signalling paths.

Calling Signal
The calling signal is an inversion to stop polarity for

150‐300 ms followed by two combinations No. 20 (two
100 ms pulses of start polarity) on the forward path,
and is followed immediately by selection signals. The
lower limit of the period of stop polarity preceding the
combinations No. 20 is the minimum necessary to ensure
its transmission through certain types of multiplex
system. The upper limit of 300 ms has been included to
avoid excessive delays. However, when the calling signal
is transmitted over error-corrected radio systems3 it is
desirable that the precautions against false calling signals,
introduced for earlier types of signalling, should still
apply. To meet this requirement the radio equipment



should ensure that the period of stop polarity preceding
the combinations No. 20 should be transmitted over the
radio path as four consecutive [3 signals, and that at the
incoming end the inversion to stop polarity is only
extended to the switching equipment. when two con‑
secutivefl signals have been received. The incoming radio
equipment should also ensure that the first combination
to be extended to the switching equipment is preceded
by at least 140ms of stop polarity.
The use of a non‐sequential calling system with these

call-signal timings means that a register must beavailable
to accept the incoming selection signals within, say,
425 ms of the inversion to stop polarity. The increased
register provisionto meet this requirement is compensated
by the reduced holding time of outgoing registers, and is
amplyjustified by the faster call-setting-up times achieved.
The tw0 combinations No. 20 have no calling function,
but serve to give a positive indication of dual seizure
(head-on collision) if they are received instead of the
correct backward-path signals on a bothway circuit.
This is described in a later section. It is necessary for
the incoming register to be able to absorb any combina‑
tion No. 20, or any portion of one, which it may receive
preceding the selection signals.
Selection Signals
The selection signals comprise a class-of-traffic

combination, a class-of-traflic check combination, the
two or three digits of the destination code, the required
subscriber’s number, and, finally, an end-of-selection
signal (combination No. 26).
CIass‐of-Trafic Signals. Class-of-traffic signals relate

the call to a particular category of traffic. Discrimination
is achieved by examination of the first four code elements
of the signal, the polarities of which have the following
significance.
Stop polarity for the first code element indicates that

the ensuing call will be transmitted at 50 bauds; start
polarity is reserved for the possible use of higher modula‑
tion rates, for which separate groups of special circuits
would be selected.
The polarities of the second and third elements in

combination indicate the type of call: whether telex
(ZZ), gentex (AZ), requiring access to service positions
(ZA), or a further reserved category (AA). The last
could, for example, be used for messages sent in codes
other than 5-unit, which would require the selection of
circuits without multiplex or other similar equipment
suitable only for specific codes.
The polarity of the fourth element indicates whether or

not a call has been previously alternatively routed. At
present, in the absence of other precautions, alternative
routing is restricted to a single occasion for any call, to
preclude the possibility of the call being subsequently
routed back to the originating exchange.
The fifth element of the class-of-traffic signals is always

start polarity.
Class‐ofTrafi‘ic Check Signals. The characters compris‑

ing class‐of-trafiic check signals are complementary to
the class-of-traflic signals in having each of the five code
elements reversed in polarity. Correct reception of the
appropriate class‐of-trafl‘ic check signal provides a test
of the ability of the forward-signalling path to transmit
5‐unit code signals, and is especially useful in the case of
multiplex equipment having 5-unit storage devices, where
failure may be restricted to a single element.

Destination Code and Subscriber’s Number. The
number of digits in the destination code and called num‑
ber combined has been provisionally limited to 12.
To ensure fast switching within the transit network it

has been specified that forward selection should com‑
mence immediately sufficient digits have been received
to determine the onward routing of the call. This
corresponds to the receipt of the initial digit of the
subscriber’s number, which may be required in order to
discriminate when there is more than one route to the
destination system, or to permit barring to certain trafi’ic
categories. It is also required that these routing digits
will be re-transmittedwithout delay by the transit centre.
From Fig. 2 it will be seen that the maximum time re‑
quired to switch through a transit exchange, measured
from the receipt of the calling signal on an incoming
route to the offering of the calling signal on the outgoing
route, lies between the limits of 1,200 ms and 1,500 ms,
plus the switching time within the exchange. These limits
are independent of the propagation time of the trunk
circuits. To ensure an adequate speed of switching, the
switching time within the exchange is limited to 800 ms
maximum.
The possibility was considered of havingdifferent class‑

of-traffic categories for terminal and transit calls, so
avoiding the need to transmit the destination code on
terminal calls and, thus, reducing the setting-up time on a
significant proportion of calls, but, in the interests of
standardization, such an arrangement was not adopted.
Reception-Confirmation Signal
The reception-confirmation signal confirms receipt

of the calling signal, and comprises inversion of the back‑
ward-signalling path for 450 ms ( i l O per cent) followed
by combination No. 22 (40 ms pulse of start polarity).
It is returned450ms ( $ 1 0 per cent) after recognition of a
valid class-of-traffic character.
The combination No. 22 is not essential in view of the

following signals, but is included to give an early positive
discrimination between the reception-confirmation signal
and any other backward-path signal. The arrangement,
whereby the return of the reception-confirmation signal
is dependent on receipt of the first selection signal, makes
the system virtually immune from incorrect operation due
to imitation by spurious signals.
Transmission-Confirmation Signal
The transmission-confirmation signal comprises com‑

bination No. 29 (20 ms pulse of start polarity) and
combination No. 32 (120 ms pulse of start polarity). It
is transmitted immediately following the reception‑
confirmation signal, subject to the class-of-traflic check of
the forward path being satisfactory. Again, this pair of
signals is complementary, and provides a rudimentary
transmission check of the backward path similar to that
provided on the forward path by the elass-of-traffic and
class-of-trafiic check signals.
Up to this point the backward-path signals are ab‑

sorbed by the previous exchange and are not allowed to
be received by any preceding centre.
Register-Code Signals
The register-code signals are a group of seven charac‑

ters: combination No. 31 (space), combination No. 29
(letter-shift), two letters identifying the transit centre,
combination No. 30 (figure-shift), and two figures
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identifying the register used for the call.
For telex traffic the C.C.I.T.T. hasmade the originating

administrationresponsibleforallinternational-accounting
arrangements, limiting the responsibility of a transit
centre to merely switching the connexion. The register
codes which pass through all intermediate transit centres
provide the originating system with the necessary
information for apportioning transit charges.
The timings of the signals, illustrated in Fig. 2, have

been chosen to prevent register codes overlapping in the
event of all factors beingadverse, includingzero switching
delay.
Alternative Backward‐Pafh Signals
The alternative backward-path signals, shown in Fig. 3,

include the following.
Transmission-Fai1ure Signal. In the event of the class‑

of-traflic check of the forward-path signals not being
successful, a pair of non-complementary characters, two
combinations No. 15(two 80mspulses of start polarity),
are returned instead of the transmission-confirmation
signal to the precedingexchange. On receipt of this signal,
or, if for any other reason the reception-confirmation and
transmission‐confirmation signals are not received
correctly in the precedingtransit exchange, a service signal
containing the printing characters NC (no circuits) is
returned to the calling exchange following the register
code to indicate transit failure, and the outgoing trunk
circuit is then automatically retested.
In addition to being returned as indicated above, the

transit-failure signal is also returned if all available
outgoing circuits are busy, if the first three digits following
the class‐of-traflic check signal do not conform to a
valid code, or if the incoming selection signals following
the class‐of-traflic signal are delayed for more than
5 seconds. In those cases which do not correspond to a
faulty outgoing trunk circuit the automatic retest is
not initiated.
Register-Congestion Signal. In the absence of a

proceed‐to-select signal it is necessary to introduce a
separate signal to indicate register congestion, but the
use of this signal has the advantage that, when congestion
occurs at an incoming‐register stage, it prevents any
appreciable increase in the holding time of the outgoing
registers in the other exchanges and so avoids the
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tendency to spread congestion. The register-congestion
signal comprises inversion of the backward-signalling
path to stop polarity for 450 ms(i 10per cent) followed
by reversion to continuous start polarity. It should be
transmitted within 500 ms of the commencement of the
calling signal.
The register-congestion signal should not be returned

on more than 0-4 per cent of calls in the busy hour, and
the equipment should ensure that the signal is returned
only when register congestion is positively identified
and not for a fault in the register-access equipment.
Again, on receipt of the register-congestion signal, the
transit‐failure signal is returned to terminate the call
attempt.
DualSeizure (Head-On Collision). Although steps may

be taken to reduce the incidence of dual seizure, such as
offering the traffic to the trunks in inverse order at each
end and providing full-availability access to large groups
of circuits, its occurrence can still cause a significant
deterioration in the grade of service if the calls are
allowed to fail, especially if routes are operated on a
high-usage basis with automatic overflow or in the event
of the busy-hour traffic stream in the two directions being
unequal. The latter case is likely to be prevalent on
intercontinental trunks, where the terminal networks
generally have non-coincidental peak-traflic periods.
A dual seizure is detected when the calling end receives

combination No. 20 (100 ms pulse of start polarity)
instead of combination No. 22 (40 ms pulse of start pol‑
arity) and is confirmed by receipt of a second combination
No. 20. Both calling registers release the trunk and
offer the call to the same route a second time after a delay
of 2-5 seconds, which allows time for the guard delay on
the circuit to have expired. It was earlier intended that
the centre with the smaller ratio of outgoing to incoming
calls should begiven priority of recall, asthe loss due to
dual seizure is more significant in this direction. The
endwith priority would re-offer the call to the same route
after expiration of the guard delay, an arrangement which
offers the greatest possibility of a successful recall, and
the end without priority would overflow the call im‑
mediately, if an alternative route existed, 01‘ else return
the NC signal. However, this arrangement was considered
by the C.C.I.T.T. to be too complicated, and the simpler
method has been adopted.



In the event of a second dual seizure, either on the
direct route or on overflow to an alternative route,
the NC signal is returned and no further attempts are
made to recall.
If the second combination No. 20 is not received

within 2 seconds, the circuit is assumed to be faulty,
the transit-failure signal is returned, and a retest is
applied.

SIGNAL CONVERSION AT THE LAST TRANSIT CENTRE
The type of signalling to be used between the last

transit centre in a connexion and the terminal country
has been left to bilateral agreement between the countries
concerned, but in most relations the last transit centre

I50ms

to permit the calling teleprinter motor to reach governed
speed, prior to characters being received, in those
systems which delay starting the teleprinter motor until
a call is established. As the transit network may include
error‐corrected radio links, over Which the stop-polarity
signals could be eliminated during cycling, it is necessary
to replace the Type A and Type B call-connected signal
by a succession of distinctive non-printing teleprinter
signals: the succession of signals chosen is combination
No. 32 followed by eight combinations No. 29.
On calls to those countries from which the called‑

subscriber’s answer-back is not returned automatically,
it is required that this should be obtained by the last
transit centre following transmission of the characters

‐>-1P / I “Z SECONDS MINIMUM ‐ _ ) - I
CALL CONNECT I

|
|
|

A ______________________z L ‐ _ _ [_________AJ‘EWE‘J‘LCL _______" | ‑
TYPE A

SERVICE SIGNAL A P‘ _ _oc‐c‐ _ _ "z ‐ ' ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‑
POiNT or mscnmmmou AT|20ms AFTER INVERSION TOAPOLARITY
|
i COMBINATION 32
/| e consmmons 29A A z ‐ ‐ % _________________________

CALL counter ANSWE BACKZ lwlll lllJl J!HL _ _l ______________L__________L
‘\ A ATYPE C PHASING DEL Y 300m5 M XIMUM

A _ . . . _ _ _ .

SERVICE SIGNAL occZ_J__________I
(a) Type A to Type C.

B 2 ssconns MINIMUM7 ‐ 9 1A ‘ ' __ _. .__._ _ _.
CALL CONNECT z _j_ _ _ ANEWER BAcK_ ____|

TYPE B ¢200msi30°lo
M .

smvuc: SIGNAL A I [‘ occ J 015z ‐ 4 ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ N
V
POINT or mscnmmmou AI,5AY,350ms

c/OMBINATION 32
i“ conammons 29A I ‘ A E ______ ___ ______ _ ___

CALL counter z | || || | [ fl [ _ 3N_swER_BAcx _~ __

TYPE C

SERVICE SIGNAL

Note: Characters m a y be omitted; OCC signal would then be inserted by last transit centre of the connexion.

(b) Type B to Type C

FIG. kCALL-CONNECT/SERVICE S IGNAL DISCRIMINAT ION A N D CONVERSION TO TYPE C SIGNALS

must be capable of completing the connexion usingeither
Type A or Type B signalling, or the variant of Type A
adapted for operation over error‐corrected radio circuits.
Conversion will be required on the backward-signalling
path for the Type A and Type B call-connected signals
and Type B service signals When these are of the non‑
printing variety.
Call-Connected Signal
The Type A and Type B call-connected signals include

a minimum period of 2 seconds stop polarity, primarily

of the call-connected signal.
With the connexion established the idIe-Circuit con‑

dition is stop polarity on both signalling paths.
Service Signals
When printing service signals are returned by the Type

A or Type B system these are merely passed unchanged
through the transit network. With Type B non-printing
signals, however, conversion is necessary, the busy pulse
being re-transmitted asthe OCC (occupé) signal, and the
two other fault conditions of permanent start polarity or
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permanent stop polarity (failure of called-subscriber
answer-back) being re-transmitted as the DER (dérangé)
signal. A limit to the delay in returning the DER signal
is specified, to avoid holding trunk circuits unnecessarily.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the discrimination required

between call-connected and service signals in the case of
Type A and Type B signalling, respectively, and the con‑
version necessaly for the call‐connected signal
With Type A signalling the call-connected signal

comprises a 150 ms pulse of start polarity followed by
stop polarity for a minimum of 2 seconds and then
teleprinter signals. A service signal comprises a group
of teleprinter signals, in which the periods of start
polarity have amaximum of 100ms, followed by a clear‑
ing signal. I f , therefore, a pulse of start polarity is re‑
ceived which persists for 120 ms the backward path is
then switched to stop polarity to form the initial combina‑
tion No. 32 of the Type C call-connected signal. Next,
the eight combinations No. 29 are inserted, and then the
backward path is reconnected to allow the following
teleprinter signals to be received by the caller. If the
pulses of start polarity are less than 120ms, the backward
path is left through and the signals received from the
terminal country are allowed to pass unchanged.
For Type B signalling, reversion from stop to start

polarity prior to the instant of discrimination indicates
a service signal, and the backward path is merely left
connected through. In the absence of such an inversion
the combination No. 32 and combinations No. 29 are
signalled, and the backward path is reconnected to allow
the answer-back to follow.

MISCELLANEOUS SIGNALS
Clear Signal
The clear signal is inversionto continuous start polarity

on either signal path. The minimum recognition time
for the signal is 300 ms.

CIear‐Confirmation Signal
The clear-confirmation signal is inversion to start

polarity in the opposite direction to clearing, within
500 ms ( : 2 0 per cent) of the start of the clear signal.
The guarding arrangements are such that the trunk
circuit equipment must be available to accept a new call
within 1 second of the start of the clear-confirmation
signal. As a tolerance on this delay, a new call should
not be olfered in less than 1-5 seconds. For error‑
corrected radio trunk circuits the guard delay will
commence following the exchange of 01 signals, as
stipulated for the existing signalling system.

Backward‐Busy Signal
For busying the distant end of bothway or incoming

circuits for maintenance purposes a backward-busy
signal of continuous stop polar i ty1sspecified. A maxi‑
mumduration of 5minutes has been placed on this signal
to avoid the unnecessary operation of alarms in the
distant centre.

Automatic-Reset Signal
When a trunk circuit is found to be faulty a service

signal is returned to the caller, and the trunk is then

retested periodically to permit its early restoration to
service if the fault proves to be of a transitory nature.
The automatic-retest signal is made up as follows:

300 ms stop polarity.
Combination No. 20.
Combination No. 20.
Combination No. 21 (class-of‐traffic signal).
Combination No. 15 (class‐of‐traffic check signal).
Combination No. 16
Combination No. 16
Combination No. 16
Stop polarity for 2 seconds.
Start polarity for either 30 or 36seconds.

(retest destination code).

A faulty trunk is retested a maximum of five times. 11'
on any retest a satisfactory transmission-confirmation
signal is received the trunk is restored to service; if not,
it is busied to outgoing traffic and an alarm is given, but
incoming traffic is still permitted. In order that simul‑
taneous retest from both ends of a bothway circuit should
not cause failure, the retest cycle is repeated at diflerent
intervals (30 or 36 seconds) at the two ends.

SIGNALLING BETWEEN THE CALLING SYSTEM AND THE
FIRST TRANSIT EXCHANGE

The type of signalling to apply over the link to the
first transit exchange is also left to bilateral agreement. It
may be in Type C format, or complete conversion from
one of the existing systems may be provided at the first
transit centre. It will probably be convenient in many
relations,however, to compromise between these extremes
and make use for transit traffic of a route which already
employs either Type A or Type B signalling for fully‑
automatic terminal traffic. To meet this case, code 00
has been standardized for access from an incoming
international exchange to the intercontinental transit
network. In many instances semi-automatic operation is
expected to apply to transit traffic using this code, at
least during an introductory period, and, for guidance,
the C.C.I.T.T. has recommended a modified version of
Type C signalling especially suited to this method of
working.
On selecting the code 0 0 , a transit proceed-to-select

signal of at least 450 ms stop polarity followed by
combination No . 22 (V or =) is received, and the number
then selected. To facilitate monitoring the selection
signals on the calling-operator’s teleprinter, and also to
conform to standard operating procedure, the special
pre‐signal combination No. 30 (figure-shift) is sent. With
the method of operation using the pre‐signal, the class‑
of-traflic check signal and its associated backward-path
signals are omitted as being an unnecessary complica‑
tion. However, when the call is extended over the
intercontinental network, the full range of Type C
signals is utilized beyond the first transit centre.
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Dual-Frequency-Band Horn‐Aerial Systems
R. D. GAUNTLETT, B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E.T

U.D.C. 621.396.677.73.029.64

The article contains a general description of horn-aerial systems
using circular-waveguide feeders, band-branching units and trans‑
ducers suitable for the simultaneous transmission of orthogonally‑
polarized signals in the 4 and 6 GHz bands. General electrical
requirements are discussed together with details of the alignment and

performance of the overall aerial system and its components.

INTRODUCTION
N 1960 it was decided to introduce into the inland‑Iradio trunk network horn-aerial systems capable of
carryingmore than one band of microwave frequencies.

Today these aerials are a familiar sight in many parts of
the United Kingdom, and the first fully-loaded route,
operating in the 4 and 6 GHz bands, is being taken into
service between the Post Office Tower, London, and
Bagshot radio stations, carrying the London‐Bristol and
London‐Southampton microwave systems. This article
is intended to provide some background information on
the specification, design, alignment and performance of
this type of aerial system.
Horn aerials were first used on microwave trunk

systems by Bell Telephones in 1958; the aerial and
band-brunchingunits were operated initially in the 4 GHz
band on orthogonal polarizations, but were designed for
simultaneous use in the 4, 6, and 11 GHZ bands.1’2 At
that time the British Post Olfice was considering the
problems of expanding the United Kingdom microwave
system from a number of isolated links into an integrated
TInland Radic Planning and Provision Branch, Engineering

Department.
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network, and, by comparison with other types of aerial
then commercially available, the horn aerial appeared
to have a number of advantages, the most significant
being as follows.
(a) The method of launching signals in the horn aerial

leads to a low reflection coeflicient over a very wide
frequency range, and, hence, to the aerial’s suitability
to carry f.m. systems of 1,800-channe1 capacity in the
4 and 6 GHz frequency bands.
(b) Because of the reduced total wind loading involved,

cheaper aerial-support structures result from the use of
four dual-band horn aerials in place of eight single-band
aerials per hop to carry the 14 bothway broadband
channels in the 4 and 6 GHz bands.
(c) The method of launching from within a contained

structure results in a highly-directional radiation pattern
with minimum radiated energy in unwanted directions,
resulting in low crosstalk interference both within and
between microwave routes.
The general configuration of the horn aerial is shown in

Fig. 1,fromwhich it will beseen that the reflectingsurface
is a truncated segment of a complete paraboloid of focal
length a. The same optical principles will apply to the
segment as to the complete paraboloid, i.e. a spherical
wave launched from a virtual point source at the focus F
will produce a planar wavefront across the aerial aper‑
ture. The main reason for the low reflection coefficient
of the horn aerial is apparent from the diagram, since the
wave front launched from the focus is turned through 90°

REFLECTING SURFACE

Arsnrunz ,
wmoow \N

WAVEFRONTS
\ 2n

FLARE ANGLE

SIDE VIEW CROSS~SECT|0N

F IG . l ‐HORN-AERI -AL CONFIGURATION
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at the reflector, thus minimizing any reflection passing
back towards the focus, which would eflect the impedance
match at that point. A further reason is that the lower
level of reflection towards the focus in the horn aerial,
due to the random imperfections of the reflecting surface,
is further attenuated by the much greater path loss in‑
volved, since the distance between focus and reflector
surface is much greater in the case of the horn aerial than
in the equivalent-aperture paraboloid aerial.

Before giving detailed descriptions of the aerials,
feeders and band‐branching units, it is relevant to con‑
sider the general assembly of a horn-aerial system, its
application and the general electrical requirements of
such a dual-band system.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AERIAL SYSTEM
The general arrangement of a horn-antenna system is

shown in Fig. 2, together with cross-sections at appro‑
priate points in the vertical-feeder run.

Propagation in the system is by the dominant modes,
which are the H10 mode in rectangular and square-section
feeders and the H11mode in circular feeders. The cross‑
sections given in Fig. 2 show the field configurations
applicable to horizontally-polarized signals. Vertically‑
polarized signals will have similar but orthogonal fields.

The horn is of pyramidal form, i.e. its horizontal
cross-section below the reflector is square. The lower
section of the horn is terminated in a tapered transition
section, forming the launching unit from the circular
feeder and matching the latter to the flare angle of the
horn. The aerial aperture is closed by an air-tight
Terylene window.

A short flexible circular feeder below the horn facilitates
the fine positional adjustment of the aerial, without
causing mechanical distortion of the feeder, and also
prevents vibration from the aerial passing down the main
feeder. The next short section of circular feeder (the slip
link) has special flanges which allow any torque between
the flexible section and the main feeder, caused during
aerial panning, to be released. The main mounting
assembly below this bears the whole weight of the main
feeder and band-branching units, other supports down
the main feeder acting merely as guides and permitting
vertical contraction and expansion.

The main feeder consists of a number of flange‑
connected circular-waveguide sections, and terminates
in a circular-to‐square-secti0n tapered transition Which
matches the circular waveguide to the square-section
band‐branching unit. Lines of parallel slots, cut along
the length of one wall of each of the two band-branching
units, act as directional couplers of the vertically‑
polarized and horizontally‐polarized 4 GHz fields into
the appropriate separate rectangular feeders. The 6 GHz
signals pass through the band-branching units to a
tapered square-to-circular-section transition, which has a
cut‐off frequency above the 4 GHz band. These vertically‑
polarized and horizontally-polarized signals are coupled
out of the small-section circular guide into two separate
rectangular waveguides by means of the two orthogonal
transducers. The vertical feeder is terminated in a
waveguide load-section, which absorbs any residual
6 GHZ uncoupled signals. The aerial system is reciprocal,
and any rectangular port may be used to transmit or
receive signals.

The whole system is pressurized (at about 5 in. water‑
gauge) with circulating dried air, and all joints are made
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air-tight by using sealing gaskets backed up by poly‑
urethane paint overall.

As already implied, one horn aerial will support half
the total channels in the 4 and 6 GHz bands. On a
low‐growth route, two horn aerials per hop are installed
initially, and are operated bi-directionally with the
alternate assigned transmit frequencies of each band on
one polarization and the alternate receive frequencies on
the other. For a high‐growth route, four horn aerials
per hop are installed, and uni-directional aerial operation
is preferredwith adjacent transmit (or receive) frequencies
of each band on different polarizations of the same aerial.
Fig. 3 gives the 4 GHz band frequency plan, and Fig. 4
shows diagrammatically the two methods of route
development in that band; the 6 GHZ band follows
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similar patterns except that it has eight instead of six
carrier frequencies in each direction of t1ansmission.3
The general perfounance of the aerial system must cater
for either method of route development.
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GENERAL ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS
System Gain

The free-space transmission loss between microwave
ae1'ials,each having an apelture A, is proportional to
[1/Af ] 2 wheief1s the frequency. It follows that the choice
of aerial apertu1e for dual‐frequency--band operation will
be determined by the requirements in the lower frequency
band, presuming the aerial to have the same nominal
illumination efficiency in the two bands and that the
same transmitter powers and receiver noise factors
apply in both bands.

An aerial gain of the order of 42 dB at 4 G H z is
required, in order that the overall free-space loss between
repeater stations shall not exceed about 65 dB for the
longest planned microwave hops of about 35 miles.

Polar Characteristics
The aerial polar characteristics will determine the

go‐to-return crosstalk within a given microwave route
and also any crosstalk between crossing routes. For this
reason the general limits of the horizontal polar diagram
are specified; in particular, the ratio between forward
and backward radiation gain of the aerial (or “back‐to‑
front” ratio as it is termed) is required to exceed 65 dB.

The cross-polar characteristics between about 60° and
90° with the main beam are important, since, at a radio
station where two microwave routes cross, the same
transmitter frequencies will be used but on different
polarizations on the two routes. Crossing-route arrange‑
ments are shown schematically in Fig. 5; an inadequate
cross-polar characteristic will result in crosstalk between
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the two routes.
These required characteristics, including the back-to‑

front ratio, are more readily achieved with horn than with
paraboloid aerials; the latter use small launching horns
with feeders and supports placed in the aperture, and
from these scattering tends to take place in undesired
directions, particularly towards the paraboloid edge from
which diffraction can occur in a backward direction.
Cross-Polar Discrimination

The cross-polar discrimination of the system may be
defined as the ratio of the wanted signal level at its
input/output port to its cross-polar component at the
orthogonally-polarized input/output port in the same
frequency band. Low cross-polar discrimination is most
likely to cause interference4 on a uni‐directional aerial
between adjacent receiving broadband channels which are
differently polarized. The spacing between adjacent
broadband channels is of the order of 29 MHz, and the
f.m. spectrum required for 1,800‐channel telephony
loading is about $ 1 2 MHz relative to the carrier. Since
the wanted spectrum must have highly-linear amplitude
and phase characteristics, it is difficult to obtain a very
sharp cut-ofl" in the receive-filter characteristic to dis‑
criminate against adjacent orthogonally-polarized carriers
and their sidebands, which must beadequately attenuated
in the wanted receive channel prior to any non-linear/
limiting section of the receiver. To provide this dis‑
crimination a cross--polar discrimination of 28 dB is
specified for each hop across the whole frequency range
of each band and in either plane of polarization. This
cross--pola1' discrimination is, in eflect, the sum of the
cross-polar components due to the aerials and to the
cross‐polar distortion in both the circular feeders and
band-branching units at any one frequency.
1111pedance M atching

It is important that a good impedance match should
be maintained over the whole frequency band in all
components interconnected by long lengths of vertical
or horizontal waveguide feeder,s in order to minimize
the amplitude of Iong-delay echoes and the resultant
intermodulation distortion.5 The amplitude of these
echoes is directly proportional to the product of the
reflection coefficients of a pair of such mis-matches and
twice the attenuation ratio of the interconnecting feeder.
For example, a 0-06 per cent echo in a feeder longer than
100 ft can result in a maximum of 5 pW weighted inter‑
modulation noise in a311kHztest slot of an 1,800-channe1
telephony system.
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Intermodulation Noise
In addition to the echo effects of the wanted modes

described above, it is possible that mode conversion
from the dominant to a higher order mode may take
place in the aerial system. Such over-moded signals will
be reflected at the first section in the feeder r u n which is
beyond the cut-ofl' frequency for the particular mode and
will be partly reconverted to the dominant mode in the
aerial. Thus, intermodulation distortion may result
from echoes due to mode conversion, which may not be
detectable by dominant-mode match measurements at the
rectangular ports.

The total intermodulation‐distortion contribution due
to all sources in a single aerial system is, therefore,
specified: it is required not to exceed 8 pW of weighted
noise in any 3-1 kHz telephony channel at baseband.

Amplitude Non‐Iinearity
In a bi‐directional aerial system the 4 and 6 GHz

frequency plans ensure that the receive channel fre‑
quencies most liable to interference from any third-order
products of transmitter frequencies caused by aerial‑
system non-linearity are carried on different aerials from
the potentially interfering transmitters. Under emerg‑
ency conditions, however, when one aerial has to betaken
out of service, internal waveguide re-arrangements can
be made so that the remaining aerial will carry all the
traffic channels. Some impairment of performance will
occur, particularly between the closest-spaced transmit
and receive frequencies at the centre of the band, and,
in addition, the possibility of interference due to third‑
order products will be enhanced.

A high degree of linearity in the overall aerial and feeder
ystem is, therefore, required so that the level of third‑

(a) Polar (b) Cross-Polar
F IG. 6 ‐HORIZONTALLY-POLARIZED R A D I AT I O N CHARACTERISTICS AT 6,200 M H z IN A H O R I Z O N TA L PLANE
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order products of transmitter frequencies does not exceed
‐120 dBW, or 1picowatt, at the appropriate rectangular
ports.

DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE OF AERIAL-SYSTEM
COMPONENTS

Horn Aerial
Two sizes of horn aerial are used to give flexibility in

planning microwave routes of varying lengths and tower
heights, and some of their mechanical and electrical
properties are summarized in the table. The aerials are
constructed from braced aluminium-alloy sheet, and the
reflection surface of the larger horn is formed by metal‑
lizing sprayed on to a preformed asbestos surface. The
same horn‐flare transition is used for both sizes of aerial,
and this and the two other transitions in the main feeder

Horn-Aerial Mechanical and Electrical Properties

Mechanical or Electrical Type A Type B
Property Horn Aerial Horn Aerial

Aperture 60 ft2 123 ft2
Focal length 5 ft 1 in. 10 ft 4 in.
Flare angle 40° 30°
Total weight 570 lb 2,835 lb
Tolerance of reflector

surface (reference true
paraboloid) : 0-080 in. i 0080 in.

3dB beam width at
6-175 GHz 1-4° l-0°

Gain at 6-175 GHz 415 dB 45 dB
Efficiency at 6-175 GHz 47-4 per cent 52 per cent
3 dB beam width at 4 GHz 2-2° 1-4°
Gain at 4 G H z 38 dB 415 dB
Efficiency at 4 G H z 50-5 per cent 552 per cent

ronmno ‘55
cm (43)
RELATIVE
TO mmLoss 40

-45 U
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run are made by the electro‐deposition of copper (0-1 in.
thick) on to shaped mandrels. The transition profiles
are chosen to give a gradual transformation from
H11to H10modes or Vice versa, and, hence,minimal reflec‑
tion effects.
Theslightdifferencein efficiency(theratioof efl‘ective-to‑

actual aperture) of the aerials between the 4 and 6 GHZ
bands is due both to profile variations causing a greater
reduction in gain at shorter wavelengths,6 and to the
reduced illumination at the edges of the reflector which
isgnly partly ofiset by the higher gain of the launcher at

Hz.
The polar and cross-polar radiation characteristics of

the larger horn aerial at 6-2 GHz are shown in Fig. 6,
in dB with reference to the forward gain of the aerial.
It will be noticed that the width of the cross-polar cusp
on beam is very narrow, being narrower than that of an
equivalent-aperture paraboloid aerial. This effect arises
mainly from the fact that a circular paraboloid aerial
has two orthogonal axes of symmetry but the horn-aerial
reflecting surface is only symmetrical about a vertical
axis. Thus, for very small angular movements about a
vertical axis, the cross-polar components due to each
quarter of a paraboloid aerial tend to cancel as a pair
on each side of the vertical axis, but under the same
conditions any cancellation effect is much reduced in a
horn aerial, resulting in the cross-polar level rising more
steeply from the null at the centre of the beam.

Circular Waveguide
The circular waveguide7 0f drawn copper is manu‑

factured in 15 ft lengths having an internal diameter of
2-812 i 0-002 in. The effective major and minor axes
of each waveguide length are determined electrically, and
feeder runs are assembled, connecting major to minor
axes to efi‘ect minimum cross-polar distortion overall.
On the bottom feeder length a 3-section cramp or
ellipticity compensator is fitted, enabling the best com‑
promise cross‐polar distortion across the frequency band
to be achieved.
The reflection coefficient of each waveguide section

is 0-001 or better, and the attenuation per 100 ft is 06 dB
at 4 GHz, and 0-5 dB at 6 GHz.

Band-Branching Units
The square-section dimension of the band-branching

units is selected to minimize higher-order mode couplings
at 4 and 6 GHz, by ensuring that the cut-ofl‘ frequencies
of these modes fall outside the wanted bands. The two
4 GHz band-branching units are internally-machined
aluminium castings with external web reinforcement; the
squareness of the internal cross-section, including the
0-062 in. brass coupling plate which closes the square
and rectangular guides, must be maintained along its
whole length, as any variation will introduce unwanted
cross‐polar components in both frequency bands.
As shown in Fig. 2 (section FF’), the coupling slots are

cut in the narrow face of the rectangular guide, thus
coupling the two guides via the electric field across the
gap. The number and position of the slots, which are
symmetrically displaced about the coupling‐plate centre
line, are a compromise choice to eflect maximum coup‑
l ing across the 4 GHz band, and minimum cross-polar
distortion of 6 GHz signals.
The required attenuation of 6 GHz signals coupled

into the 4 GHz rectangular feeders is 65 dB; this figure
is achieved by fitting wires in the plane of each coupling
slot, forming i-wave resonant stubs at 6 GHz, and wave‑
guide low-pass filters which also match the impedance
of the band-branching unit rectangular port to the
No. 11A waveguide horizontal feeder. The stub-end
of each 4 GHz rectangular feeder contains a load to
absorb 4 GHz residual signals not coupled in the desired
direction.

6 GHz Transducers
Eachof the two transducers consist of a short length of

circular brass waveguide, having a thin slot cut longi‑
tudinally in the waveguide wall and a laminar plate set
across one diameter of the waveguide at right angles to,
and slightly below, the centre of the slot (Fig. 2 section
JJ’).
Signals entering the guide via electric-field coupling

from the resonant slot would travel in both directions
along the circular feeder but for the presence of the
laminar plate, which acts asa i-wave reflector, and, thus,
almost all the energy coupled from the slot travels toward
the aerial. The transmitted electric field of the second
transducer, which is set below and orthogonal to the
first, is at right angles to the plate of the first transducer
and, thus, passes through it uncoupled toward the aerial.
Both slots are connected to No. 13 waveguide hori‑

zontal feeders by impedance-matching and flexible‑
waveguide sections. Cross‐polar coupling between the
two 6 GHZ ports of the assembled units is better than
45 dB, and the peak reflection coefficient at either
rectangular port is better than 0-03 over the frequency
band.

Performance of Assembled Band‐Branching Units and
Transa'ucers
The whole assembly, including the two transitions, is

factory tested, using sweep‐frequency methods over each
appropriate frequency band, to meet the following re‑
quirements with all unused ports correctly terminated.
The cross-polar discrimination of the assembly must
exceed 33 dB both at 4 and 6 GHz. The insertion loss
of the assembly to wanted signals must not exceed
1-0dB in the 4 GHz band, and 0-7 dB in the 6GHz band.
The loss betweenany pair of ports, circular or rectangular,
in the frequency range 7-4‐12-85 GHz (Le. including
the second harmonics of all working frequencies) must
exceed 30 dB.

OVERALL SYSTEM ALIGNMENT
The objective in the lengthy field alignment process is

to obtain an overall cross-polar discrimination of 28 dB
between rectangular ports over each frequency band and
in both planes of polarization. The alignment is carried
out in stages, testing over each hop (a) between aerials
only (target 35‐38 dB), adjusting aerial bearing and
elevation, (b) with signals extended down one and then
both vertical feeders (target 31‐33 dB), adjusting each
compensator in turn, and (c) with signals extended to
one and then the other band-branching unit assembly
(overall target 28 dB), adjusting the angular orientation
of, first, the band-branching unit and, then, the 6 GHz
transducer. At each stage the required cross-polar
discrimination must bechecked and achieved across both
frequency bands (since phase cancellation of distortion
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can occur at a single frequency), although initial align‑
ment of stage (a) is made in the 6 GHZ band when the
aerial characteristic is narrowest ( : 4 minutes of arc,
approximately, for the cross-polar values required),
and of stage ([7) is made in the 4 GHZ band, since the
eccentricity compensators have most efiect at the longer
wavelengths.
In order to isolate the aerials in stage (a), the flexible

feeder below each aerial is replaced by a circular‐to‑
rectangular test transducer which is optically aligned
very carefully with the aerial and connected to the aerial
by adowelled plate. The cross-polar discrimination of the
test transducer alone is better than 45 dB, thus permitting
measurements of the required sensitivity. The dowelled
plates are locked in position, and permit the transducers
at either end of the hop to be rotated by an exact 90°,
and 4 and 6 GHZ versions of the transducer to be inter‑
changed, in the course of changing polarization or
frequency band during measurements, without further
re-setting. The transducers are also used to terminate
the extended vertical feeder in stage (17).
As alignment proceeds through subsequent stages, only

one additional component (e.g. feeder, band‐branching‑
unit assembly, etc.) is added at a time, thus ensuring that
the previous reference plane of polarization is maintained
by the unchanged aerial.

OVERALL FIELD PERFORMANCE

In general, all performance requirement set out in
earlier sections have beenmet in the final field installation.
Impedance-match measurements are shown in Fig. 7(a)‑
(c), respectively, for the larger aerial, the band-branching‑
unit assembly, and the complete aerial system, including
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230 ft of circular waveguide (the results are given asreturn
loss 2 20 Log10 [ l /T ] dB, where T is the reflection
coefficient).

Mfode Conversion
Mode conversion from the dominant mode may take

place due to variations in the guide cross-section in any
part of the aerial system. In practice, the principal mode
conversion experienced so far is to the E11mode in the
6 GHZ band, although in theory the particular circular‑
waveguide size used will propagate the E01 and H21
modes in both the 4 and 6 GHZ bands, and the E11, H01
and H31modes in the 6 GHZ bands.
The E11mode conversion takes place in the horn aerial,

the resultant echo signal being totally reflected by the
6 GHZ transition, which is beyond cut-off to E11modes,
and reconverted to the dominant mode in the aerial.
This E11mode is suppressed by fitting a venturi section,
in place of the slip link below the aerial, having a throat
diameter (2-047 in.) which is below cut-off to the un‑
wanted mode. The venturi section itself can cause a
slight degree of B11 mode conversion from the main
signal, and the effect of havingmode reflectors at each end
of the feeder r un will result in mode trapping within the
vertical-waveguide length. At critical frequencies, when
a waveguide of given length becomes resonant, the
unwanted‐mode level can increase appreciably; to
prevent this, an E11 mode electric-field attenuator,
consisting of four carbon cards mounted parallel to the
guide axis on a polystyrene spider, is fitted at the lower
end of the waveguide run. A cross-section through the
spider is shown in Fig. 8(1)), correctly orientated in
relation to the E11 field configuration of Fig. 8(a) to
offer attenuation (10‐15 dB per traverse) to the unwanted
mode in either plane of polarization.

POLYSTYRENE SUPPORT

CARBON CARDS
Electric‐field lines----- Magnetic‐field lines

(a) E“ Mode Field
(b) Section Through
En Mode Attenuator

F I G . 8 ‐Eu M O D E F IELD A N D ATTENUATOR

The presence of a feeder echo produces sinusoidal
ripples on the group‐delay/frequency characteristic, of a
periodicity of I/S cycles, where S is the echo delay in
seconds. Fig. 9(a) shows the effect of two echoes on the
overall group delay of a hop observed at i.f. An analysis
of the curve shows two ripples of periodicities of 2-9 and
0-8 MH z to be present, which correspond to the par‑
ticular delay of E11 mode echoes in the two feeder
lengths. The progressive reduction of these ripples by
mode filters is shown in Fig. 9(b)‐(d), in this example
resulting in a 900 pW reduction of interinodulation noise
in one 3-1 kHz test slot at baseband.
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CONCLUSIONS
The article has described the generally successful

application of dual-band horn-aerial systems in the 4 and
6 GHz bands. Experience in equipping the initial route
has shown the system-alignment costs to be significant,
and that further expenditure on improved mechanical
and electrical alignment aids might bejustified for future
systems.

First results indicate that the cross-polar discrimination
of the aligned aerial systems is maintained reasonably,
showing the structural rigidity under wind loading of the
aerials, mountings and support structures to be adequate.
In this respect, any horizontal twist of the tower structure
is expected to have a greater eflect on cross‐polar dis‑
crimination performance than the same degree of vertical
tilt.

It has been suggested that the aerial system described
could be developed for use in the 11 GHZ band. Apart
from the redevelopment of 4 and 6 GHz band-branching
units, and the suitability of existing repeater-station
spacings and tower stabilities for use at 11 GHZ, it is
thought that the suppression of secondary modes at
11 GHz would be a diflicult problem in that the circular
feeder in use will support 17different modes with cut-ofl"
frequencies below 11 GHz.

(d) Venturi Filter Added at Station B
Circular-feeder length: 93 ft at Station A and 325 ft at Station B
FIG. 9 ‐E F F E C T 0N GROUP D E L AY OF Eu M O D E FILTERING
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An Improved Desiccator for Pressurizing Telecommunication
Cables‐Desiccator, Automatic, N0. 1A

W. W. MOTTT
U.D.C. 66.047.8:621.315.211.4

This article describes an improved heat-reactivated adsorbtion-type
desiccator for the supply of compressed dry air at exchanges or
repeater stations with not more than eighteen cables, and also for

use as a portable desiccator.

INTRODUCTION
HE Desiccator, Automatic, No . 1was described in
an earlier article on the pressurization of telecom‑
munication cables.* This equipment was provided

with alarm circuits to meet the requirements for the
pressurization of such cables. In order to improve
reliability and to obtain better access to components for
maintenancepurposes the Desiccator,Automatic, No. 1A
has been developed. At the same time the output of air
obtained from the desiccator at the required dryness has
been substantially increased.

TExternal Plant and Protection Branch, Engineering Depart‑
ment.
*WALTERS, J. R., KEEP, J. F. , and CRAGGS, J. F. Pressurization

of Telecommunication Cables, Part 2aThe Supply of D r y
Compressed Air. P.0.E.E.J., Vol. 56, p. 25, Apr. 1963.

( a ) Compressor Side of M o u n t i n g Plate

DESICCATOR, AUTOMATIC, NO . 1A
The complete Desiccator, Automatic, N0 . 1A consists

of a heat‐reactivated adsorbtion-type desiccator and a
small compressor assembled on a 19in. X 24% in.mount‑
ing plate. The compressor is enclosed in a sheet-metal
cover linedwith noise-reducing felt, and the remainder of
the unit is protected by two expanded mesh covers. The
rated output of the unit is 12ft3/hour at 9 lb/in2 at a
dew-point of ‐ 20°C.
The complete desiccator, shown in Fig. 1, may be

mounted on an apparatus rack, or on a trolley, together
with a humidity-detector, starter direct switching, and
pressure alarm, as a portable unit.
The compressor, driven by a fi h.p. single-phase a.c.

motor, is of the single-cylinder reciprocating type, with a
carbon-ring packedpiston providing self lubrication and,
thereby, ensuring oil-free air. The piston ring consists of
a%in. square-section carbon ring broken diametrically in
half; in order to give the necessary seal the two halves are

, h m s z n - uW 1 !
.4

(b) Adsorber-Bed Side of M o u n t i n g Plate

F IG . l ‐DESICCATOR. AU TOMAT I C , N o . 1A W I T H COVER REMOVED
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expanded on to the cylinder wall by means of a flat spring
located in the base of the piston-ring groove.
The cylinder is a combined cylinder head and skirt,

and is secured to the crankcase by three set‐screws. Both
the inlet and outlet valves are of the thin circular steel
leaf type with the leaf held captive to the valve body by
two small brass rivets. The valves are removed from the
cylinder head by means of a spigot extractor tool, which
has, at one end, two small pins that fit corresponding
holes in the valve body. The inlet valve is removed by
screwinganti‐clockwisefrom theupper side of the cylinder
head whilst the outlet valve is screwed clockwise out of
the cylinder head from the under side of the head.
The air inlet to the compressor has a silencer Which

reduces noise, and also filters the air, thus reducing the
wear on the valves. Filtering is achieved by means of
three felt disks which require renewal periodically, and
the valves and carbon piston ring should only require
changing at yearly intervals. Lubrication of the compres‑
sor is reduced to aminimumby employingself-lubricating
bearings and a sealed grease-filled big-end bearing.
Overload of the compressor is prevented by a clearance

between the piston and the cylinder head, and electrical
overload by means of a thermally operated device located
inside the body of the motor. To keep the compressor
within its operating temperature, a circulating fan is
located in the compressor crankcase. Transmission of
vibration from the compressor to the apparatus rack or
trolley is reduced by the use of four rubber-bonded anti‑
Vibration bolts, which secure the compressor to the shelf
on which it is mounted.
The components of the Desiccator,Automatic, No. 1A

are mounted on both sides of a mounting plate, thereby
providing better heat dissipation from the compressor
and the two drying beds. Space is available for large
drying beds, each of which contain either 2%lb of silica
gel or 3%1bof activated alumina. The larger beds and
larger compressor provide a greater dry-air output than
the earlier model. The two drying beds are used alter‑
nately to dry the air to the cables: one is in service for
8 hours, whilst the second bed is reactivated by heating
and purging with dry air for 4 hours and cooling for
4 hours.

OPERATION OF DESICCATOR
Fig. 2 gives the air and electrical circuit of the com‑

ponents. Electricalcontrol is by means of a process timer
consisting of a synchronous motor geared to rotate a
shaft once every 16hours. On the shaft are mountedfive
cams, which, in turn, operate five Elconite-contactmicro‑
switches.
In Fig.2, bedNo. l is showndrying the air to the cables.

Air from the compressor C passes through the 3-way
solenoid valve B1 and filter L1, and is dried by flowing
over the surface of the desiccant and out of the drying
bed through filters D1 and E1. The dry air now passes
through solenoid stop valve F1, and through non-return
valve G1 to the pressure regulator H, which reduces the
pressure from 20 lb/in2 to 9 lb/inz. The regulator keeps
the output pressure constant and incorporates a bleed to
reduce the pressure should the back-pressure from the
cables exceed the regulated pressure.
Whilst bed No. l is drying the air to the cables, bed

No. 2, containing moist desiccant from the previous
drying cycle, is reactivated. A controlled flow of dry air,
governed by the orifice restrictor J, is used to purge the

ABSORBER ABSORBER
BED No.1 BED No.2

AC MAINS
SUPPLY

MAINS
SUPPLY‘é ______$ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‑

AaRe l i e f valve. B 1 , B 2 ~ T h r e e - w a y solenoid valves
C ‘ C o m p r e s s o r . D I , D2~In te rna l pe r f o ra t ed -b rass filters

E1 , EZ ‐Ex t ema l sintered-bronze filters
F l , F2~Soleno id s lop ‐va lves . G 1 , G2~Non ‐ re tum valves

H ‐Pressure regu la to r. J ‐O r i fi c e restrictor
K‐«Pressure gauge . L 1 , L2 ‐ I n l e r na l sintered‐bronze filters

V L ‐ V o l t a g e limiter. MS l ‐S ‐Cam - o p e r a l e d microswitches
I F ‐ C o m p r e s s o r inlet filter‐silencer
P ‐ P u r g e container

‐ ~‐ ‐ ‐ A.C. mains connexions_ _ _ _ Pu r g e p i p e w o r k
M a i n p i p e w o r k

F IG . 2 ‐ A I R A N D ELECTR ICAL C IRCUIT

moist bed No. 2. The dry air from the orifice restrictor
passes through the solenoid stop valve F2, through filters
E2 and D2, and through bed No. 2 containing the moist
desiccant, Which is now heated for 4 hours to approxi‑
mately 150°C by the lSO‐watt heater element. The
moisture-laden air passes out of the drying bed, through
filter C2 to the 3-way solenoid valve B2, and into a
suitable container vented to the atmosphere. At the end
of the 4-hour heating period the heater is switched off
and the solenoid stop valve F2 is released to cut off the
purging air. The drying bed is left to cool for 4 hours
to complete the reactivation cycle.

DESICCATOR COMPONENTS
The two 3-way solenoid valves are d.c. operated, and

each have two rectifying diodes encapsulated in the valve
base to provide the direct current. The core of the valve
is of stainless steel, and the armature is heavily plated to
withstand the corrosive elTects of the moist air that flows
through the valve during purging. A voltage limiter is
wired across the motor terminals to protect the solenoid
diodes against voltage surges as the compressor motor is
switched on or off.
The two types of sintered-bronze filters have renewable
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elements, and are provided to protect the valve seats of
the solenoid valves from desiccant dust. The perforated‑
brass filter located at the upper end of the drying bed is
provided to prevent desiccant granules from falling out
into the pipe line should the desiccator be turned upside
down during transit or repair.
The process-timer controlling the sequence of opera‑

tions has five fully adjustable cams, with adjustable
actuator arms which operate replaceable microswitches
having Elconite contacts to ensure reliable operation.
The drive to the camshaft is Via a clutch, to allowmanual
operation during routine maintenance.

The non-return valves are spring loaded and have
nylon pistons: the large area of the valve seat and the
light spring ensure a low operating pressure and low
pneumatic resistance.
The heater elements are protected against corrosion

with stainless‐steel sheaths, and can be replaced.

CONCLUSION
Trials are in progress of a compressor that will fit in

the space available in the desiccator but will, at the same
time, give an increased output of dry air.

European Organization for Quality Control
11thAnnual Conference, London, June 1967

U.D.C. 658.562:061.3

was the UnitedKingdom’s “Quality and Reliability
Year” sponsoredby the BritishProductivity Council

and the National Council for Quality and Reliability
(N.C.Q.R.), of which the Post Ofiice is amember. It was
particularly appropriate, therefore, that the European
Organization for Quality Control (E.O.Q.C.) should hold
its 11th Annual Conference in London from 6 to 8 June
1967. The conference was organized on behalf of the
host country by the British Productivity Council. The
N.C.Q.R. is aifiliated to the E.O.Q.C. and the American
Society for Quality Control (A.S.Q.C.). There is close
co-operation between E.O.Q.C. and A.S.Q.C., and plans
are being prepared for the establishment in 1971 of a
world‐wide “International Association for Quality.”
The conference was attended by over 800 delegates

from 26 countries. There were strong delegations from
the United States and Japan, including the leading
American exponents of quality control. The British Post
Office Engineering Department was represented by a
DeputyDirector and three senior engineers from the Test
and Inspection Branch.
The theme of the conference was “The Practical

Realizationof Quality and Reliability.” There were eight
working sessions, each consisting of a number of papers
followed by a discussion period. The titles of the sessions
were “Management Policy,” “Q. & R. in Design,”
“Reliability Assurance,” “Purchasing,” “Planning for
Production to Specification,” “Producing to Specifica‑
tion,” “Benefiting by User experience to improve
Reliability,” and “The Customer’s Role.”
The fundamental principle behind quality control is to

“get it right first time” on the production line, instead of
concentrating productive effort on securing high-Volurne
output and relying on subsequent inspection and correc‑
tion to locateand removedefects. It is very apparent that,
by applying method study on the production lines to
identify and remove causes of defective production and
by using statistical sampling techniques to provide early
warning of trouble, it is possible no t only to improve the
quality of the product, but to reduce costs and increase
productivity by eliminatingmuch of the effort spent in

THE 12months period which endedin October 1967
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finding and correcting defects, and the cost of scrap.
These principles are applicable to all industries and
services, including the telecommunications industry,
where many of the production practices were established
between the wars and which is now undergoing rapid
expansion to meet the increasing requirements of the
PostOfiice. There isample scope here for the introduction
of effective quality control to the mutual benefit of the
PostOffice and the industry.
To expedite this process, in the case of telephone and

telegraph apparatus, exchange equipment and cable, it
has now been made a condition of contract that a
contractor shall employ quality-control measures which
are to the satisfaction of the Engineering Department.
This condition of contract will soon beextended to trans‑
mission equipment and other supplies.
One outstandingmessage to come out of the conference

was that “quality is everyone’s business”: from the
board-room to the shop floor; designer, producer; custo‑
mer, supplier. Success will only be achieved if everyone
plays his part in full. In large firms and organizations
such asthe PostOflice, where there is extensive dispersion
of responsibility, the problems of co-ordination are im‑
mense, butmust besolved. If the PostOffice is to succeed
in its new status as a public corporation it will have to
ensure that everyone, from market research to design,
manufacture, purchasing, installation and maintenance,
is “involved” in providing the best quality service at a
price the public is prepared to pay.
This was one of the themes of an earlier conference

held at Blackpool in November 1966 to initiate the
Quality and Reliability Year. In this there was special
emphasis on quality in the service industries; the Post
Oifice, as a major service industry, was represented, and
provided apaper on quality control and quality improve‑
ment in the automatic telephone service. This paper was
well received and was quoted in the final report on the
conference, which ended with the thought that the
technique of quality control must remain flexible to meet
technological changes andchanges in demand from custo‑
mers, thereby ensuring still better quality at accept‑
able prices.

J.B. and T.F.A.U.



Measuring Quality of Service on Trunk Routes
R. A. FRANCOIS and E. R. HOLLIGON}L

U.D.C. 621.395.374:658.562

As the subscriber trunk-dialling facility is extended the quality of
service given on trunk routes becomes correspondingly more im‑
portant. The article describes a way in which quality of service
measurements can he made, enabling more effective control to be

exercised over the service on trunk routes.

INTRODUCTION
l T Ha system of demandworking in which trunk

‘} ‘/ calls are set up under the control of a telephone
operator, subscribers are shielded to some extent

from the eifects of the poor performance of any link that
might beencountered on the trunk routes. The quality of
service under this system of trunk working is controlled
mainly by systematic and comprehensive routine testing,
supplemented by operator reports of difliculty, engineer‑
inginterpretationandactionon service observations, and,
where necessary, by special selective test programs.
It was essential before subscriber trunk dialling (S.T.D.)
was introduced generally that the adequacy of routine‑
testing and fault-reporting arrangements should be
examined to ensure that, if properly carried out, they
would be capable of maintaining the quality of service
to which subscribers had become accustomed; routine‑
testing arrangements could be modified or augmented if
this was found to be necessary. Investigations confirmed
that the existing routine-testing arrangements were
adequate, but that they should be reinforced with some
form of continuous route-performance indicator which
would enable the officer in charge of a trunk switching
unit to be continuously aware of the service given on any
route outgoing from his unit and to initiate any remedial
action considerednecessary.

Requirements of Route‐Performance Indicator
Themajor essentials of the route-performance indicator

are that it should becapable of introduction on a national
basis in order to obtain uniform measurements through‑
out the trunk switching network, and that it should cover
the following types of trunk links: zone centre to zone
centre, zone centre to group switching centre, and
groupswitchingcentre to group switchingcentre. Further‑
more, to minimize the operational cost and eliminate
human errors, the final scheme adopted should be
automatic and be capable of producing information
reliably and quickly.

METHOD OF OBTAINING ROUTE-PERFORMANCE INDICATOR

Because of the need to introduce with the minimum of
delay a scheme that would enable the officer in charge of a
trunk switching centre to keep pace with the service on
an expanding trunk network, as the S.T.D. facility was
extended, the decision was made to provide the route‑
performance indicator in two quite separate stages: first,
the interim stage, to be implemented immediately and to
provide the indicator using, as far as possible and

”(Telephone Exchange Standards and Maintenance Branch,
Engineering Department.

practicable, existing facilities; then the final stage, in
which the indicator would be provided using automatic
methods, after the necessary development work and field
trials hadbeencompleted.

Interim Scheme
For the interim scheme a system using a continuing

program of test calls, originated by selected testing oper‑
ators to final-selector test numbers, was decided upon
because this was the most readily available and satis‑
factory method of providing the route-performance
indicator. This scheme, known as trunk‐line dialling
tests, was launched, and is still in current use. Results
of the test calls, classifiedwhere necessary in various fault
categories, are recorded by the testing operator and the
test sheets are submitted daily to a Headquarters control
for analysis, publication and distribution of national
results. The scheme is divided into two sections: the
first deals with the trunk links between zone centres,
and is under the direct control of a Headquarters group;
the second section deals with other types of trunk links,
and is controlled by the individual Regions concerned.
Attention was directed in the first instance towards
implementing the scheme on zone-centre to zone-centre
links because that particular section of the trunk network
carries the bulk of the long-distance subscriber-dialled
traffic.
For the zone-to-zone routings 20exchange test numbers

are nominated at each zone centre and checked periodic‑
ally to ensure that they are maintained in first-class
working order. The number of test calls originated on
any route per day is 20for circuits obtained from selector
levels, or is one per circuit for manually‐selected circuits,
with a minimum sample of 20. The program is arranged
to pass more calls in the busy hour than during periods
of light trafiic, and is operative during normal working
hours (8 am . to 6 p.m.) Monday to Friday. The sample
spans a fortnightly period, during which time a minimum
of 200 test calls is passed over each route outgoing
from any zone centre. The results are analysed at
Headquarters and a number of control documents
produced.
The system is designed and implemented to reduce to a

minimum the delay in providing each zone centre and
management with a statement of outgoing-route and
incoming‐route performances and of national averages.
The nature and size of the sample make it desirable that
the results should be interpreted as trend indicators,
and that any remedial action should be initiated only
after several results have been compared. The spirit of
inter-Regional and inter-exchange co-operation which
this scheme fosters, so far as testing and maintenance
liaison work is concerned, has proved more and more
valuable as the S.T.D. facility has been extended and as
it has been generally realized that the outgoing S.T.D.
quality of service from any exchange is governed mainly
by the performance of the trunk routes and exchanges
to which it has access.
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Final Scheme
The main advantage of the trunk‐line dialling‐tests

program was that it was capable of being introduced
with a minimum of delay, but, as this form of measure‑
ment is required as a continuous feature of maintenance,
the next stage was for equipment capable of making
similar measurements by mechanical means, which
would bemore economical in service andwould eliminate
any human‐error factors. Equipment of this type would
not usurp the routine and fault-reporting procedures in
current use, but, on the contrary, could serve as a useful
guide to their effectiveness and execution. It would also
be used in addition to centralized service-observation
measurements, which, with the introduction of S.T.D.,
were changed by new types of circuits, methods of
measurement, and processing to provide statistics capable
of being used for more effective control than was pre‑
viously possible. The equipment designed to automate
the trunk-line dialling-tests program is known as trunk‑
route service-measuring equipment, of which there will

F IG. l ‐RACK-MOUNTED TRUNK-ROUTE SERVICE-MEASURING
EQUIPMENT
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be two versions: one, a rack-mounted equipment (see
Fig. 1), has been designed specifically for use on the
trunk links between zone centres; the other, a transport‑
able equipment (see Fig. 2) with a reduced number of
facilities, is intended for use on all other types of trunk
links.

F IG . 2~TRANSPORTABLE TRUNK -ROUTE SERVICE-MEASURING
EQUIPMENT

The basic facilities of the rack-mounted trunk‐route
service-measuring equipment include the origination
of test calls from subscribers’ calling equipments, or from
selectors or relay-sets. Test calls can be originated on a
maximum of 25 routes to distant final‐selector numbers,
and provision is made for a maximum of 25 final-selector
numbers per route. The equipment can be programmed
using clock control to start a test cycle every hour during
normal working days, and can also be programmed to
vary the number of cycles per hour up to a maximum of
10 test cycles; the program ensures that successive calls
on each trunk route are to different test numbers. The
received signals are identified, and the results are recorded
on meters for each route. The equipment is capable of
identifying the signals detailed later in Table 1, any or all



of which, by suitable strapping, may be recorded as a
call failure. Experience shows that the facility of record‑
ing separately on meters for any one route all the tones
detailed in Table 1, is a valuable aid when a complete
assessment of the performance of an individual route is
required. The operation of alarms and cessation of
testing are catered for in the event of a failure of the
measuring equipment.

The transportable trunk‐route service‐measuringequip‑
ment, which is trolley mounted, differs slightly from
the rack-mountedversion in three respects: the method of
connexion to the exchange equipment, test-call program
capacity, and program storage. Its access equipment is
connected Via plugs and cords to an access panelmounted
on an intermediate distribution frame, which is wired
out to the point in the exchange from which it is intended
to originate the test-call program, e.g. subscribers’ spare
calling equipment. In the rack-mounted version, access
to the exchange equipment is eflected by means of
permanent cabling. For the transportable version,
which is intended for use at the smaller trunk centres,
the test-call program capacity is limited to a maximum
of 10calls on each of 10different routes; the program is
stored on punched paper tape, using a 5-unit code, and a
tape reader is associated with the sending elements.

The success of the trunk-route service-measuring equip‑
ment depends, to a very large extent, on the performance
of the tone-detection devices and test-number circuits.
Consideration was given during the development stages
to using two quite separate tone receivers, one operating
basically at 400 Hz, for the identification of standard
supervisory tones, and the other operating at, say,
1,600 Hz to identify test tones, which would have
inevitably involved a redesign of the test-number circuits.
For reasons mainly of economy it was decided to imple‑
ment a scheme using one tone receiver operating at
400 Hz.

In an attempt to increase overall reliability an investi‑
gation was initiated into the efliciency of the final-selector
test-number circuits in current use. Basically, the current
version of test-number circuits provides alternate called‑
subscriber-answer (C.S.A.) and called-subscriber-clear
(C.S.C.)signals, the durations of which are approximately
equal and of 1-5 seconds. During the C.S.A. condition a
tone from the continuous ring-tone supply, which has a
basic 400 Hz content, is sent to line. The repetition of
C.S.A. and C.S.C. conditions over a trunk link, using
either Signalling System A.C. No. l or No. 9, tends to
mutilate the test tone and extends the time required by the
tone-detection devices to recognize the tone. In view of
this, the standard test‐number circuit for use in conjunc‑
tion with the trunk‐route service-measuring equipment
will incorporate the facility of extending a permanent
C.S.A. condition after initial seizure. The tone sent out to
line for approximately two seconds will be derived from
the standard number-unobtainable-tone supply and will
be followed by a l-second silent period.

OUTLINE OF OPERATION
The block schematic diagram of Fig. 3 shows the main

functions of the equipment; the circuit arrangements
adopted on the rack-mounted equipment are described
below, and are followed by those of the transportable
version where these difier.
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F I G . 3 ‐B L O C K SCHEMATIC D I A G R A M O F T R U N K - R O U T E SERVICE‑
M E A S U R I N G EQUIPMENT

Clock, Access and Sending
The clock circuit consists of a group of uniselectors

controlled by 30-second pulses from the exchange master
clock. These uniselectors in turn control the sending of
the test cycles via the test-cycle program strapping-field.

Three-wire (battery or earth testing) or two-wire access,
under control of keys, is provided by conventional
circuits. When access to an outlet has been successfully
established, the digits appropriate to the call are sent to
line. These pulses are of standard form, Le. 10 pulses/
second with a 66 per cent break period, derived from a
transistor-type multivibrator, control of the digit value
and the interdigital-pause length being exercised by a
pulse counter using Post Office type-lO relays.*

Program Conf r o ]
Control of the program of calls is exercised by a group

of uniselectors, the arcs of which are wired to a field of
tag blocks where strapping to the required digits may be
made, asindicated in Fig. 4.

A digit switch (DS), on positions 1‐6, controls con‑
nexion of an earth to the wipers of a routing‐digit (RD)
switch, from which up to six routing digits may bewired,
those not required being strapped to the digit cut-ofl
(DCO) terminal in the conventional manner. Switch RD
is stepped on completion of each call, its 25 positions
being associated with the 25 trunk routes made available
to the measuring equipment.

Control of the local digits is from positions 7‐14 of
the DS switch, the earth being connected via arcs of
local-digit A and B (LDA and LDB, respectively)
switches. The L D A and LDB switches, which step in
unison at the end of each call, have their arcs wired to
wipers of local-digit (LD) switches. There are 25 LD
switches in all, and from their arcs up to eight local
digits per call may be wired. With these uniselectors
standing on position 1 the local digits appropriate to the
first test number associated with each of the 25 trunk
routes will be sent; this constitutes one test cycle.

As each of these calls is completed, the associated LD
uniselector is stepped in preparation for the next test
cycle. This cycle will consist of the same sequence of
routing digits with a difl‘erent series of local digits, the
latter being wired from position 2 of the LD switches. In
this manner the complete program of 625 calls (25 test
cycles) is available to the measuring equipment in
sequence.

In the transportable version of the measuring equip‑
ment, where a program of only a 100 calls is required,

*ROGERs, B. H. E.: The Post Office Type-lO Relay. P.O.E.E.J.,
Vol. 51, p. 14, Apr. 1958.
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these arrangements have been replaced with a punched
paper tape on which the digital information is stored in a
5-unit code.
The tape provides a sequence of codes consisting of a

start signal, a route code, and routing and local digits
for each of the 100 calls. The circuit arrangements are
shown in Fig. 5, the codes chosen for the route code and
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FIG. 5‐PROGRAM‐CONTROL CIRCUIT ON TRANSPORTABLE

EQUIPMENT

the routing and local digits being such that in each case
two of the five TA‐TE relays are operated, thus per‑
mitting a two-out‐of‐five check to be made. For the
start signal a code is chosen which results only in relay
TC operating, while an end-of‐cycle signal, which occurs
at the end of each sequence of 10calls, causes operation
of relay TA only. Where required, a long interdigital
pause may be inserted after any digit by using a special
code which results in operation of all five relays.
When access to an outlet has been established, and

provided relay TC only is operated, relay DTR operates
to control operation of the tape-reader feed-magnet. The
tape therefore moves to a position where a route code is
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punched and the appropriate two of the TA‐TE relays
operate. Provided the two-out-of-five check is satis‑
factory, relay CT operates, and starts the pulse counter
which controls the positioning of a route uniselector
(not shown) in accordancewith the code relaymarkings.
This uniselector is subsequently used to control the
recording of the result of the call on the meters associated
with the route, as described later. When positioning is
complete relay DF operates, and is used to control
stepping of the tape to the next position, the relays
appropriate to the route code release, and those appro‑
priate to the first routing digit operate. Meanwhile, the
counter is reset and is used to control generation of an
800 ms interdigital pause (while this is not in fact re‑
quired after the route code, it is necessary after all digital
codes, and circuit simplification results by generation in
all cases).
The routing and local digits are sent under the control

of the pulse counter, and on completion of a sequence
of 10 calls, i.e. one test cycle, the end-of‐cycle signal
prevents further sending unless the program-control
setting indicates that further cycles are to be sent.

Tone Detection
As the sending of each call is completed, the line wires

are switched to the input of a tone detector, the circuit
of which is shown in Fig. 6. The tone detector is designed
to receive signals of ‐ 3 0 dBm or greater, over a fre‑
quency range of 350‐500 Hz. This bandwidth is necessary
to ensure operation to ringing tone, which may bederived
either from mixing 400 Hz and 450 Hz or by modulation
of 400 Hz with 25 Hz, and to cater for the specified
tolerances of the machines generating the tones.
The input to the detector is via a transformer; the

connexion of resistor R1 across the secondary winding,
in conjunction with the other first‐stage components,
ensures an input impedance of approximately 600 ohms.
Rectifiers MR1and MR2 limit the signal level to prevent
overloading of the early stages.
Transistors VT l andVT2, with associated components,

form conventional RC‐coupled amplifier stages; to
provide single-stage negative feedback the emitter



of which, by suitable strapping, may be recorded as a
call failure. Experience shows that the facility of record‑
ing separately on meters for any one route all the tones
detailed in Table 1, is a valuable aid when a complete
assessment of the performance of an individual route is
required. The operation of alarms and cessation of
testing are catered for in the event of a failure of the
measuring equipment.

The transportable trunk-route service-measuringequip‑
ment, Which is trolley mounted, diflers slightly from
the rack-mountedversion in three respects: the method of
connexion to the exchange equipment, test-call program
capacity, and program storage. Its access equipment is
connected Via plugs and cords to an access panel mounted
on an intermediate distribution frame, which is wired
out to the point in the exchange from Which it is intended
to originate the test-call program, e.g. subscribers’ spare
calling equipment. In the rack-mounted version, access
to the exchange equipment is effected by means of
permanent cabling. For the transportable version,
which is intended for use at the smaller trunk centres,
the test-call program capacity is limited to a maximum
of 10calls on each of 10different routes; the program is
stored on punched paper tape, using a 5-unit code, and a
tape reader is associated with the sending elements.

The success of the trunk-route service‐measuring equip‑
ment depends, to a very large extent, on the performance
of the tone‐detection devices and test-number circuits.
Consideration was given during the development stages
to using two quite separate tone receivers, one operating
basically at 400 Hz, for the identification of standard
supervisory tones, and the other operating at, say,
1,600 Hz to identify test tones, which would have
inevitably involved a redesign of the test‐number circuits.
For reasons mainly of economy it was decided to imple‑
ment a scheme using one tone receiver operating at
400 Hz.

In an attempt to increase overall reliability an investi‑
gation was initiated into the eificiency of the final-selector
test-number circuits in current use. Basically, the current
version of test-number circuits provides alternate called‑
subscriber‐answer (C.S.A.) and called-subscriber-clear
(C.S.C.)signals, the durations of Which are approximately
equal and of 1-5 seconds. During the C.S.A. condition a
tone from the continuous ring‐tone supply, which has a
basic 400 Hz content, is sent to line. The repetition of
C.S.A. and C.S.C. conditions over a trunk link, using
either Signalling System A.C. No. 1 or No. 9, tends to
mutilate the test tone and extends the time required by the
tone-detection devices to recognize the tone. In view of
this, the standard test‐number circuit for use in conjunc‑
tion with the trunk-route service-measuring equipment
will incorporate the facility of extending a permanent
C.S.A. condition after initial seizure. The tone sent out to
line for approximately two seconds will be derived from
the standard number-unobtainable-tone supply and will
be followed by a 1-second silent period.

OUTLINE OF OPERATION
The block schematic diagram of Fig. 3 shows the main

functions of the equipment; the circuit arrangements
adopted on the rack-mounted equipment are described
below, and are followed by those of the transportable
version where these difier.
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Clock, Access and Sending
The clock circuit consists of a group of uniselectors

controlled by 30-second pulses from the exchange master
clock. These uniselectors in turn control the sending of
the test cycles Via the test‐cycle program strapping‐field.

Three-wire (battery or earth testing) or two-Wire access,
under control of keys, is provided by conventional
circuits. When access to an outlet has been successfully
established, the digits appropriate to the call are sent to
line. These pulses are of standard form, i.e. 10 pulses/
second with a 66 per cent break period, derived from a
transistor-type multivibrator, control of the digit value
and the interdigital-pause length being exercised by a
pulse counter using Post Office type-lO relays.*

Program Control
Control of the program of calls is exercised by a group

of uniselectors, the arcs of which are wired to a field of
tag blocks Where strapping to the required digits may be
made, as indicated in Fig. 4.

A digit switch (DS), on positions 1~6, controls con‑
nexion of an earth to the wipers of a routing‐digit (RD)
switch, from which up to six routing digits may be wired,
those not required being strapped to the digit cut-off
(DCO) terminal in the conventional manner. Switch RD
is stepped on completion of each call, its 25 positions
being associated with the 25 trunk routes made available
to the measuring equipment.

Control of the local digits is from positions 7‐14 of
the DS switch, the earth being connected Via arcs of
local‐digit A and B (LDA and LDB, respectively)
switches. The L D A and LDB switches, which step in
unison at the end of each call, have their arcs wired to
Wipers of local‐digit (LD) switches. There are 25 LD
switches in all, and from their arcs up to eight local
digits per call may be wired. With these uniselectors
standing on position 1 the local digits appropriate to the
first test number associated with each of the 25 trunk
routes will be sent; this constitutes one test cycle.

As each of these calls is completed, the associated LD
uniselector is stepped in preparation for the next test
cycle. This cycle will consist of the same sequence of
routing digits with a different series of local digits, the
latter being Wired from position 2 of the LD switches. In
this manner the complete program of 625 calls (25 test
cycles) is available to the measuring equipment in
sequence.

In the transportable version of the measuring equip‑
ment, where a program of only a 100 calls is required,

*ROGERS, B. H. E.: The Post Office Type-IO Relay. P.0.E.E.J.,
Vol. 51, p. 14, Apr. 1958.
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these arrangements have been replaced with a punched
paper tape on which the digital information is stored in a
5-unit code. _
The tape provides a sequence of codes consisting of a

start signal, a route code, and routing and local digits
for each of the 100 calls. The circuit arrangements are
shown in Fig. 5, the codes chosen for the route code and
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FIG . 5‐PROGRAM-CONTROL CIRCUIT ON TRANSPORTABLE
EQUIPMENT

the routing and local digits being such that in each case
two of the five TA‐TE relays are operated, thus per‑
mitting a two-out-of‐five check to be made. For the
start signal a code is chosen which results only in relay
TC operating, while an end-of-cycle signal, which occurs
at the end of each sequence of 10calls, causes operation
of relay TA only. Where required, a long interdigital
pause may be inserted after any digit by using a special
code which results in operation of all five relays.
When access to an outlet has been established, and

provided relay TC only is operated, relay DTR operates
to control operation of the tape-reader feed-magnet. The
tape therefore moves to a position where a route code is
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punched and the appropriate two of the TA‐TE relays
operate. Provided the two-out-of-five check is satis‑
factory, relay CT operates, and starts the pulse counter
which controls the positioning of a route uniselector
(not shown) in accordancewith the code relaymarkings.
This uniselector is subsequently used to control the
recording of the result of the call on the meters associated
with the route, as described later. When positioning is
complete relay DF operates, and is used to control
stepping of the tape to the next position, the relays
appropriate to the route code release, and those appro‑
priate to the first routing digit operate. Meanwhile, the
counter is reset and is used to control generation of an
800 ms interdigital pause (while this is not in fact re‑
quired after the route code, it is necessary after all digital
codes, and circuit simplification results by generation in
all cases).
The routing and local digits are sent under the control

of the pulse counter, and on completion of a sequence
of 10 calls, i.e. one test cycle, the end-of-cycle signal
prevents further sending unless the program‐control
setting indicates that further cycles are to be sent.

Tone Detection
As the sending of each call is completed, the line wires

are switched to the input of a tone detector, the circuit
of which is shown in Fig. 6. The tone detector is designed
to receive signals of ‐ 3 0 dBm or greater, over a fre‑
quency range of 350‐500 Hz. This bandwidth isnecessary
to ensure operation to ringing tone, which may bederived
either from mixing 400 Hz and 450 Hz 01‘ by modulation
of 400 Hz with 25 Hz, and to cater for the specified
tolerances of the machines generating the tones.
The input to the detector is via a transformer; the

connexion of resistor R1 across the secondary winding,
in conjunction with the other first‐stage components,
ensures an input impedance of approximately 600 ohms.
Rectifiers MR1and MR2 limit the signal level to prevent
overloading of the early stages.
Transistors VT l andVT2, with associated components,

form conventional RC‐coupled amplifier stages; to
provide single-stage negative feedback the emitter
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FIG . 6‐TONE-DETECTOR CIRCUIT

resistors are not bypassed. Potentiometer RV l s a Schmitt trigger (transistorsVT4 andVTS). Consequently,
pre-set control used to adjust the sensitivity of the
detector.
Rectifiers MR3 and MR4, together with resistors

relay TAT operates, suflicient backlash being provided
in the trigger design to prevent erratic switching in the

R12‐14, provide further limiting of the signal (to about
‐ 2 5 i 8 volts) before it is passed to the discriminator Tone Identification

Identification of the signals received by the tonestage.
Transistor VT3 in the discriminator is normally con‑

ducting, and the negative half-cycles of the signal are,
therefore, ineffective, but the positive half‐cycles inject
energy into the tuned circuit.
the changes in potential, which are integrated across
capacitor C7, are of sufficient magnitude to switch the

".4 i lI |NVR.T. C.A.

event of slight variations in level of the received signal.

detector is achieved by a combination of timing circuits
and uniselectors; a simplified diagram of the arrange‑
ments is shown in Fig. 7. The signals it is necessary to

At the tuned frequency identify are listed in Table 1, any of which may be

E .T. R.T. NI. TOTAL-CALLS
METER

N.U.T.~Number unobtainable tone. I N V. R.T.‐Inverted-ringing tone. C . A . ‑
Congestion announcement. B . T. ~Busy tone. E.E.T.~Equipment-engaged tone.

R . T. ‐R i n g i n g tone. N . T. ‐N o tone.
FIG. 7‐TONE-1DENTIFICATION CIRCUIT

FULSINGOUT

mutilated by the one-second-in-five chopping which
occurs on some Signalling System A.C. No. 1 circuits.
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Relay TAT operates for each period of received tone,
or tone simulation from a congestion announcement,
and starts operation of a 70 ms timing circuit controlling
relay TBT. Any signals of longer duration than 70 ms
cause operation of relays TBT and PCS; signals of

TABLE I
Signals Requiring Identification

Signal Periodicity

Busy tone 375 ms on, 375 ms ofl‘
Equipment-engaged tone 400 ms on, 350 ms off, 225 ms
(Note 1) on, 525 ms off

Inverted-ringing tone, i.e. test
number (Note 2)

Number-unobtainable tone
Ringing tone

2 seconds on, 1 second off
Continuous
400 mson, 200 ms off, 400 ms
on, 2 seconds off

No tone
Congestion announcement

Notes: 1. The level of the 400 msperiod of tone is ‐6 dBm with
respect to the others.

2. This is a true inversion of ringing-tone periodicity
when derived from a machine, but is as shown above
when derived from a test-number circuit.

shorter duration are ignored. This initial timing discrim‑
ination permits the use of a tone detector having short
response and release times, this being necessary to ensure
that the signal‐imitation pattern encountered on con‑
nexion to a congestion announcement is recognized but
not confused with other signals.

The operation of relays TBT and PCS starts a number
of timing circuits. A 230 ms timer controls operation
of relay PT, which, therefore, registers all tone periods
of longer duration than 300 ms; similarly, a 430 ms
timer controls relay OF, registering any tone period
greater than 500 ms (except the first, which is masked by
uniselector PC). A 2-5-second timer controlling relay
TF is used to register receipt of any tone period of this
duration, while a 12-second timer, the operation of
which is locked once started, controls relay TS and,
thereby, the maximum period for which an incoming
signal is inspected.

Each operation of relay PCS is registered by the
stepping of a primary-count (PC) uniselector, and of
relay PT by a secondary-count (SC) uniselector.

The received signal is now identified in the following
manner. If any signal is received of longer duration than
2-5 seconds, indicated by operation of relay TF, the
receipt of number-unobtainable tone may be registered
and further inspection becomes unnecessary. Similarly,
receipt of any signal of a duration lying betweenthe limits
of 500 ms and 25 seconds, indicated by release of relay
PCS with relay OF operated, registers inverted ringing
tone. If receipt of neither of the above tones has been
registered at the end of the 12‐second period, the position
of uniselectors PC and SC is examined and the remaining
signals identified as shown in Table 2.

In addition, a 36-second period, timed by a uniselector
controlled by 1-second clock pulses and commencing
operation at the end of pulsing out, terminates the call
if no signals havebeenreceivedanda no-toneis registered.

When tone identification is complete, relay CF is
operated, completing a circuit to pulse-operate relay M
to record the result.

The timing circuits employed in the tone-identification
circuit are CR charging circuits, controlling a transistor
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TABLE 2
Signal Identification

Uniselector Position I
Tone

PC SC I

Ringing tone
11‐18 5‐9 Equipment-engaged tone
11‐18 10‐18 Busy tone
1‐3 0

} Congestion announcement

Schmitt trigger in the 70 ms timer, and thyratrons in
the longer-duration timers. In the smaller transportable
measuring equipment, transistors are used throughout.
Recording

The tone-identification tags shown in Fig. 7 are wired
Via the arcs of a uniselector (not shown), which steps at
the end of each call. The 25 sets of tags are, therefore,
associated with the 25 trunk routes, and each set may be
strapped as required to the total-failures meter (TFM)
appropriate to the route. A total-calls meter (TCM)
for each route is also provided, and this, together with
meter TFM, if appropriate, is operated when relay M
operates on completion of tone identification. One
complete set of meters is provided to permit a ful l analysis
to be registered on a single route if required, the meters
being strapped to each of the tone-identification tags
associated with the route concerned.

In the transportable equipment a simpler arrangement
is adopted, total-calls and total-failures meters being
provided for each of the 10 routes, but strapping t0 the
total-failure meters is common for all routes, only one
set of terminals being provided. Selection of routes for
full analysis is made by means of links.

CONCLUSIONS
The introduction of the trunk-route service-measuring

equipment will enable officers in charge of trunk switching
units to be continuously aware of the quality of service
given on outgoing routes. The routes interconnecting
zone centres will be served by the rack‐mounted version,
and the programming, processing of results and dissemin‑
ation of information will becentrally controlled. Regions
will make use of the transportable version for other trunk
routings as experience dictates, and arrange for the
dissemination of control information accordingly. If a
comparison of a series of results indicates a deterioration
in service on a particular route it is envisaged that
controlling officers will initiate a concentrated investiga‑
tion of that route using all the necessary maintenance
aids, e.g. digit‐display equipment, trunk‐circuit test-call
senders, call-failure detection equipment in the larger
centres, or the transportable trunk-route service-measur‑
ing equipment, using the hold and trace facility, in the
smaller centres.

It ishopedthat the informationprovided by the trunk‑
route service‐measuring equipment will be used, in con‑
junction with normal routine-testing and fault‐recording
procedures, centralized service-observation results and
trafiic‐sampling equipments, to reduce to a minimum the
lengthof time that a faulty piece of equipment concerned
with trunk calls can remain undetected in service, and
will assist in ensuringthat the best possible trunk service is
given, commensurate with the limits imposed by cost and
availability of manpower.



Notes and Comments
Retirementof J. W. H. Freebody,Whit.Sch.,B. Sc. (Eng.),
A.C.G.I., D.I.C., C.Eng., F.I.E.E.

Notice of John Freebody’s retirement on 25 July 1967,
so soon after his promotion to Deputy Director of
Engineering ashead of the recently formed Long-Range
Systems Planning Unit (see P.0.E.E. Journal, Vol. 59,
p. 135, July 1966), came as a great surprise to his many
friends and colleagues.

At every stage of his career, he has impressed those
with whom he has worked by his energy, enthusiasm and
kindliness. He has made his mark in the allied fields of
data and telegraphy. His work during the early months
of the formation of the Long-Range Systems Planning
Unit has been incisive and determinant. For the pattern
that he mapped out is now being developed and shaped
into the technical policy of the 1970s and, maybe, even
the 19805.

On readingthis he will becharacteristically modest and
refer to the “good chaps” around him. But this is to
underplay, and understate, his own special contribution.

We all wish him relaxation, satisfaction, and every
happiness in the days ahead.

J  H H M

M. B. Williams, B.Sc.(Eng.), C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
M r. Williams’ promotion to Deputy Director of

Engineeringin charge of the Long-RangeSystemPlanning
Unit will have given pleasure to his many friends in the
Post Office and Industry, and recognizes the major part
which he has already played in the Unit’s activities.
When he was appointed Stafl‘ Engineer as a founder
member of the Uni t some 15 months ago, he brought
with him a fund of information on transmission and
allied matters based on a wide-ranging career in the
Lines Branches (see P.0.E.E. Journal, Vol. 59, p. 221,
Oct. 1966).

While his wealth of experience in the transmission

field is a great asset to the Unit, perhaps more important
is his far-sighted, logical and balanced approach to the
many challenging problems of long‐range systems
planning. These are particularly severe at a time when
many potentially powerful, but as yet unproven,
advances in technology seem likely to lead to drastic
changes in the scope and content of the country’s
telecommunications networks, and to do away with
many of the traditional boundaries such as that which
has existed between transmission and switching in the
past. In these circumstances, long‐range planning
involves the evaluation of many varied and complex
technical developments, and an appreciation of their
inter‐relationships and basic objectives. Close co‑
operation with specialists in many fields is essential, and
requires an informed and understanding approach to
their problems and technical aspirations. Constructive
discussions, often on intricate, speculative and con‑
troversial topics, are a major part of the Unit’s activities.

It says much for M r . Williams’ intellectual and
personal qualities that, in spite of all the problems, there
can be every confidence that under his leadership the
activities of the Uni t will lead to the formulation of a
comprehensive plan for the future development of the
telecommunication system: a sound but far-reaching
plan, both practical and imaginative.

L.R.F.H.

Post‐Graduate Awards, 1967
The Post Office is making a number of post-graduate

awards each year to selected staff. These awards will be
tenable at universities that have facilities for research or
for advanced studies relevant to Post Office problems,
initially in telecommunication science and engineering.
In appropriate cases the awards will enable the holders to
qualify for M.Sc. or PhD. degrees. The primary object
is to further research and to develop expertise of special
value to the Post Office.

The Post Office awards were first made in 1966; the
officers selected for the 1967 awards, and their awards, are
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listed below.
Mr. B. L. Nuttall, B.A., Executive Engineer, External

Plant and Protection Branch, Engineering Department,
has been awarded a 1-year M.Sc. course in systems engin‑
eering tenable at the University of Surrey.
M r. P. James, Assistant ExecutiveEngineer, Post Office

ResearchStation, graduate of the Institution of Electrical
Engineers, has been awarded a 1-year M.Sc. course in
electronic-circuit and systems engineering at Bath Uni‑
versity of Technology.
M r. R. Hanks, B.Sc., Assistant Experimental Ofiicer,

Post Office Research Station, has been awarded a 1-year
course leading to the Diploma for Membership of the
Institute of Chemical Engineers tenable at University
College, London.
M r. J. H. Fletcher, Dip. Tech., Executive Engineer,

PostalEngineeringBranch, EngineeringDepartment, has
been awarded a 1‐year M.Sc. course in automatic control
systems tenable at Imperial College, London.
M r. P. A. Watson, B.Sc., Scientific Officer, Post Office

Research Station, has been awarded a 1-year Ph.D.
course at Durham University. This final‐year Ph.D.
course, entailing full-time attendance at the University,
follows 2 years’ research at the Post Oflice Research

Station on parametric amplifiers.
M r. T. F. Smith, B.Sc., Executive Engineer, Post Office

Research Station, has been awarded a 3-year Ph.D.
course in economic and theory aspects of general-purpose
telecommunication systems, at the University of Essex.

I.T.U. Seminar on “The Telephone Service,” London,
September 1966
A note describing the I .T.U. Seminar which was held

in London during September 1966 was included in the
January issue of the Journal, (Vol. 59, page 282). The
papers given at the Seminar have now been published in
two-volume form by the British Post Office, and copies
have been circulated to all member countries of the
I.T.U. The volumes provide information on the plan‑
ning, construction and maintenance of a telephone
network, which will be of considerable interest to
telephone engineers, as a comprehensive coverage of the
problems of running a telephone service is provided in a
manner which is not usually possible in published papers
or text books. Arrangements have beenmade for copies
of the two volumes to be supplied at a cost of £4 45. on
application to the Post Office Engineering Department,
E2/5, 2‐12 Gresham Street, London, E.C.2.

Institution of Post Office Electrical Engineers
Essay Competition 1966‐67

The Council of the Institution is indebted to M r . T. J. Rees,
Chairman of the Judging Committee, for the following report
on the essay winning the first prize in the 1966‐67 Essay
Competition.
M r. R. Williamson, the author of the prize-winning essay

entitled “Design of Condenser Microphones‐Some Practical
and Theoretical Problems,” has produced a well-balanced
treatment of his selected subject, making liberal use of illus‑
trations, circuit diagrams and graphs in explanation of the
text. The overall effect is of an easily-readable essay, but of
more importance is the fact that the essay is easily under‑
standable by the amateur high-fidelity enthusiast with that
degree of technical knowledge no t uncommon amongst such
people.
M r . Williamson identifies himself as an amateur hi-fi

enthusiast with limited financial resources and a desire for the
best-available equipment. Having decided that the capacitor
microphone was the best possible but well beyond the reach
of his pocket, he set out to make one. The arrival at this
decision was the easiest part of the whole process; the
difficulties followed.
To embark upon such a project, the essential first step was

to obtain a technical appreciation of the modus operandi and
to become familiar with the basic design features of the
capacitor microphone. This, the author claims, was not as
easy as it sounded, because their design and construction had
been, for some years, a German monopoly.
The essay takes the reader through the process of acquiring

the desired amount of expertise, and provides technical infor‑
mation to assist in its assimilation. The difficulties in the
actual construction, the pitfalls fo r the unwary and the ulti‑
mate successful outcome of the undertaking are described in
sufficient detail to be of considerable assistance to any other
“do-it-yourself” enthusiast who wishes to t ry his hand at a
similar enterprise.
The essay (and other prize-winning essays), which will be

kept in the Institution Central Library and which will be
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available to borrowers, can be thoroughly recommended to
both the hi-fi enthusiast who feels inclined to try and emulate
the author, and to anyone else who wouldmerely like to know
more about the intricacies of the capacitor microphone.

Essay Competition 1967‐68
To further interest in the performance of engineering duties

and to encourage the expression of thought given to day-to‑
day departmental activities, the Council of the Institution of
Post Office Electrical Engineers offers five prizes, atfirst prize
of six guineas and four prizes of three guineas, for the five
most meritorious essays submitted by Post Office engineers
below the rank of Inspector. In addition to the five prizes,
the Council awards five certificates of merit. Awards of prizes
and certificates made by the Institution are recorded on the
staff dockets of the recipients.
An essay submitted for consideration of an award in the

essay competition and also submitted in connexion with the
Associate Section I.P.O.E.E. prizes will no t be eligible to
receive both awards.
In judging the merits of an essay, consideration will be

given to clearness of expression, correct use of words, neatness
and arrangement, and,although technical accuracy is essential,
a high technical standard is not absolutely necessary to qualify
for an award. The Council hopes that this assurance will
encourage a larger number to enter. Marks will be awarded
for originality of essays submitted.
Copies of previous prize-winning essays have been bound

and placed in the Institution Central Library. Members of
the Associate Section can borrow these copies from the
Librarian, I.P.O.E.E., G.P.O., 2 4 2 Gresham Street, London,
E.C.2.
Competitors may choose any subject relevant to current

telephone, telegraph or radio practice. Foolscap or quarto
paper should be used, and the essay should be between 2,000
and 5,000 words. An inchmargin should be left on each page.
A certificate is required to be given by each competitor, at
the end of the essay, in the following terms:



“ I n forwarding the foregoing essay 0 ........................words, I
certify that the work is my own unaidedeflort both in regard to
composition and drawing.”
Name (in block capitals)
Signature
Rank
DepartmentalAddress . .........

The essays must reach
The Secretary,
The Institution of Post Oflice Electrical Engineers,
G.P.O.,
2‐12 Gresham Street,
London, E.C.2,

by 15 January 1968.

The Council reserves the right to refrain from awarding the
ful l number of prizes and certificates if in its opinion the
essays submitted do not attain a sufficiently high standard.

InstitutionField Medal Awards, 1966‐67 Session
The July 1967 issue of the Journal gave details of the medals

awarded for the best papers readat meetings of the Institution
in field subjects primarily of Regional interest.
The Council of the Institutionis indebted to Mr.T. Kilving‑

ton, Chairman of the Papers Selection Committee of Council,
for the following precis of themedal-winningpapers.
“Incentive Schemes in Industry” by J. D. Hitchcock
This paper is an introduction to the controversial subject of

payment by results. The author begins by giving a brief
history of incentives from the ancient world, through the
cottage industry period of the Middle Ages, to the sophisti‑
cated schemes of Taylor, Halsey and Rowan in the late
nineteenth century.
The author’s main argument is that properly-applied incen‑

tive schemes increase productivity, raise the standard of
living, relieve boredom and give people something to aim for.
They motivate management as well as stafl‘, and encourage all
to eliminate inefficiency and bottlenecks.
Incentive schemes and their advantages and disadvantages

are then compared. Simple piecework, for example, puts the
emphasis on quantity of production, and may lead to quality
decline unless proper checks are made. Task and bonus
schemes are dealt with, followed by long‐term systems based
on profit‐sharing and co-partnerships. Merit rating, well
known to Civil Servants aspart of the appraisernent system, is
used as a basis for incentive payments in some industries;
but the author does no t recommend it.
Successful introduction of an incentive scheme depends on

a high degree of mutual trust between management and staff.
Thorough staff negotiation must be preceded by work study
to set standard time and to determine rates. Once set, these
must no t be lightly changed.
Three examples are given on incentive schemes used in

certain industries which have been chosen because of their
similarity to the Post Office.
The task bonus system in use by the Eastern Gas Board is

described in some detail. A standard minute value has been
calculated for each task performed by Gas Board staff, and
they are paid extra for the time saved in the completion of
each task. Its effect has been a remarkable increase in produc‑
tivity. London Transport and certain cable contractors also
run incentive schemes.
The author concludes his paper by suggesting that there is

a case for payment by results for statf employed on Post Office
engineeringwork. He describes a system that could beadapted
to U.C.C. or, better still, to the CS. costing scheme for
installationwork. Such a schemewould increaseproductivity,

reduceovertime andease recruitment difficulties in areas where
there is competltion for stafi.
“Local‐Line Planning for Service and Satisfaction” by
R. Carbishley, C.Eng., M.I.E.E.
The White Paper of November 1963 set a target of March

1966 for the elimination of the telephone waiting list. Shortly
afterwards an unprecedented demand for telephone service
developed and placed enormous strains on both line‐plant
and equipment resources. Although service on demand was
no t in fact achieved, this was due to equipment shortages, and,
by March 1966, line plant had ceased to be a significant factor
in causing long delays in the provision of telephone service.
Against this background the author has shown:
(a) the size of the task nationally and in his own area,
(b) the methods employed to achieve results,firstly by means

of a crash program of small simple schemes to provide plant
quickly, followed by more normal methods streamlined to
take into account local conditions, and
(c) the contribution made by new methods and materials in

meeting the high demand, particularly the new polythene‑
sheathed cables and the reorganization of the Works Division
into specialized parties for rodding, cabling, jointing, poling
and wiring.
At the same time the extension of S T D . and I.S.D. have

made it more than ever essential to improve the quality of
service. The contribution that the external network is making
towards this end by means of new types of cable, gas
pressurizationandgoodconstructionpractices, particularly on
new housing estates, have been covered.
While giving service on demand, the need to keep costs

down has no t been overlooked. The places where substantial
savings can bemade have been examined. They are
(a) long‐length cabling,
(b) the use of lighter-gauge conductors, including the new

2%lb/mile cables, and
(c) modification of exchanges to higher signalling limits to

enable line-plant savings to be made, and, where this is not
possible, selective allocation of the modern equipment to
serve the longer lines.
Finally, the author takes a quick look into the future to see

the changes likely to bemade if the provision of a quick and
reliable service to the customer is to becontinued.
“Efi‘iciency in Motor-Transpart Servicing” by H . A. Byatt
It is the author’s view that, for reasons of safety, to honour

statutory regulations and for prestige, Post Office vehicles
must bemaintained to high mechanical and visual standards.
During the past two decades many improvements have been
made by vehicle manufacturers in vehicle design and con‑
struction which have resulted in greater reliability and life of
the motive units. This has changed the emphasis of vehicle
maintenance f rom periodic overhauls suited to the earlier
designs, to a system of graduated servicing based on vehicle
life milage. Also, because of vehicle design and unsuitable
accommodation at outstations, maintenance of vehicles at a
properly-equipped servicing point has become essential.
Furthermore, in the last 5 years a policy of purchasingvehicles
by competitive tender coupled with a new replacement policy
considerably reduces the time the Post Office holds the
vehicles from new.
These factors dictate that changes should be made in the

existing pattern of vehicle maintenance, and with this in mind
an experimental systemwas introduced in the MidlandRegion
on 1 Apri l 1965.
The author explains the experiment carried out in the

Midland Region. The essential features are a safety service
every 1,000 miles and a system of graduated services, called
major services, every 3,000 miles, the cycle being completed
every 12,000miles. The Si safety service ensures that vehicles
will be safe on the road, and also verifies that they will have
a satisfactory fuel consumption if used under normal con‑

(continuedonpage 238)
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Regional Notes
South Western Region

FOWEY‐POLRUAN SUBMARINE CABLE
The projected replacement of the Fowey‐Polruanjunction

cable gavethe opportunity of seeking a shorter route for the
new cable, as, apart from the obvious economies, the
transmission loss on the existing route was outside limits.

A reasonable landing place for the submarine section was
found at Polruan, adjacent to the Castle ruin,but no suitable
beach existed on the Fowey side. It was noticed, however,
that behind a small beach near the Fowey Hotel a cave ran in
towards the Esplanade, as shown in the photograph, and it
was decided to attempt to dril l down from the road into the
cave and route the cable Via the bore hole.

THE C AV E AT FOVVEY

The survey for the drilling was not without interest. A
bulging clifi‘ face precluded the direct dropping of a plumb, so
a bipod was constructed out over the cliff face to carry the
plumb line. Compass bearings were then taken of the plumb
line from the cave and from the road above.

The survey showed that about 2 feet of the cave end was
under the road, at a depth to the cave roof of 45 feet, asshown
in the sketches.

HEDGE
ROAD «GARDEN ‐.

APPROXIMATE
CAVE M l ./‐ Anomoans A

srcnou A-A
ggcfigxgg o 10 20 30 40 so 60

hi
SCALE 01" FEET

T H E BORE-HOLE F O R T H E F O W E Y ‐P O L R U A N C A B L E

There was a convenient position for the joint box in a
passing bay at the clifl“ top, and, a suitable point for the cable
entry into the cave roofhaving been chosen, it was calculated
that drilling at an angle of 6°10’ to the vertical on a bearing
of 90° (mag) was required. A Cornish firm of well borers
agreed to drill the hole, provided that the l in ing up of the dril l
was done by R C . stafl‘.

Dril l ing through the 45 feet of rock took about 5 hours,
the drill penetrating the cave roof within 1ft of the target.
Samples of the debris at various depths were taken for
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the local surveyor. When the drill was finally withdrawn a
chain was pulled up after it and left in situ to keep the bore
clear.

F o r the laying of the cable by Submarine Branch, the local
dredger was hired, a cable tank being constructed at deck
level. Laying, from Polruan to Fowey, was without incident
despite an increasing southerly wind. The Fowey end was
manhandled ashore to the cave ‐a very wet business.

A special swivel had been previously made and welded to
the Fowey end of the cable armouring. This swivel had a
larger diameter than the cable, to clear the bore of any
accumulated debris without passing any strain to the cable.

The bore‐hole chain was attached to the swiveland the cable
raised, without incident, by a pole jack. Finally, the cable
was secured by turning back the armouring wires and securing
them round a pudding ring which rests on the bottom of the
box.

Compared with the old cable route, the new route is half a
mile shorter, the submarine section being 200 yards less.

J .L.E.

North Western Region
THE RELIEF OF SKELMERSDALE

Flamingof a new town andintegration of a six-fold increase
in telephone lines is bound to be fraught with difficulties.
When, during the period between “o ld manual” and “new
auto-manual” exchanges, abnormalexpansion of the telephone
network hits the Area, the difficulties tend to increase.
Skehnersdale new town was originally planned to be served
by mobile exchanges on a temporary basis, until the new
auto-manual exchange could bebuilt and brought into service.
However, the sudden expansion, and the fact that the majority
of the new lines were being taken up by industrial organiza‑
tions, rendered the use of mobileN.D. exchanges (M.N.D.X.s)
inadequate. A revision of the forecast figures required the size
of the new exchange to be almost doubled, and indicated
that eight M.N.D.X.s would beneeded to provide the multiple
required by 1969, the due date for the new exchange. It
was soon found that even eight mobile exchanges, although
providing sufficient multiple, could not handle the high calling
rate of the industrialorganizations; in fact,eachvan in use was
showing on overload with only 200 lines connected. Some of
the final-selector groups also had to be augmented to cater for
the high incoming-call rate.

Various relief expedients were considered, those of a tem‑
porary nature being adopted, where possible, to relieve the
traffic-handling difficulties. In October of 1965 agreement was
finally reached on the possibility of providing a temporary
2,000-line non‐director exchange by local labour. The
majority of the equipment for this was available on the
Surplus Equipment Register, the remainder coming from
temporary extensions within the Area which were due for
early replacement by contract extensions. Since over 50 per
cent of the multiple was to be for 2‐10 P.B.X. lines some new
equipment was ordered on the December 1965 Stores Order.

As no suitable building was available, a wooden building
was proposed. Plans and specifications for building and site
works were prepared, tenders obtained, contracts let, and site
works completed by 31 March 1966. The buildingwas ready
for equipment by late May. This was ahnost a month later
than anticipated due to unusual difficulties experienced by the
builders. The building is of western redwood, lined with
insulation board and inter-h'ned with glass' fibre, the floor
being of normal concrete and vinyl-tile finish. Heating is by
thermostatically controlled tubular units supplemented by
electrically heated water-filled radiators. Due to the delay in
completion of the building, installation of the equipment
commenced on the day following the laying of the vinyl tiles
and it is notable that no troubles have arisen due to tiles
l i f t ingor expanding. The buildingis shownin thephotograph.



TAWD VALE TEMPORARY N.D. EXCHANGE

The stability of the equipment racks is not dependent on the
building in any way but is catered for by four 6 in. X 3 in.
upright angle girders set into the concrete slab for this purpose.
Their upper extremities are connected together by angle
cross-members at 8 ft 6 in. and 10ft 6 in. heights above
floor level and, as two of the uprights coincide with the longi‑
tudinal centre-line of the I.D.F., rigidity of the system has
been further improved by alternate use of 8 f t 6in. and
10ft 6 in. I.D.F. verticals. The footings of the I.D.F. are not
set in concrete in the usual manner but are attached to the
floor by lateral timbers andangle brackets; this shouldsimplify
recovery of the frame.
Overhead ironwork is standard and an overhead cable

g r i d1semployed. As the building has a pitched roof a cat‑
walk comprising normal tongued and grooved floorboards
nailed to 3 in. x 2 in. cross-members was made in 8 ft
lengths, and laid down the centre of the grid. This produces
almost the same scheme as for over‐ceiling cabling, the cables
passing under the catwalk1nthe space provided by the 3 1n.
battens. The battens are spaced so that they are bolted down
to the supporting ironwork for safety reasons. Access to the
cabling space is by means of a vertical ladder at the I.D.F.

BATTERY
ROOM

TAWD VALE
TEMPORARY N.D. EXCHANGE

P L A NOFTHE EXCHANGE

end of the building; thus, there was no need to leave cabling
access holes in the grid.
Modification and overhaul of the various racks and items

of equipment proceeded together with installation and
cabling. The exchange was opened in December 1966.
As shown on the layout plan, the M.D.F. is contained in a

separate hut. This is due to its original installation as a
terminal point for the local distribution cables and tie‐cables
to the M.N.D.X.s in order to provide greater flexibility. There
was nothing to be gained by moving the M.D.F. and re ‑
terminating the localcables, asthe 2,400-linemultiplecould be
accommodated on the existing frame by integrating the work
with the recovery of the M.N.D.X. tie-cables.
Little has been said about the many difficulties which arose

during the installation of the apparatus, or of the many
expedients adopted to overcome them, but with a good, loyal
and determined staff anything is possible, as Tawd Vale
(temporary) exchange proves. Credit is due to all those who
have taken part in this unique venture.

A.F.

BURNLEY EXCHANGE RE-ARRANGEMENTS
In 1965 the pre-2,000 type non-directorexchange atBurnley

was replaced by a 4,000-type exchange in a building remote
from the Head Post Office (I-I.P.O.) which housed the old
exchange. The manual board in the H.P.O. was to be retained
using the original equipment re-positioned and re-cabled in
the old apparatus room to economize in space, thereby
releasing a large area for postal purposes. With the introduc‑
tion of S.T.D., the manual board was larger than necessary
and arrangements were made to recover 11 positions, re‑
number the remaining positions, and recable the suite from
the opposite end.
A l l of the work described is quite normal and was only

complicated by the fact that the installation was kept in
service throughout. The more unusual feature of the project
was, however, in reducing the height of a suite of 22manual
board positions to conform with an existing modern suite.
The whole of this operation was again carried out under
operational conditions during normal working hours, the
procedure being as follows.
(i) 1, 2 or 4 positions were taken out of service, depending

on the type of construction.
(i i) A l l top woodwork from positions now out of service

was removed.
(ii i) As much iron work as possible from these positions

was removed.
(iv) The stile bars were removed, leaving the jack field in

position but unsupported.
(v) The stile bars and other ironwork were then drilled and

cut to size in a workshop set up in an adjacent room.
(vi) Packing pieces under the jack fieldwere reducedin size

to achieve the final height of the suite.
(vii) Stilebars andtop ironwork were then replacedandnew

board tops and cornices, supplied by the Factories
Department, fitted.
(viii) Finally, the sliding doors from the backs of the boards

were cut down and resprayed before being refitted.
This whole operation was carried out with a notable lack of

interference to the staff or to the service, and with a con‑
siderable improvement in the appearance of the switchroom
layout.

J.H.C.
K.J.S.
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Associate Section Notes
London Centre

The annual conference was held at the Institution of
Electrical Engineers on 24 May. M r. E. Hoare presided and
M r. A. G. Welling was the Chairman. Most London Tele‑
phone Areas were represented at what proved to be a very
satisfactory meeting.

Dur ing his Presidential address M r. Hoare announced his
retirement as our President. We shall be very sorry to lose
M r. Hoare as he has always shown a great interest in the
affairs of the Associate Section. We wish to record our
grateful thanks to him for all he has done during his period in
office. At the time of writing the name of our new President
is not yet known. Our congratulations to M r . B. C. L o w
(City Area) and Mr. J. Skitmore (East Area) who each received
this year’s C. W. Brown Award. Congratulations also to
South-West Telephone Area who were this year’s winners
of the inter-area quiz. This team will now meet Canterbury
Centre later in the year. We wish to thank Telephone
Managers of the various Telephone Areas for the use of
official accommodation for all rounds of the quiz, the various
catering bodies for providing refreshments, and the adjudica‑
tors and other officials for giving us their time at these
meetings. Our thanks also to M r. R. A. Hammond, our
quiz organizer, without whose efforts at finding questions
there would not be a quiz.

With_annual leave in full swing the summer months are
very qu1et, although there has been the odd activity in some
of the Telephone Areas.

The first meeting of the new session will be held at Fleet
Bulldlng in September when the lecturewill beon “Crossbar.”

R.W.H.

Exeter Centre
The summer session started on 16 May with a Visit to the

B.M.C. car factory at Oxford. An early start was made, the
members at Torquay leaving by coach at 6.0 a m . and the
remainder being picked up at Exeter at 7.0 a.m. During the
conducted tour of the factory we were able to see the car body
shells arriving at the factory at the beginning of the assembly
line and follow their progress through the paint shops and on
to the point where the assembled car was driven away. We
were then taken to another par t of the factory to see how the
upholstery was made, and the ignition systems anddashboard
instruments assembled, this work being carried out by
disabled persons.
' On 10J_une a visit was made to the Decca School of Naviga‑

t l o n at Brixham. At the school the Decca navigation system
was explained, and later a practical demonstration was given
on a trawler 1nTorbay.

The third visit was for members who live in the Torbay area,
when, on 5 July, an evening was spent at the Newton Abbot
bakery of Messrs. Hill, Palmer and Edwards. During the

conducted tour members were able to see how bread and cakes
were made. Our last visit of the summer was in September
when members in the Exeter Telephone Area visited the
Exeter bakery of Messrs. Hill, Palmer and Edwards.

Our winter program is being produced. In addition to
visiting speakers we are hoping that some of our members
will be giving short talks on their hobbies.

R.P.

Aberdeen Centre
The Centre brought the 1966‐67 session to a close by

holding its annual general meeting in the Imperial Hotel,
Aberdeen, on 12 M a y 1967.

At the meeting office‐bearers and committee members were
elected, finance discussed and the 1967‐68 program compiled.
Our President, M r . J. H. W. Sharp, Area Engineer, and
Vice‐President, M r.H. A. McFarlane,were guests at the dinner
which followed the a.g.m. R M

Dundee Centre
Our annual general meeting was held on 22 June 1967 in

the Royal Hotel, Union Street, Dundee, and was well sup‑
ported. The following oflice-bearers and committee members
were elected: Chairman: Mr.R.L .Topp ing ; Vice-Clzairman:
M r. R . C . Smith; Secretary: Mr.R.T.Lumsden; Treasurer:
M r. D. L. Millar; Committee: Messrs. Bannerman, Bell,
Bunt, Burns, Hennesey, McNeil and Smith.

M r. Topping in his report made sympathetic reference to
the loss by death of two of our most staunch members,
Jimmy Patrick from Perth and Howard Marshall of Dundee.

Some revolutionary suggestions for next session’s program
were made, so here’s hoping we can carry out a few of them.

R.T.L.

Edinburgh Centre
Our program for the 1967768 session has been arranged as

' follows:
September: “Microelectronics” by D r. A. McNeill of

Elliot Automation Co., Ltd.
November: A talk by M r. W. E. Adams, Regional

Engineer, on “Staff and Efficiency.”
January: A talk on “Cable Pressurization,” by M r . D.

R. Leask, Area Engineer.
A talk on “Pulse Code Modulation,” by M r.

A. Sandison, Regional Headquarters.
Visits have been arranged to IndCoope Co.,Ltd.,of Al loa~

Skol Brewery, the Generating Station at Kincardine, S.T.V.
Studios, Theatre Royal, Glasgow, and Hewlitt Packard Co.,
Ltd., South Queensferry. It is hoped that the meetings and
Visits will be of suificient interest to attract an increase in the
number of members attending.

G.A.K.R

INSTITUTION OF POST OFFICE ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS (Continuedfrom page 235)

ditions. This service is carried out by a workshop supervising
grade. Major services provide a system of progressive preven‑
t ive maintenance aimed at keeping the efliciency and
appearance of vehicles up to a satisfactory standard, replacing
the working units only when necessary, and,wherever possible,
making major units last the life of the vehicle.

The programming of work on a mileage basis has been
accomplished by rotation of postal vehicles and plotting the
mileage basis of engineering vehicles.

To enable the SI safety service to be carried out quickly
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and efficiently, special service bays have been set up in each
workshop, fully equipped to check the road worthiness of a
vehicle by using special instruments and gauges. Another
feature of the maintenance bay is the mechanized oil-changing
equipment, developed by the Midland Region, which enables
oi l to bechanged in a matter of 2 minutes. This has converted
a dirty and disagreeable task into a simple and clean job. The
milage run by a vehicle between each greasing has also been
extended to 3,000 miles.

Finally, the author stresses how important. it is in any
system of vehicle maintenance, to obtainclose drlver-mechanic
liaison and co‐operation.



Staff Changes
Name Reg i on , etc. Date Name Reg i on , etc. Da t e Name Reg ion . etc. D a l e

Promotions Promotions‐conn'nued Promotlonsicantmued
- - , - ~ - Warburton, J . E . E . Reg . 24.4.67 Wa inwr igh t , W. P. E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67gen");Execs“: Euguger 1103215315111"! Slafl‘ Elllgtgese; Wa lke r, D. G. M i d . R e g . .. ' ‘ 24.4.67 Kitt,-M. JI . . S.E. Reg . 16.6.67

LEE!" 3““ ~ - Eng- D5!” 3567 Hampson , K . c . E . Reg . m Eng . D e p t . 17.4.67 Wenmgs, C . w. E n g . D e p t . 19.6.67
13111661; E- L" Eng- Dem. 22~5-67 Hewett , J. w. Eug .Dep1 . .. .. 17.4.67
Waltérs 'J .R Egg.Dip? 15‘6-67 Paine, N- J- E n g . DEDI- - 17~4-57 Inspector to Assistant Executive Engineer’ ' ' g' p ' - ' Taylor. S.C. .. Eng . D e p t . 17.4.67 W 10.5.67
Executive Eng ineer 10Area Engineer nggtjggs’AF’Js' P‘ 113::3 : 3 1 . 2 4 2 quus,H. R.A. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
1135. A. R. .. E. Reg . .. .. 28.4.67 HugginsI’GI Eng I Dem 17 , 4 5 7 Ema:$.11; H 3% fieg- 125%?!
Vam e y . R. G. H. . . M i d . Reg. to E. Reg . 31.5.67 Davie3,1, A. E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67 C°rfl'§.u’ E' 1;; M‘d Ifg- 5'5‘67
Jefiries, G L- E- Reg . . .. 31-5-67 Allen, B. N. 5. E n g . D e p t . .. .. 17.4.67 M°°C 36' 'w'H" N'I' e g ‘ 22'5'67
Woody H- 1 N W - Reg- .. .. 8-5-67 Brown , 1. R. E. Reg . to S.E. Reg. 15.5.67 GC ‘21, ??’B ' ‘ Ni'ci R" 12'5'67
COCKing’ R» N-E~ Reg- t o NW Reg- 1-6~67 Appe r l e y. H . M . S.W. Reg. t o N .E . Reg . 22.5.67 Pm“ 5 ' ‘0' L ‘T 'Reg' 31 5'67
Cooper, W. J . E.T.E. to L . T. Reg . . . 12.6.67 A l l an , J I M. Scot. . . . . . . 1 5.67 reece, W. ' ' ' eg. ' '
Benford, H. M i d . Reg . . . 2.6.67 .EifgasvaA7 fix} _. .. 1.227 Technical Officer toAssistant Evecmive Eng i n e e r
Executive Engineer 10Senior Executive Engineer Polglase, S. A. E. R e g I I I I I 155 ,67 Webb, R. H. N .W. Reg . 3.4.67
Rycm f t , J . . . . . N.E. Reg . 1 0Scot. 10.4.67 K i t e , C . R . A . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 3.5.67 C u l l y , P. J . N .W. Reg . 3.4.67
Cheeseman, D. S. E n g . Dep t . . . 20.4.67 Medwcll, J. D. E n g . Dep t . .. . . 15.5.67 Darke. R. R. S.W. Reg . 3.4.67
Button. R . W. E n g . Dep t . 10.4.67 Wyndham, R . E . Reg . . . . . 30.5.67 Glover. K . \V. N .W. Reg . 17.3.67
Al lan , T. . . E n g . Dep t . 26.4.67 Pethurst, I. A. .. L . T. Reg . . . 1.5.67 Cavies. S. .. . . N .W. Reg . 17.3.67
B l a key. H. . . E n g . Dep t . 26.4.67 Dieckmann, D. J. . . E n g . D e p t . 1.5_67 K ingcombe, A. C. . . S.W. Reg . 10.5.67
TiDDIer, J. . . E n g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Ame r y , A. R. E n g . D e p t . 12.6.67 DonnelIY. F. J. N .W. Reg . 19.4.67
Long , R . C . E n g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Hopk ins , J . L . T. Reg . . . . . 22.6.67 Brown , W. N .W. Reg . 19-4-67
Davies, A. P. En g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Gi lks, G. F. L. Eng . D e p t . to L .T. Reg . 5.6.67 KEDHEGY. E. R. N. \V. Reg . 19-4~67
Ford, A . E . E n g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Me l l i ng , G . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 Ha le , C - A . N .W. Reg . 194-67
Burton. D. A. E.T.E. . . . . 28.4.67 Bel l , R. L. S.\V. Reg . . . . . 9.6.67 Ke11y, T- J- N.\V- Reg . 194-67
Allwood, M. E. C.E.S.D. to En g . D e p t . 28.4.67 Piggo l l . I . D. M i d . Reg . . . . . 5.6.67 Jones, W. T. N .W. Reg . 19-4437
( I n absemin) 13151, A. G. . . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 12.6.67 Bassnelt, 3- A. N .W. Reg . 194-67

Larder, D. A. F i j i to E n g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Parker, A. E. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 Da l t on , J. S. N-W- Reg . 19-4-67
( I n absemia) Mar t in , R. W. E n g . D e p t . , . , . 12.6.67 Gunlden. C. J. N .W. Reg . 27.4.67

Johnston, C. . . E n g . Dep t . 30.5.67 Bain, A. J. R. E n g . Dem. , . 5.667 Genn ings , J. N .W. Reg . 24.4.67
\Vlu'tecross, G. L. . . E n g . Dep t . 12.5.67 Curtis, D. . . E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 Plummer, G W. S.W. Reg . 17~4~67
Bal l , D . . . . . E n g . Dep t . 11.5.67 Pe r r y. R . H . \V. E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 Me t t yea r, R . V. S.W. Reg . 17.4.67
Mills. C. S.. . E ng . Dep t . 22.5.67 WhilchurCh, H. . . E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 R y a n . R. M. . . Scot. . . 15.5.67
Walker, A. G. . . Eng . D e p t . 18.5.67 Quested, \V. G. M. Eng . D e p t . 5.6.67 Haynes . J. N. . . S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Ninm‘m, N . J . H . . . E n g . Dep t . 28.4.67 Scott, D . D . Eng . D e p t . 5_6,67 Humph rey, E . D . . . S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Gibbon, R. D. L P . Reg . 18.5.67 Goss, C. E. G. Eng . D e p t . 5.6.67 Burchett , R. S-E- Reg. 18-5-67
Busby, K. D. L .T. Reg . 11.5.67 Parkes. A. J. . . M i d . Reg . . . , , 5.6.67 Brookes, R. A. S.E. Reg . 22.5.67
Watkins, A. H. S.E. Reg . 6.3.67 Hensby, \V. W. S. T.S.U. . . . . 5.6.67 Smith, R. \V. S.E. Reg . 185-67
Bishop, G. . . . . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 19.6.67 Skinner, F. R. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 \Vhite, J. F. S.E. Reg . 13-5-67
Shurrock, c. R. J. Eng .Dep I . to N .W. Reg . 19.6.67 Bevan, .1. s. T.S.U. 5.6.67 Mason. R. A. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Cooper, H. B. E n g . D e p t . to L T . Reg . 19.6.67 Pat t ingdon, J . L .T. Reg . 5.6.67 Wilshire, E. A. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67

Hughes, R. L T . Reg . . . . . 5.6.67 Grifl‘en, D. E. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67Executive Engineer (Open Competit ion) Lowe, R. M. E n g . D e p t . I I I I 12.6.67 Lampard , B. P. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Busby, J. L. E n g . Dep t . 4.4.67 Bel l , R. L. . . E n g . D e p t . . . 5.6.67 RHCY. J. W. G. S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Quinney, R. E. Eng . D e p t . 17.4.67 Lo r d , .1. A. M i d . Reg . 5.6.67 White. B. L . S.E. Reg . 31.5.67
Russell. B. A. En g . D e p t . 11.4.67 Hawkes, P. N.W. Reg . 9.6.67 Shuman, J- . . S.E. Reg . 18.5.67
Carter. T. G. E n g . D e p t . 26.4.67 Johnson, G. A. Mid . Reg . 5.6.67 C ra i b , J. S. Scot. 10.5.67
Burrows, K. G. E n g . D e p t . 3.7.67 Cracker, J. T. S.E. Reg . 9.6.67 Ha rd i ng , C. J. W.B.C 155.67
Newman, W. J. E n g . D e p t . 18.5.67 Bateson, W. R. M i d . Reg . . . . . 5.6.67 Wesson, T- - - M id - R e g 5557
Schickner, M. J. E n g . D e p t . 10.7.67 Lee. P. J. . . Eng . D e p t . . . . . 14.6.67 Mi l le r, N. . . M i d . R e g 5-5-67

Pacey, G. R. . . M i d . Reg . . . . . 5.6.67 El ford, S. R. V. S.E. R e g 18.5.67Asxistam Executive Eng i nee r to Executive Eng i nee r Humphr ies , M. A. L . T. Reg . 5.6.67 Usher, J . . . N .W. R e g 23.5.67
Skinner. T. .1. S.E. Reg . 311.67 Court. w. .. M i d . Reg . .. .. 5.6.67 Cowan. R. .. N . I . 24.4.67
Wilson, D. Scot. .. .. .. 18.4.67 Rubens. D. G. Eng . Dep t . .. .. 5.6.67 B r a y. B.IM. .. L . T. R e g 18.5.67
Robinson, 0. N. N.E. Reg . 10M i d . Re g . 17.4.67 Archer. L . . . E n g . Dep t . . . . . 5.6.67 Woodbr idge. J . H. L T . R e g 18.5.67
VVilliu, H. H. VV.B.C. . . . . 20.4.67 HOUSE, B. H. E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 Hammond , D. L T . R e g 18.5.67
Alcock, V. G. M i d . Reg . 17.4.67 V0361. 13- G- E n g , D e p t . 5.6.67 Rome, 1 \V- I--T- R e g 18-5-67
Gauge, \V. L. N .W. Reg . 20.4.67 Stanton, S. C. E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 331535: R . . N - I - . . 15.5.67
Cross, P. c. E. Reg . 24.4.67 Coleman, w. T. Eng . Dem. 5.6.67 Avent. E. C. D. L T . R e g 31-5-67
111116, D. A. M i d . R e g . 17.4.67 Frank l in , A . K . Eng. D e p t . 12.6.67 Clark. D. G. L T . R e g 31.5.67
Benefield, P. A. S.E. Reg . . . 24.4.67 Smith. T. R. M i d . Reg . 5.6.67 Waltgr, D. V- L -T- Reg . 31-5-67
Boyd , 5. A. N J . to N.W. Reg . 17.4.67 Spears, R. G. L .T. Reg . 5.6.67 Pprk1s. R. J. L T . R e g . 31.5.67
Hobbs, A. .1. L T . Reg . . 17.4.67 M u i r , W. W. Scot. . . . . . . 9.6.67 t h t l e r, G. . . N . ‘ . R e g . 5.5.67
Izzard, A. . . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 17.4.67 Hadkiss, L. R. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 12.6.67
Young . D. . . Eng .Dep1. 10T.S.U. 17.4.67 R i c k a r b y, C. S. . . Eng . D e p t . . . . . 12.6.67 Drnuglxtxmmz ro Amistzmt Executive Engineer
Higgs, G. c. c. E n g . Dep t . . . 17.4.67 Wildblood, w. J. . . E n g .D em . t o L . T. R e g . 5.6.67 Scales A G. s_E_ R e g 18.5.67
Christian, K. A. E n g . Dep t . 17.4.67 Yates, T. C. Eng . Dem. .. .. 5.6.67 O’Dol’lerfi' P. J_ SE.Re g . 18.5.67
Bates, R. V. E n g . Dept . 17.4.67 Scanlan, W. En g . Dep t . . . . . 5.6.67 ’ '
Loomes. B. J. E n g . Dep t . 17.4.67 Ki tse l l , J . H. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 .
Weller, D .0 . E n g . Dep t . 17.4.67 VVa11,H. . . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 TWEMWJ L ‘ "
Ryan . w. A. E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67 Rand , L. c. E n g . Dem. .. .. 12.6.67 E l km , E. H- MlId- Reg- 25567
Thornton, T. C. E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67 Roberts, L. \V. E n g . D e p t . . . . 5.6.67 Ry1and, F. A. M1d. Reg . 25.5.67
Fenn, R. w. E. Reg . .. .. 24.4.67 H i l l , A. F. L .P. Reg . 9.6.67 Elhott. R. G. Mgd. Reg . 25.5.67
Goss, s. w. E. R e g . 10S.E. Reg . 24.4.67 Bewick, R. T. E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 Aqams. A- G- MlId- Reg - 25-5-67
Bartlett, V. W. L T . Reg . . . 17.4.67 Solaim', D. A. L . T. Reg . 5.6.67 Glbbs. 1- R1 M_1d. Reg . 25.5.67
Cooles, S. A. L . T. Reg . 17.467 Lee, F. W. . . E n g . D e p t . 5.6.67 RQEE’JS. H. H. M1d. Reg . 25.5.67
Auben in , K. F. L . T. Reg . 17.4.67 Simmons, P. D. L . T. Reg . 5.6.67 Williams. C. MIId- Reg . 25-5-67
Win. c . A . L T . Reg . 17.4.67 Copp i n g . P. J . E n g . Dem. 5.6.67 Cure, D . J . M111. Reg . 25.5.67
Walton, D. I. C.E.S.D. 17.4.67 C l i f t on , B. M. N.E . Reg. 9.6.67 Bardler. A. H. M1d. Reg . 25.5.67
Cutmore, N. E n g . Dep t . 17.4.67 Briers, G. R. .. E n g . Dem. .. .. 5.6.67 Gr90m. A- W. Mad. Reg- 255-67
Car ter, K. R. E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67 Gordon , J . A. E. . . S.E. Reg. to E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67 Smith: J- R- Mld- Reg. 255-57
Wennell. J. L. L T . Rag . 174.67 Smi th , B. . . T.S.U. . . . . . . 5.6.67
\AVin. GGEFJ. i i .gag. 17.4.67 Hammefiz,2. J. Eng.gent. . . . . 5.6.67 Senior Teclmidan (a Inspecmr
Y f e s , . . . . eg . 17.4.67 Green, . . n g . e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 - ‐ _ 1. _

Norr is, H.J. E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67 Gardner, D.L. .. Eng . D e p t . .. 12.6.67 wggggafivme " £547. fiégI 2332;San. M. T. M. L . T. Reg . 17.4.67 Chamberlain, L. C. Eng . D e p t . 19.6.67 ’
ike. S. A. R. L T . Reg. 17.4.67 Jackson, M. J. Eng . Dep t . . . . . 5.6.67 . .

Heam, J. R. .. E n g . Dep t . 17.4.67 Greenhi11,J. .. S.E. Reg . to E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67 W
Brading, E. T. A. .. Eng . Dep t . 17.4 67 Tanner, R. K. R. .. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 5.6.67 Grmd l a y. N- -- W~B-C- 8-567
Dowson. F. H. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 17.4.67 Powel1, D. J . E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67 Gal lagher. (3 - A- - - N-W- Reg- 23-5-67
P ink , D. J. S.E. Reg . 10Eng . D e p t . 17.4.67 Rothwell, F. E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67
Jones, I. 0. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 17.4.67 Castle, W. C. E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67
Brenton, M. E. E n g . D e p t . to T.S.U. . . 17.4.67 G i p p . J. A. L. Eng . Dep t . 5.6.67
Glover, L. 0. L T . Reg . . . 17.4.67 Ireland, W. A. E n g . Dep t . 5.6.67 Sem'ar Scientific Ofi‘icer ta Pr in i cpa l Scientific Officer
Ho rnsby, R . .1. M i d . Reg . 17.4.67 Smi th , J . F. Eng . Dep t . 5.6.67 Rollett, J . M . E n g . D e p t . 15.6.67
Sti l l , L. A. H. E n g . Dep t . 24.4.67 G i l b e y, A. W. Eng . D e p t . 5.6.67 Mar l o , D. E n g . Dep t . 15.6.67“ § ‑
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‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‑
Name Reg ion , etc. Date Name Reg i on , etc. Date Name Reg ion , etc. Date

Promotionsicantinued
Exper imema l Ofiicer to Senior Experimental omcer

Retirements and Resignationsicantinned
Senior Executive Eng i nee r

Transfersicontimled
Senior Executive Eng i nee r

Elliott, C.R. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 27.6.67 Lafosse, L. P. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 31.5.67 Blair. G.M. . . E n g . Dep t . to S.E. R e g . 30.5.67
Wheels, D . W. G . M i n i s t r y o f Transpo r t t o

Scientific Officer to Senior Scientific Ofl‘icer Executive Eng i nee r E n g . D e p t . 1.5.67
Bond. D. J. E n g . D e p t . .. .. 18.5.67 Herbert. L. J. .. L .T. Reg . 5.4.67 D ow n i n g . S. A- 15- Reg- to Ghana -- 4-667

Barnett, F. P. . . L . T. R e g . 8.4.67 . .
Experimental Oficer (Open Competit ion) Baynham , L. J. . . M i d . R e g . 4.1.67 Executive Engmeer ~
Narayanan , M . E n g . D e p t . . . . . 1557 Turne r, A . F. . . L .T. R e g . 1.4.67 L o u g h , J . . . . . N.E. R e g . t o N.W. R e g . 7.11.67

Robinson, M. E. . . Eng . D e p t . 2.5.67 Mor r i s , W. A. E n g . D e p t . to Patent
Scientific 0 m m (Open Competit ion) Chapman , R. W. . . L .T. R e g . 6 5 67 Office. Board of Trade 16.5.67m 284 67 Wilkinson. W. . . N .W. R e g . 15.5.67 Best, F. L. . . E n g . D e p t . to E. R e g . 12.6.67

' ' ' ‘ ‘ " ‘ ' ' ‘ B o y d , W. J. . . N. I . . . 31.5.67 Balls, R. \V. E n g . D e p t . 10E. Reg . 19.6.67
Assistant (Sc iem ific ) (Open Competit ion) 83353:}? I; ' ' IS};Reg . gég'g; Brooks. M' ’ ' E n g . Dep t . to Hmigong 14 6 67
Fowler: K - R - E n g Dem- - - . . 20-6-67 B e r r y . J . c . . . E n g . Dep t . 12.5.67 Hurcom, J . G . E n g . D e p t . m Sabah . . 8.7.67

R ' d ' , E. . E . . .T. R . .6.67
Technical Assismnt to Assistant Regional Mo la r ( eszgne ) g;%mgI F. G E2:323: :3 11:1];Reel; 5.6.67
Transport Officer Assistanl Executive Engineer H i t c h e n , E . J . T S.E. Reg . 1 0 Met.
Ridout , J . F. . . London Re g . . . . . 5.4.67 G r e g o r y, w. . . N .W. Reg . . . . . 30.4.67 Police 9167
Entwhistle, F. C. . . N .W. Reg . . . . . 5.4.67 Preston, R. L. . . S.W. Reg . . . . . 10.5.67

Jackson, W. C. _. S.E. R e g . , . . 18.5.67 Amman! Executive Engineer
Tetlmicnl Assistant [0 Matar Transpart Otficer I I I Wa i g h t , T. A. . . L . T. Reg . . . . . 20.5.67 Deacon, H. C. . . L . T. R e g . to En g .
Hank i n , ]_ B. Eng I D e p L _. . . 5.4.67 Prentice. J. A. . . L . T. R e g . . . . . 24.5.67 D e p t . 8.5.67Stratford, S. . . L P . Reg . . . . . 265.67 K i r b y , D. J. L T . R e g . to E. Reg . . . 15.5.67
Lead ing Draugh tsman ta Senior Draughtsmau A’S’xdfll‘, “g I : - - i f ; R- - - . - - gig)??? Walke r, R . W. . . E n g . D e p t . t0 Iggfime 22 5 67

. ‘ t a ey, . . . . . . eg . . . . . . . ce . .
H m m g ’ S" J' E “ ' D e “ ‘° N‘E' R e g ' 17'4'67 A l lan , R. A. .. S.E. Reg . .. .. 31.5.67 Ta y l o r , c. H. E. R e g . 10 S.E. R e g . . . 30.5.67Hal ls , P. S. E n g . Dep t . . . . . 13.4.67 ’I let t D H E n g De p t 3 7 67 Mack , G. L. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 31.5.67

' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' B rown , L, M. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 31.5.67. . (Resigned) Draugh tsnmn
D _ _ _ ‐ I ’ “ " g l " s ’ " ” "( 0 P M campe ’mm' ) Terrell, T .J _ _ _En g . D e p t . 31.5.57 BC-nnelt, G .W . En g . D e p t . t oE .Reg . 3.4.67
Tillson, J. W. E n g . D e p t . 19.4.67 (Resigned) Curtis. V. D. E n g . D e p t . to L T .
Reeve, P. W. R. E n g . D e p t . 5.5.67 Reg . 3.4.67
Weavers, A. F. E n g . D e p t . 12.6.67 1 m m , ” Suett, C. G. E n g . D e p t . to N .W. 5 6

Reg . . .67
Execun‘ve Ofi‘icer ( L im i t e d Conwetitiau)_ H o u g h . G' ' ' ' ‘ N .W. Reg . ‘ ' ‘ ' 20'4‘67
Roberts, H. \V. E n g . D e p t . . . . . 4.4.67 - ~ ‑

W )E D 16667 EF ‐xecmmOfi‘h‘er71256326715 ‘ ‘ 5 ' “ g ‘ 5 p " " " ' ' Davies, .1. H. C.E.S.D. to E n g . D e p t . 17.4.67
Retirements and Resignations

Le a d i n g Draugh tsman
Assistant Smfi‘ Eng inee r W in t e t bome , A . C . Eng . D e p t . . . . . 14.4.67 Deaths
Ha l l , A. W. Eng . D e p t . . . . . 30.4.67 . .

Area Eng inee r Jenn ings , L . T, . . S.W. Reg . . . . . 29.5.67
Hobbs, H. .. .. M i d . Reg . .. .. 13.4.67 Transfeis . , .
A rno ld , A. F. . I W.B.C. . . . I 30.4.67 . . Asststam Executive Eng i nee r
Wood ing . w. J . . . L . T. Reg . . . . . 31.5.67 A m m l " SmfiEng inee r Jones, R . . . . . W.B.C. . . . . 5.5.67
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THE REED ELECTRONIC EXCHANGE

No. 18 system

packs more lines
into less space‑
HND LEAVES ROOM
fiiUNLIMITnn
nxpnnsmn

REX in a nutshell
By providing electronic common control
of reed relay spatial switching. the REX
system offers an extremely compact and
reliable solution to both the switching
and control problems of modern
exchange design. The REX exchange
has been developed by AEI to integrate
smoothly with existing automatic
networks : its exceptional flexibility
ensures ful l growth capacity for both
services and traffic . . .

Wider range‑
more accessibility
An entirely new Reed & Electronic
Modular Apparatus practice (REMA)
has been designed by AEI engineers to
provide completely compatible
mounting of reed relays and electronic
circuit components. Combined with a
new sliding-frame mountingsystem, the
REMA practice allows more than 20.000
linesof REXswitching equipment to be
accommodatedin the space normally
requiredby a 10,000 line electro‑
mechanical exchange. In existing
buildings this means more space for
future expansion: in n e w exchanges it
makes possible great savings in
construction and installationcosts. And
becausethe REX subscriber's l ine circuit
can tolerate substantially wider line
conditions, a REX exchange wi l l serve
an area much larger than that of a
conventional exchange. with significant
reductions in line plant investment.

Designed for expansion
The basic design allows for all future
switching requirements. including
abbreviated dialling and subscriber's
automatic transfer, together with all
current standard features such as data
for automatic message accounting. A
stored programme control is provided
to expedite inclusion of these and any
other special facilities that may be
required during the life of the exchange
with virtually no redundancy of initial
apparatus.

Minimum maintenance
The high-speed electronic control
system is programmed to give complete
automatic self-checking andself‑
reporting of fault conditions and at the
same time, routes calls away from areas
of faulty equipment. A 3,000 (ultimately
7,000) line prototype reed electronic
exchange supplied to the BPO at
LeightonBuzzard.* hasbeendesigned
for completely unattendedoperationand
reports all servicing requirements to a
remote maintenance control centre.

Maximumservice security has been
ensuredby exhaustive circuit design
and testing during the development
per iod andby replication of important
items of equipment. The control area is
sub-dividedintoindependentlyswitched
functional units thus ensuring continued
operation in the face of faults. Thanks to
the REMAsystem every part of the REX
exchange is accessible for inspection
or servicing.
* Developed in conjunction wi th the B P O
under the auspices of the Joint Electronic
Research Committee.



SOPHISTICRTED
ELECTRONICS‑
BUILDING BLOCK
SIMPLICITY!

The REX switching element
The basis of the REX system is the reed‑
relay switching element. It contains only
nine different piece parts, compared
with 200 in a bi-motionalselector. and its
very simplicitymakesituniquelyreliable.
There’s nothing to wear out and it is
sealed completely against dust and
atmospheric pollution.

The REX switching matrix
Switching matrices can be built up in any
form simply by clipping reed‐relay
crosspoints together. Thus unlimited
provision for the growth of lines and
links is built into the REXsystem.

The REX switching unit
Basic switchingarrays are built up out of
matrices and are arranged in parallel to
form a REXswitchingunit. Typically, a
1,000-line four‐section unit would serve
a community with an average calling
rate of 150 call seconds p e r line in the
busy hour : other calling rates can be
accommodatedby varying the number
of sections.

The multi-unit REX
exchange
Switching and linkingarrangements a r e
providedfo r a l l sections of each unit so
that complete crosspoint path intercon‑
nection ismade between al l lines of the
REX exchange. The special linking
pattern adopted can cater for all traffic
patterns whilst retainingsimplicity of
control.

REX electronic control
The REX electronic control has three
mainareas of activity:
ScannersandRegisters: To determine
the source and final destination of a call.

a» 3;}
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Markers and Interrogators: Concerned
with interrogating the state of crosspoin.’
paths andmarking these paths through
the switching sub-units.
Common Control: Processes the neces‑
sary call setting data in accordance with
instruction from the stored programme
control so that the calls are routedwith
maximumutilisation of the switching
networks.

Informationfor
administrations
The AEI REX InformationService is
one of the most comprehensive
programmes ever offered. In addition to
brochures and full technical data. AEI
wi l l gladly arrange for their lecture team
to visit the engineeringstaff of interested
administrations to provide an introduc‑
tory course on basic REXprinciples.
Later. key personnel would receive full
training bothat AEI’s UK factories and
on-site during installation. Training
schools staffed and maintainedby AEI
are also under consideration for
territories where reedelectronic
exchanges are proposed asstandard.

Please write for
full details
Public Telephone Systems
Department (Electronic)
Telecommunications Group
Associated Electrical Industries Limited
Woolwich, London SE18.
Tel : Woolwich 2020
REX is a UK registered trade mark.

. A E I
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The British Posl nflice
has selected the Plessey PVR800 Series

HFreceiver

[or spliI-second uulomulic
tuning In any one

of milljons of frequencies

PLESSEY
E lec t r on i cs
W PE(E)24

The Plessey PVR800 provides the BPO with
international point to point ISB radio services.
The receivers have been re-engineered to conform
with BPO Rack 51 practice.

Immediate and automatic tuning of the Plessey PVR800
Series receiver follows the selection of a new frequency
on the synthesizer.
The receivertunes to any one of 2.5 million frequencies
between 3 and 27.5 MHz. Also six of these frequencies
can be preselected on a memory unit and chosen by
the turn of a single switch.

This unique engineering concept gives the following
advantanges:

RELIABILITY
Solid state. Performance to specification over complete
band. Tuning by filter selection using vacuum reed re‑
lays. Novariable capacitors,variable inductors orvaractor
diodes used.
Highfrequency stability. On telegraph working, electronic
relays reduce distortion and eliminate adjustment.

VERSATIL ITY
Range of receivers covers CW, FSK, DSB. SSB, ISB,
speech and telegraphy, single-path, twin-path or dual
diversity reception.
Incremental synthesizer tuning in 10Hz steps.

SIMPLICITY
One-man operation of complete station, using local,
extended or remote controls. Modular construction and
plug-in printed circuit cards facilitate simple servicing.
The PVR800 Series conforms to latest CCIR recom‑
mendations.

The Plessey PVR800 Series brochure No. 6033 provides
full details; please write for a copy to the address below.
T h e Plessey Company Limited
Radio Systems Division, Ilford, Essex, England
Telephone: 01-478 3040 Telex: 23166
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A'hen is an Avo meter not an Avometer"

VALVE CHARACTERIS'I'IC METER
TYPE V.C.M.163

FUNCTION

a' 0'4 o: 7-051“,
0 ’ 0 : ” m s. .  O

SCREEN VOLTS ANDDE VOLTS ELECTRODE SELECYOR CIRCUKT SELECTOR

When it tests nuvistors,compactrons & 13-pinvalves
The n e w Av o VCM163 Valve Characteristic Meter is one of the most versatile
valve testers e v e r developed. W i t h facil it ies f o r testing valves w i t h as m a n y as 13
p i n connections (and2 top caps), plus recent ly introduced types such as nuvistors
and compactrons, the VCM163 provides bo th rap id fau l t diagnosis and compre ‑
hensive static/dynamic characteristics data. Nevertheless, it is even simpler to
use than previous models ‐ no backing-ofi' is required. A separate meter displays
mutua l conductance values continuously du r i ng testing, and there is pushbutton
mon i to r i ngof screen parameters.The f u l l range of h.t . voltage‐12.6V
to 400V ‐ c a n be applied to anode and screen, heater vol tage is adjust‑
able in 0.1V steps f r o m 0 to 119.9 and g r i d voltage m a y be varied con‑
t inuously f r o m 0 to 100V(calibrated). Get complete informat ionabout
the VCM163f r o m y o u r local dealer or A v o Ltd,Avocet House,Dover,
Kent .Telephone Dover 2626. Telex 96283.
A V Q M E A N S B A S I C M E A S U R E M E N T S A L L O V E R T H E W O R L D

31



It's not unusual to sound off about extraordinary achievements. So
we’re taking time out to say that Connollys have cominually sup‑
plied telephone cables to the British Post Office for over 58 years!
We also supply cables to most countries abroad.

Wantto make a hit? . .. then swing to Connollys for-youricable needs.

C O N N O L L Y S

Connollys (Blackley)L)imited Cable Division
Blackley, ManchesterS. Tel: Cheetham Hill 1801

GDcua
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affine Eddystone 990$ v.h.f/u.h.f
communIcations receiver

A fu l l y transistorized single conversion receiver accepting
a . m and f.m signals over the range of 230 MHz to 870 MHz.

PRIMARY FEATURES:
0 Frequency stability of the order of one part in 105 per degree

Centigrade.
0 High intermediate frequency of 36.5 MHz ensures excellent

image protection.
0 Low-impedance output at 36.5 MHz for driving ancilliary

equipment.
0 Output from both a.m and f.m video channels at approximately

2.5V peak-to-peak into a 1,000-ohms load.
0 FM. discriminator accepts deviations up to 250 kHz.
0 Internal crystal-controlled calibrator provides markers at

50 MHz intervals.
0 Audio output to monitor speakerI 600-ohm line, telephone or

external speaker.
0 Switched carrier level meter for linear, logarithmic or f.m

readings.
0 Precision geared 100/1 ratio tuning system.
0 Operates from a.c mains between100l125Vand200l250V40-60Hz.

Comprehensive technical details from:
Eddystone Radio Limited, Alvechurch Road, Birmingham 31.
Telephone: Priory 2231. Te l e x : 33708.
A Marconi Company

LTDIED36



They’ve been talking in bits between
Marlow and Reading for the past two years

Plessey Electronics, supplied the equipment ‐ Britain’s
first pulse code modulation transmission system to go
into public service. Many more similar systems are to
follow from Plessey: a major supplierof PCM equipment
to the British Post Office. 30 there will be even more
speech circuits in operation becausethe existing Plessey
PCM equipment allows large numbers of 24 channel
blocks to be carried on existing cables where previously
only one I f . speech circuit per pair was available.

In addition, Plessey are working on important new
PCM techniques‐ such asthe integration of switching
and PCM transmission in electronic exchanges; and
common-path working with data, telegraph, telemetry
and TV signals.

The Plessey Company Limited
A T & E (Bridgnorth) Division, Bridgnorth, Shropshire
Telephone: Bridgnorth 2521 Telex: 33373

PLESSEV E l e c t r o n i c s
@ PE(RT)I3A



RESET M I L L I SEC
LATCHING OPERATE RELEASE

S P E C I A L A P P L I C A T I O N S T I M I N G S

MK2P/MK3P PLus-m mum POWER RELAYS
( u m u l IIIPF m Iml - lu r l l n l mm vm l m ) ( M e l r e u i i m h h alu nullabh)
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K2P/MK3P SPECIFICATION

COIL OPERAT ION MAX IMUM CONTACT L O A D

'Raled Vol tage Resvstance RATED CURRENT (A )

( H ) MK2P and MKQPF M K ] ? and MKaPF

Resistive inductive Resistive Inductive
Load Load
3 I cos .'

Load Load
0-4 c05 - ‘= | c o s : <0-4

‘0
ISO
570

2230
10.000
10,000

Senes IoK nzw A‘2
‘Col i Voltage Operating Range 309441074, oi Rated Voltage mm: mm1mm . ) w:?ututmm

For additional information. please see the Keyswitch Catalogue.

nsuunm' ; WEE Iv“, tested n ma: 1: W P, m, mm i : met"! 4 :
TIL'HGS. 05m".1555(::)-151:(d:i Rt‘:15e,i\'r~$(l:) ‘St‘nstm

KEYSWITCH RELAYS LTD.. 120 Cricklewood Lane, London N.W.2. Teiephonei 01-452 3344‘ Telex: 262754

the great
relay muddle isover!
Anybody who ever needed a relay is only too
familiar with The Great Relay Muddle. Finding the
right relay has usually been strictly needle-in‑
haystack. There are so many different parameters
involved in even the simplest type, you hardly knew
where to start looking or when to stop.

Now The Great Relay Muddle is over. Finished.
Simply because the boys at Keyswitch tried putting
themselves in your shoes, and got corns. So they
stopped developing the best relays in the business,
just long enough to develop the remarkable new
Keyswitch Magic RelayFinder.

The KeyswitchMagicRelayFindersolvesthe needle‑
in-haystack problem by letting you put the needle
in the haystackyourseif‐provided it's the Keyswitch
Magic Haystack (an edge-punched data-card set).

Keyswi tch Mag i c RelayFinder
data-cm‘ds a re copyright, and cannot be repro‑
duced in whole or m par t without the speczjic
written permission of Keyswitch Relays Limited.

Each of these unique new cards carries the basic
printed matter you'd find on the product data-sheet
for a different Keyswitch relay model,plus informa‑
tion-retrieval coding that gives you quick access to
over a million different relay configurations. A few
jabs of the needle into the holes corresponding to
whichever parameters concern you most, and up
come just the specs, price, delivery and other data
you need.

FREE
A Keyswitch Magic RelayFinder is yours free on
request‐includingdata‐cards, needle, handywailet
and the automatic service that up-dates your data‑
cards as new and advanced Keyswitch relays are
introduced. So ask for yours today, and pu t The
Great Relay Muddle out of your life forever.

K E Y S W I T C H 5R E L A Y S
Keyswitch Relays Ltd - 120 Cricklewood Lane - London NW2
Telephone: 01-452 3344 - Telex: 262754
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Solid State
U.H.F.Fixed Station
for 4'50 t0 4'70 MC/S "’Choice of control systems.(p

The Pye F450T 1111f. base Station has a fully =1<Elimination of relays in transmitter with the
transistorised transmitter and receiver, for ' exceptlon 0f aer1a1changeoyer- ‘ , __
maximum reliability and minimum size =.< Output stage protected agalnst no-load condltlons.

. . >'<H' l - t b'l 't ' 1 lThe equlpment 1sfrequency-modulated, operates ‘ lg 1Sa 11y r e c e l v e r Sque c1circuit eliminates back round noise in
from 450 to 470 Mc/s, with 40 to 60 kC/s channel the absence of a signal? .
spacing, and is suitable for use with mobile :1:4w nominal p f , output.
and Pocketfone radiotelephones. *Remote control facilities. '
Pye Telecommunications Limited
Cambridge, England. Telephone: Cambridge 61222. Telex: 81166.

MRIS
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Facts
speakfor
themselves
The installed cost per
circuit-mile of submarine telephone
cable systems has fallen from nearly
$600 in 1956 to less than $25 today.
Cable systems have an expected life
of at least twenty years and annual
maintenance costs are very low.

17%? Submarine Cables Limited
(AnAEI Company) GREENWICH, LONDON S.E.10
Telephone: 01-858 3291 Telex: 23687 Cables: Moorings London

We plan, supply and install complete
transocean systems,
fully transistorised and capable
of handling 640 simultaneous
conversations.
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Two new AEI factories at Kirkcaldy and Glenrothes in Scot land ‑
another in Lower Sydenhamand expansion at Hartlepool. One million
square feet of new factory space added in just 12 months‐a signi‑
ficant increase in productive capacity which isalready playing a major
part in stepping‐up the output of AEl’s Telecommunications Group to
meet the huge demand from the British Post Office.
More space means more staff and AEI has already trained over t w o
thousand people in the varied and intricate skills required for making
telephone switching equipment and instruments. Within ten months
of building starting, the Kirkcaldy factory was actually producing
complete telephone switching racks. Within nine months in the
Glenrothes factory, telephones and other ancillary telephone appar‑
atus were being produced in substantial quantities.
These are the steps which AEI is taking to meet home and overseas
demands for telecommunications equipment.

The n e w 258,000 sq. ft. AE/ telephone exchange equipment
factory at Kirkcaldy, in Fife.

A view of the vast rack wiring sections in the new factory
at K irkca/a’y.

A E I
TElEflflMMIINlflATIIINS
ASSOCIATED ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS GROUP
Woolwich, London SE18. Woolwich 2020
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/ITELEY
////% ELECTRICAL RADIO//GO., LTD.

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////fl / V / , . Pest.fancy somefhing
ve--ry special

” W ” “ provide a .' ve ry excep’rional P

’ comprehensive

service for
‘ the design &

manufacture
, of electronic
equipment &

components

can't buy from stock.
E.D.C. specialise in ‘made-to‐measure’ AC and DC

motors and generators.Squirrel cage motors.for example,
are made fora wide range of horsepowers. and all motors
can be watertight or flameproof. If. for you, silence is

' , ' ‘ ' Your contact is E.D.C. for motors and generators you

Every operation is strictly

, golden, then motors can be super-silent and, if you wish.
’ . V . , _ _ _ _ _ _ w g , _ . _ - _ shockproof u p t o 240 G !

E Whiteley Electronic Equip- Perhaps yours is a mechanical fixing problem. This
I ment & Components are de- again is something we can solve for you.

i signed and precision‐built in There is virtually no limit to the 'specials' we undertake
g theCompany’s 0 W “ factories. ‐ t h e y are no problem to us. We are set out for it.
i controlled, every part is - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ‑
‘ 3 vigorously inspected and Please send me more details of your

tested. Nothing is left to purpose-made motors and generators.
' . chance‐hence Whiteley’s Name........................................................................

_ ~ _ e _ _ _ enviable reputation.
Company..................................................................

' Address.....................................................................
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO co_ LTD c .................................................................................

ELECTRO-DYNAMIC CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.
ST. MARY CRAY, URPINGTUN, KENT. Tel: 27551

MANSFIELD ' NOTTS - ENGLAND i Tel: Mansfield 24762

p a n s

London Office: 109 K I NGSWAY, W.C.Z Tel: HOLborn 3074
WBIBS
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...even at the
bottom of a river!
Manufactured by Pirelli General, the first armoured miniature
coaxial cable to be installed in Britain was recently laid on the bed
of the River Tamar as part of the 80 mile telecommunications link
between PIymouth‐Truro-Penzance. Installation was by Pirelli
Construction Company, except for the river crossing, carried out by
the General Post Office.
Up to 960 conversations can be held simultaneously over each t w o
tubes, of only -174 inch diameter with a performance well within
CCITT limits for this type of circuit. This installation follows the
first of these links (Salisbury-Bournemouth) which was completed
in record time by the Pirelli Construction Company.

PIRELLI GENERAL CABLE WORKS LT D - SOUTHAMPTON
TELEPHONE: SOUTHAMPTON 20381

P8464
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macaw!
PomFORGPO

The Marconi Company has been awarded
a major contract f r om the British Post
Office f o r 24 channel pu lse code
modulationequipmentwhich considerably
increases the capacity of present
telephone lines.

Marconi 24 channel pulse code modulation equipment
means a twelve times increase in the capacity of existing
telephone lines. Greater use of micrologic circuits results
in more reliable equipment; greater space saving; more
economic installation; better quality with extended
facilities.

Marconi line



Marconi PCM equipment is more advanced and uses
modern micrologic to more effect than other equipment.
It is more adaptable, being suitable for integrated
systems and data transmission; a teleprinter facility is
incorporated and a range of signalling sets for different
telephone exchange conditions is available.

communications systems
The Marconi Company Limited, Line Communications Division,Writtle, Essex. Telephone: Writtle 451

AN 'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY
LTD/USI

I7
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‘. . .it’s the newest Voice Telegraph equipment,
the least expensive, the most compact, most reliable’

‘O.K., O.K., cut the sales talk and
let ushave the facts’

‘Five 24 channel terminals on a standard 9’ rack’
‘ ‘Alrz'ght, soit’s compact’
‘Each channel directly modulated’

‘That’s worth having’
‘Speeds up to 96 bauds’

‘Now I am impressed’
‘62 Type construction gives flexibility
aswell aseasy maintenance’

‘Sure, sure, butyou’re dodging theprice’
‘Get TMC to quote . . .’

Telegraph EquipmentType T24P from
TMC. The low price isn’t the only
sflrprising thing about this outstanding
development; for full details write to:

Telephone Manufacturing Company Limited
TRANSMISSION DIVISION
SevenoaksWay StMary Cray Orpington Kent
Tel: Orpington 27020 Cables: Bubastis London

§§- Amember ofthe (i.ggroupofcompanies Telex: 28115
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For all types of drycore and plastic
telephone cables, apply to TCL‐ the
largest manufacturer of telephone
cables in Europe

[3
am Elmmi west: "

?‘VOOQ-innc.

Tfll
Telephone Cables Limited, Dagenham, England
Telephone: DOMinion 6611 Cables: Drycore Dagenham
THE ORGANISATION WITH 730 YEARS” EXPERIENCE



TYPE 62
EQUIPMENT

all your requirements can be supplied by

CRAY ELECTRONICS LTD
Thames Road
CRAYFORD

Kent
Sales and Technical G.P.O. approved

Servuce Complete range

CRAYFORD 26526 in stock



STCTelecommunications Review

The demands of space explorat ion have taken
STC to t h e bo t tom o f t he ocean
An STC submarine cable system is supplying a vital
link in the United States Space Exploration Project.
The link, 760 miles long, carries communications be‑
tween the Eastern Test Range Base, at Cape Kennedy,
and Grand Turk Island in the Bahamas. Intermediate
shore stations are located at Grand Bahama Island
and San Salvador.
By the aid of amplification units, or repeaters, laid
every 10 miles, the cable will carry 270 simultaneous
telephone conversations‐or high speed data equiva‑
lent‐between Cape Kennedy and Grand Bahama
Island.And to link Grand Bahama Island, San Salvador
and Grand Turk, the repeaters will be laid every 30

miles to provide an 80 channel capacity for these
sections.
Equipment for the project‐repeaters, multiplexing
terminal equipment, equalisers and cable‐were de‑
signed and manufactured by STC factories in the U.K.
Once again, an STC activity becomes the focal point
of international attention.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited, Submarine
Cable Division, Southampton New Docks, West Bay
Road, Southampton, Hams. Telephone: Southampton
74761.
Submarine Repeater Division, Basildon, Essex.
Telephone: Basildon 3040. Telex: 99101.

21
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You can p i c k o u t t he n e w
Deltaphone w i t h y o u r eyes
closed
80 compact and lightweight is the new Deltaphone,
you can lift it with one hand. Easily.
At 4-3 inches (109 mm), the body is only slightly
wider than the dial. And the handset is less than half
the weight of the more conventional variety‐just 4

‘ ounces (120 gms)!
When a call comes through on the Deltaphone, listen.
It doesn't ring. It warbles discreetly. At any volume
level you choose.
When it's silent, the Deltaphone still attracts attention.

\ By its looks.

/
And high technical specifications match its elegant
appearance. With the added attraction of restrained
colours to choose from and optional dial illumination,
the Deltaphone makes the ideal choice‐wherever

’ functional elegance is essential.
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited.
Telephone Switching Group, Oakleigh Road,
New Southgate, London, N.11.Te|ephone:
ENTerprise 1234.Telex: 21612.

“So STC can plan,survey,manage,

andoverhaul acommunications

Today, the many complex aspects of a_com‑
munication problem can be dealt With under
one roof.
By the Installation & Maintenance Services
Division of the STC Transmission Group.
Backed by the world‐wide resources of ITT, this
Division offers world-wide capability in the prOVlSlon
of integrated communication systems.

install,commission,maintain

system,aswell as train the
personnel to use it.” “I must readon!"

And that includes complete consultancy and
training services.
Find ou t how this STC Division could solve

your communications problem. Contact:
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Installation & Maintenance Services Division.
Basildon, Essex. Tel: Basildon 3040.



Some methods of convey ing
messages tend to f a l l sho r t
So we've perfected a few
of our own
For many years, we've devoted our skill and re‑
sources to developing and perfecting a complete
range of telegraphic equipment‐for direct and
indirect systems, large, medium and small.
We've been very successful.
Which is why STC equipment is used as much for
local and international telex switching as it is for the
private networks of public authorities.
Through STC equipment, the vital messages of
corporations, Civil airlines and business‐in-general
speed across the world. Our message-switching
equipment‐from the simplest manual transfer right
through semi and fully-automatic systems‐is the
finest available.
When it comes to your telegraphic problem ‑
whether it's large or smaII‐Contact the people who
make sure of the answers:
StandardTelephones and Cables Limited,Telephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London, N11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex:
21612.

STC helps make l i g h t of her j o b
She is one of the more fortunate telephone operators
‐she's equipped with a headset by STC. It's so
lightweight and comfortable to wear, she hardly
knows she's go t it on !
Then there are the operational advantages.
Always a high degree of stability and manoeuvrabil‑
ity, however much she moves her head. And the
improved sensitivity and frequency response‐‑
features based on the exclusive STC 'Rocking
Armature' principle.
All-in~a|l, she is happier and more efficient. Any
private or public telephone operator would be the
same with an STC headset.
Made of nylon plastic and virtually unbreakable,
STC headsets are available in black and grey (colours
approved by the British Post Office) and ivory.
Write, phone or telex for leaflet D/104 to: Standard
Telephones and Cables Limited, Telephone Switch‑
ing Group, Oakleigh Road, NewSouthgate, London,
N11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex: 21612.

23
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STANFAST
A s m s automated HF

radio stations
STANFAST Systems for automatic opera‑
tion of radio stations permit transmitting
and receiving installations to be controlled

AER'AL SWITCH'NG completely by one man from a central
location.
STANFAST Systems offer greater return

7 on capital investment by considerably
reducing direct operating and maintenance

, ,, AMPLIFIERS AND DRIVES costs, and by additional revenue arising
0" STATION from increased traffic. Initial installation

expenditure is correspondingly lower as"33%;?" the system design demands smaller sites
than hitherto.
STANFAST Systems may be integrated
into existing installations, stage by stage,

, to expand services. New projects can beTBA N s M 'TTER based entirely on the STANFAST concept.
FEATURES

One man operation of transmitter and
receiver stations
Substantial saving in operating and
maintenance costs
High reliability
Automatic restoration of interrupted service
Reduced capital costs of new installations
Expansion of services in existing buildings
Stage-by-stage re-equipment of
exjsting installations
Increased availability of traffic time
Control ‘on‐station’ or remote from
traffic centre
Automatic performance monitoring

RECEIVERS Automatic tuning, loading and switching
Reduced frequency change time

‘ Rapid fault location
0 N  S TAT I O N

RECEIVER
CONTROL 1" i } , For further details write, phone or telex

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited,
Radio Division, Oakleigh Road, New
Southgate, London N.11. Telephone:
ENTerprise 1234 Telex: 261912

g ‐ ‐ ‐ _ n i fi * _ ‐ ‐ ‐ _ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‑

AERIALS

MULTICOUPLERS

RECEIVER
Q i ‐ ‐ ‐ - ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ _ ‐ - ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ ‐ - ‐ ‑

MAIN DISTRIBUTION FRAME

LINES T0 TELEPHONE AND
TELEGRAPH EQUIPMENTS

REMOTE
CONTROL
CENTRE

TOWN TERMINAL



Head Office is in constant
touch w i t h a l l branches
But wouldn’t it be easier . ..
. . . to have contacted STC? Precisely.
Years of serious work went into developing and
perfecting our range of telegraphic equipment.
Direct and indirect systems, large, small and medium
‐ o u r advice means the correct answer to every
telegraphic problem.
And it's been very successful.
That iswhy STC equipment is used as much for local
and international telex switching as It is for the
private networks of public authorities.
Through STC equipment, the vital messages of
corporations, Civil airlines and business‐in-general
speed across the world. Our message-switching
equipment‐from the simplest manual transfer right
through semi‐ and fuIIy-automatic systems‐is the
finest available.
When it comes to your telegraphic problem‑
whether it's large or small‐contact the people who
make sure of the answers:
StandardTelephones and Cables Limited,Te|ephone
Switching Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
London N11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex:
21612.

L “ ,
N o b o d y makes pred ic t ions
a n y m o r e b u t whatever
tomor row ' s  sys tem we ' l l
be there
Nearly five million lines of STC Step‐by‐Step equip‑
ment are already in world service.
Over one and a half million lines of Crossbar pro‑
VIde automatic switching in 74 countries.
As an equal member of the Joint Electronics Re‑
search Commlttee, STC is well to the fore in the field
of electronic switching.
Whatever the future, STC's massive investment in
research WI“ ensure that it maintains its worId-wide
lead In telephone engineering.
StandardTelephones and Cables Limited,Te|ephone
Swntchlng Group, Oakleigh Road, New Southgate,
Eogggn, N.11. Telephone: ENTerprise 1234. Telex:

25
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L SOLDERING
EQUIPMENT

( M l ! 7 n d . Muk’

FOR

TOTAL EFFICIENCY

J. D. CONNECTORS
Rack and panel miniature connectors with flex‑
leaf spring contacts. 24, 36 and 50 way versions
intermateable with existing types.

Cannon Electric
(Great Bri tain) Ltd.,
Lister Road,
Basingstoke, Hants.
Te l : Basingstoke 3171 W

Cannon Distr ibutor Line cA N N 0 N

G

VALUABLE FREE BOOK
Tells You How to Pass Your C. & G.

Examination at First Attempt!
A l l Post Office personnel who are anxious to

obtain early promotion should at once send for a
copy of ou r handbook “ENGINEERING OPPOR‑
TUNITIFAI” which, among other intensely inter‑
esting matter, describes ou r unique methods of
preparation for the CITY AND GUILDS EXAMI‑
NATIONS for the Telecommunication Technicians’
Certificate and for individual subjects‐Mathe‑
matics. Engineering Science, Engineering Drawing,
Elementary Telecommunication Practice, Tele‑
conununication Principles, Radio and Line Trans‑
mission, Telegraphy and Telephony, Line Plant
Practice. It also contains details of ou r courses
covering the G.C.E. subjects required for promotion
to Assistant Engineer, Telecommunication Traffic
Superintendent and other grades; and the City
and Guilds examinations in Electrical Engineering
Practice, the A.M.I.E.R.E. and A.M.S.E.
Examinations, in addition to a wide range of
non-examination courses in a l l branches of
engineering‐Radio and Electronics, Electrical,
Mechanical.etc.

We also prov ide t u i t i o n f o r t h e Radio
Amateurs’ Examinat ion a n d t h e P.M.G.
Certificates f o r Radio O p e r a t o r s , w i t h
or w i t h o u t Morse t ra in ing. Detai ls a r e
g iven in t h e handbook.

FOR CATALOGUES APPLY DIRECT TO SALES DEPT.

A D C OL A PROD U CTS LTD.
ADCOLA HOUSE

On “SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE" te rms

If you intend to make the most of today’s oppor‑
tunities, you cannot afford to miss reading “ENGINEER‑

ING OPPORTUNITIES.” It tells you everything you want
to know to secure advancement, and describes many oppor‑

tunities you m a y now be missing through lack of information.
Send { o r your copy today~FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE
OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

7270 ALDERMASTON COURT,
ALDERMASTON, BERKSHIRE

G A UD EN R O A D

LO N DO N, S.W.4

Telephone: 01-622 0291/3
Telegrams: SOLJOINT, L O N D O N , S.W.4
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G.E.C. ‑
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd., of Coventry, England is a world leader in the field of
telecommunications. This large indUstriaI complex, backed by the vast resources of its
parent,The General Electric Co. Ltd. of England including a virile research and develop‑
ment organisation, is fully capable of undertaking complete contracts, including the
manufacture and installation of a comprehensive range of telecommunications equipment,
surveying, planning, maintenance, and the training of personnel.

capability in telecommunications
G.E.C. can demonstrate the proven ability to undertake complete contracts on a 'turnkey'
basis for the supply of completely integrated national telecommunication networks in
many different parts of the world.

- equipment w i th

acceptance
One of the major contributions made by G.E.C. to the advancement of the world's
communications has been in the field of transmission equipment. In particular, the intro‑
duction of semiconductored microwave radio equipment is an advance of fundamental
importance. This equipment, with its inherent advantages of greatly improved reliability,
lower maintenance cost and substantially reduced power consumption, enables the many
advantages of solid‐state techniques to be fully exploited.

Advanced design in

G.E.C. SHFbroadbandrradio equipmentType SPO 5575 is another example of the advanced
characteristics of this new transmission equipment. It is completely semiconductored and
operates in the frequency band 7425 MHz to 7725 MHz. it is suitable for the transmission
of up to 300 speech circuits and is in accordance with the latest recommendations of the
C.C.I.R. Compactness, combined with accessibility, have been engineered into the equip‑
ment using the latest construction practices, and the equipment has been designed to give
very high system reliability. The system operates on a twin‐path arrangement which
transmits the baseband signals over t w o radio channels and selects the optimum output
from one of the receivers at the distant station. Some recent examples of the application of
G.E.C. 7500 MHz equipment are described overleaf, followed by a specification summary.

Takes telecommunications
into tomor row
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd.,
of Coventry, England. 13/299,



ElSALVADOR _' ‘
Microwave system in
El Salvador‐see sketch B.

COSTA RICA '
Microwave system in

Costa Rica‐see sketch A.

Microwave System in Chile
The completely semiconductored
microwave radio system being
supplied by G.E.C. for the Northern
Zone of Chile will stretch 1163 miles
(1871 km). The main route, between
Santiago and Arica, will be equipped
with a system operating in the 2000
MHz frequency band, while the
secondary network and spur routes
will use systems operating at 7500
MHz., 2000 MHz and also 5 and
12‐circuit systems in the VHF and
lower UHF frequency bands.

Microwave S y s t e m
in Peru The 1100-mile
(1800 km) microwave
radio system now fully
commissioned and in
service in Peru is a good
example of the "turnkey"
capability of G.E.C.
(Telecommunications) Ltd.,
since the company, as
prime contractor, had
overall responsibility for the
entire project. This system
which is the longest of its
type in Latin America, uses
2000 MHz equipment.

G.E.C.of England
Telecommunicatii

Nationwi:
latest full‘
telecomm
Contracts
covering
microwav
G.E.C. ha

PACIFIC C

MicrowaV
G.E.C. is s
network to
The routes
and Limon
semicondu
a capacity
route, dupl
basis to en
network, V\
microwave
between C
for the sho
the exchan
by G.E.C.



sets the pace_ in _
msprogress InLatinAmerica
microwave radio communication networks by G.E.C. of England, including several featuring the

,emiconductored 7500 MHz broadband radio equipment, are making a substantial contribution to
iications progress in Central and South America.
iclude microwave radio systems for Costa Rica, El Salvador, Peru, and Chile. These networks,
'ferent types of terrain and a wide range of climatic conditions, demonstrate the versatility of G.E.C.
systems in widely differing applications. They include an example of an installation for which
men appointed as prime contractor on a "turnkey" basis.

I ‘ ‐ ’ \ I
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7500 MHz Broadband JIQU'Uscgg-V'USU"
Hz Broadband r,f_ channel r f . channel ‘ c % LUTAN LA UNION
Hz Broadband ref. channel ‐ 1 2 cct. Open W i r e routes \\)$Q
cable link ----- 3 act. Open wire routes 9,"?

| Passive repeater ?\0 PACIFIC OCEAN

System in Costa Rica Microwave System in El Salvador
plying a nationwide microwave radio The microwave trunk network now in service in
1k all the principal towns in Costa Rica. El Salvador was planned and installed by G.E.C. using
uking Liberia, San Jose, San Isidro General, 7500 MHz 300-speech circuit completely semiconductored
e being equipped with completely equipment. The network interconnects regional centres
) red equipment operating at 7500 MHZ with throughout the country each of which have their own
300 speech circuits. On these sections of the open‐wire network connecting them to the smaller
ted channels will operate on the twin-path townships and villages. The contract for the open-wire
re very high system reliability. The complete equipment was also awarded to G.E.C. A feature of the
ch also includes 960-circuit 6000 MHz 7500 MHz network is the use of passive repeaters to
iuipment for the more heavily loaded route enable the radio equipment to be installed in easily
0 Gurdian and Adams, as well as cable links accessible areas. This system also operates on a twin-path
sonnexions between the radio stations and basis to provide frequency diversity.
S,is being installed and commissioned

Takes telecommunications
into tomorrow
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd.
Telephone Works. Coventry,
England. IB/29b
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G.E.C. ‑
brings latest techniques
to 7500 MHz equipment
Specification summary
S.H.F. Semiconductored Broadband
Radio Relay Equipment

Radio Serviceband
Operating Frequencies: Omnibus Engineer's Service Channel:
7425 MHZ to 7725 MHz 200 Hz to 3400 Hz
Transmitter Output: Calling on Service Channel:
200 m W Terminal to Repeater:
Receiver IF Bandwidth: Loudspeaker
20 MHZ Repeater to Terminal:
Receiver Noise Factor: Out-of-Band tone
11 db maximum
IF Input/Output Impedances: Antenna SyStem
75 ohms unbalanced Feeder L055:

2.2 db/1OO feet
Baseband 7.2 db/100 metres
Capacity: Antenna 6 I 8 I 10 I 12 I
Up to 300 circuits Forward Gain:
Input level: (at 7500 Hz) 40.5 db 43 db 45 db 46 db
‐ 4 2 db! Beamwidth:
75 ohms unbalanced (3 db points) 1.50 1.10 0.9° O.8°
?:guébteVEI' Power Suppl ies
75 ohms unbalanced 24 VOItS d-C‑

or 95 to 125 and 180 to 250 volts a.c.
Mean Deviation Consumption d.c. a.c.
300 circuits: Terminal Rack 210W 285VA
200 kHz Repeater Rack 365W 500VA
120 circuits:
280 kHz

Pre-emphasis
Over 120 circuits:
To C.C.I.R. Recommendation No.
275 (Geneva 1963)
120 circuits or less:
None required

7500 MHz Terminal Rack
includes:
Twin path Radio, Protection
switching, Baseband and
Supervisory Equipment a//
mounted on one 7’ 6”
(2.28 metres) rack

Takes telecommunications
into t o m o r r o w
G.E.C. (Telecommunications) Ltd.,
of Coventry, England.18/29:
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LetPreformeddead ends
take the load...

A PREFORMED Tangent
Support for Dropwire No. 1
takes only seconds
to apply by hand

TRADE MARK
PREFORMED LINE PRODUCTS
(GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED
ANDOVER ' HAMPSHIRE ' ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: ANDOVER 4044/5
CABLES: PREFORMED ANDOVER
Agents throughout the world. Manufactured under
licence from Preformed Line ProductsCo. Cleveland
Ohio ' USA ' Covered byPatentand PatentApplications
Nos. 817535 ' 817055 - 817534 ' 805338 ' 817644 ' 788908

PREFORMED Dead Ends eliminate
stress concentrations.
They are easily and quickly
applied by hand. PREFORMED
Dead Ends hold the wires
firmly and securely.
When coated with PVC they give
full protection to insulated
cables. PREFORMED Dead Ends
for No. 3 Dropwire were
developed in conjunction
with the CPD . Engineering
Department.

Other PREFORMED Accessories
include PREFORMED Dead Ends
for multi-paired cables,
Guy Grip Dead Ends
for stay terminations,
Plastic Spacer Units,
Spiral Vibration Dampers.
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‐ t h a t ' s Plessey A7E Secrecy Equipment

A7E gives maximum security over both line and radio
transmission links and is designed to defeat the most
determined attempts at tapping. Based on the 5‐band
’scrambler’ device, the equipment uses a speech
band of 250‐3000 Hz, divided into five sub‐bands
of 550 Hz each. These sub-bands are modulated,
filtered and re-assembled in some other sequence for
transmission to the distant terminal. Interchangeable
code cards at each station provide over a hundred
combinations of Inversions and translations. A simple
switch adjacent to the telephone allows the secrecy
equipment to be taken out of service at the discretion
of the user and also a limited number of instant code
combination Changes to be made.

Transistorization has produced a compact design
which is suitable for installation at subscribers'
premises. The complete unit is mounted in a small
rack and is operated from an 3.0 . mains supply.

PLESSEY
Elec t ron ics
THE PLESSEY COMPANY LIMITED
AT & E (BRIDGNORTH) DIVISION
BRIDGNORTH - SHROPSHIRE - ENGLAND
TEL: BRIDGNORTH 2521 -TELEX 33373

@PE(RT)IOA
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REGD. TRADEMARK
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...above all other insulating tapes
Today's insulating techniques demand something better than
ordinary general purpose insulating materials for cable wrapping
and splicing, overwrapping junction boxes and similar applications.
And something better means ’SELLOTAPE‘ POLYTHENE
ELECTRICAL 1409.This outstanding 'Sellotape’ product has
many advantages:

Clean to handle‐ i t remains flexible even at low temperatures
meaning easy application in any conditions.
PIasticiser-freefilm and special long ageing adhesive prevent
the tape from drying out and going brittle.
Conformable, elastic film base ensures a moisture, chemical and
oil proof seal.
Compatible with polythene sheathed wires and cables.

I Available in a range of colours to 8.8. 2746.

...above all other component finishing tapes
'SELLOTAPE' CREPED PAPER THERMOSETTING 2701 is today's
finest product for finishing wire wound components, such as the
ringer coil illustrated below.
Designed, like the handset, for life-time service, 2701 is a low cost,
high grade product employing a specially purified paper coated with
a thermosetting adhesive.
The tape is suitable for all impregnated components;
since it withstands processing temperatures of 180°C and
has good solvent resistance.

To find out more write for a copy of the 16-page 'Sellotape' booklet 'Electrical
Taping' or discuss your requirements with one of the ‘Sellotape' team of
electrical tape specialists.

products‑
REGD VRADEMAM

a plus on every production line
SELLOTAPE PRODUCTS LIMITED, INDUSTRIAL DIVISION, SELLOTAPE HOUSE
54-58 HIGH STREET, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX.Telephone: EDGware 2345. Telex: 262462
GLASGOW OFFICE: 93 HOPE STREET, GLASGOW C2. Telephone: CENtral 6861. Telex: 77534
DUBLIN OFFICE: 1/2 LOWER MOUNT STREET, DUBLIN 2. Telephone: 61108/9
Associated Manufacturing Companies in Australia, Canada, Eire, New Zealand and South Africa

‘SELLOTAPE' is the registered trade mark of Adhesive Tapes Limited
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Look,
one

hand!
DENSO Anti-Corrosion Paste is now available in
12 oz. plastic tubes. Plastic, to facilitate use in the
electrical industry where non-conductors are
important. Easy to apply with one hand‐ ideal
for difficult locations. Economical t o o ‑
paste in the tube remains clean when
not i n use. 12 oz. t ube ‐on l y 1/6dl

The DENSO Anti-Corrosion
Service will offer you expert
advice on most corrosion problems,
based on years of practical experience
in all industries.

D E N S O y o u r safeguard against corrosion!
WI N N 8 C CA L E8 LI M l T E D, Denso House, Chapel Road, London, S.E.27. Telephone 01-670 5711
Also at Manchester, Belfast and Dublin. DENSO agents throughout the World

ELEMENTARY
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
THEORY
R. N. Renton
From the author of Telecommunication Principles, this is a new book
for the City and Guilds' Telecommunication Technicians' Course.
It provides a sound and balanced treatment of the first year subject
Engineering Sclence (excluding only the treatment of mechanics)
and the second year subject Telecommunication Principles A.

Paper Covers 30s net. Library edition 405 net.

BASIC ELECTRICAL
CIRCUIT THEORY

J. W. Mansell and R. Lowe
This introductlon to a fundamental topic in electrical englneering
draws its examples from both heavy and llght current appllcatlons
and is suitable for degree and diploma students. 453 net

R A D I O AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
V O L . 1 FIXED RESISTORS
G. W. A. Dummer Second edition
The new edition of thls volume in the celebrated ‘Radio and
Electronic Components' series. dealing with fixed resistors, once
again br ings the series up to date. 503 net

SOLUTION OF PROBLEMS
IN ADVANCED ELECTRICAL

ENGINEERING
G. H. Atk inson and R. A. Stevens

A series of worked and unworked examples in electrical engineering
topics. the general level of thls book is that of final year degree or
part III I.E.E.examinations. Each chapter glves the necessary theory
and relevant formulae. 50$ net
Send for our free 60-pagecatalogue of electricaland eleclronics books.

PITMAN 39 ParkerStreet London WC2

MODEL ANSWER BOOKS
CITY AND GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE

TELECOMMUNICATION TECHNICIANS’ COURSE

Five model answer books are available, each
covering one of the following subjects:

TELECOMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES A

TELECOMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES B
ELEMENTARY

TELECOMMUNICATION
PRACTICE

RADIO A N D LINE
TRANSMISSION A
TELEPHONY A N D

TELEGRAPHY A
Price 7/6 each (Post Paid 8/-)

Orders may be sent to the Journal Local Agents or t o :
The Post Office Electrical Engineers' Journal.
G.P.O., 2‐12 Gresham Street, London. E.C.2



Quick! Simple! Efficient! Space-saving!
A b u l l ’ s - e y e e v e r y t i m e w i t h

Unique Separate Spindle System
(Patented)

f o r a l l Vo l u m e C o n t r o l a n d
Potent iometer requirements
* S p i n d l e s f o r ” G r u b - s c r e w ” and ”Push-on" fi t t i n g s

’Insulated" types and o t h e r ’specials’
* Cont ro l un i ts w i t h or w i t h o u t D .P. S w i t c h . L o g

or L inear Tr a c k s

R a d i o s p a r e s
4-8 MAPLE STREET ' LONDON ' W'1 ' ENGLAND

TELEPHONE: 01-387 7232 (s LINES)

TELEGRAMS A N D C A B L E S : RADOSPERES, L O N D O N ‐W 1

By Return
Service for

a"
Electronic

Components
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Adcola Products, Ltd.

Associated Electrical Industries, Ltd.

Avo, Ltd.

British Institute of Engineering Technology

British Insulated Callender’s Cables, Ltd.

Cannon Electric (Great Britain), Ltd.

Connollys (Blackley), Ltd.

Cray Electronics, Ltd.

Eddystone Radio, Ltd.

Electro‐Dynarnic Construction C0., Ltd. . .

Ferranti, Ltd. . .

G.E.C. (Telecommunications), Ltd.

Keyswitch Relays, Ltd.

Light Soldering Developments, Ltd.

IN DEX TO ADVERTISERS

PAGE
26

2, 3512, 13

5

26

1

26
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20

6

14

38

. . 27~30

8, 9

36

PAGE
Marconi C0., Ltd., The 16, I7 , 37

Pirelli General Cable Works, Ltd. . . . . . . 15

Pitman, Sir Isaac, & Sons, Ltd. . . . . . . . . 34

Plessey C0., Ltd., The 4, 7, 32

Preformed Line Products (Great Britain), Ltd. . . . . 3]

Pye Telecommunications, Ltd. . . . . . . . . 10

Radiospares . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

Sellotape Products, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . 33

Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd. . . 21‐25

Submarine Cables, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . 11

Telephone Cables, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . 19

Telephone Manufacturing C0., Ltd. .. .. .. I8

Whiteley Electrical Radio C0., Ltd. . . 1. . . 14

Winn & Coales, Ltd. .. . . . . . . . . 34

SeIf-contained‐does NOT require the use of air-Iines or pumps
Simp|e, light and inexpensive
PERMABIT nozzle will not wear or become eroded by the solder
Standard nozzle 35; in. bore. Alternative, 3%; in. bore
Mains or low voltages

LIGHT SOLDERING DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Please ask for colour catalogue A/PO 34

28 Sydenham Road, Croydon, CR9 2LL
Tel: 01-688 8689. 4559

Published by The Post Office Electrical Engineers ‘ Journal, G .P.O . , 2‐12 Gresham Street, L o n d o n , E.C.2 ,
and p r i n t e d in Great Britain at The B a y n a r d Press by Sanders Phi l l ips and C 0 . , Chryssell Road , London , S.W.9
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MARcomlh i g h performance.

90'EARTH STATION
Complete system service
Modularconstruction
Exceptianalreliability‘ ‘

In teg ra t i on and over-all stat ion des ign mee t f u l l
INTELSAT standard.

0 F igu re o f mer i t G/T: Better than 40.7 dB a t
5° elevation.

0 Cassegrain t y p e feeds ‐monopu lse o r conical scan
available.

0 Un ique quasi-paraboloid reflector f o r h i g h
e f fi c i e n c y ‐a l u m i n i u m o r stainless steel surfaces.

0 M o u n t s : Ful ly steerable‐elevat ion over azimuth.
Hour angle dec l i na t i on ‐cove rs equator ial
satell ites.

THE nuEEN's'AWAnnm mnusrmt
I aaI | I I7

0 Transmitters: Either T.W.T or K l y s t r o n t y p e ‐w i d e Marconi‐space communications systems
and nar row instantaneous bandwidth. The Marconi Company Limited,

0 Receivers: Helium-cooled parametric ampl ifier. Space Communications Division, Chelmsford, Essex
“ " 9 5 “ “ dem°d" 'a t° '5- AN'ENGLISH ELECTRIC' COMPANY

LTDIF52
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Ferranti epoxy encapsulated transistors

E -  I N E
L O W COST HIGH RELIABILITY 7 r i
ZTX3OO (2N3708/9) ‐ 1/6dleach1,000 off Will meet full requirements of K1007 and E m m i '
ZTX31O (2N706) # 1/8d each 1,000 off MlL-S-19500. i
S M A L L SIZE - WIDE FUNCTION AVAILABILITY 'i

General Purpose amplification and switching
(ZT80). High Speed Switching (2N2369)

amplifier/oscillator applications

Body size 0090” x 0-150” X 0‘180"
MECHANICAL VERSATILITY
Can be supplied for mounting: 9: on Prin
Circuit Boards with 0050” hoie pitch v):
TO-18/TO-46 configuration -}< on
FILM or other substrates
H I G H DISSIPATION gives full data and
300 mW at 25°CAmbient. ‘ , ‘ ,, evaluation for these
Ambient. 75 mW at 100°C Ambient. ’n request.

Actual size

FERRANTI
First into the Future

FERRANTILTD- GEM MILL- CHADDERTON O-LDHAM LANCASHIRE- Tel: (061) MAln 6661
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